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By NANCI PETERSON
business," she added.
One of many Calloway County flood"It was really a sorry sight. water two
damage stories will have a happy ending if and three inches high all through the
the work of the county construction crew, basement, not far from reaching the
headed by Charles McKenney,foreman, is bottom volumes of our important
successful.
documents," 3/lid Harris, the county court
Housediathe basement of the Calloway
County Court House, Marvin Harris' of-Water from tha drainsnout oft the

WASHINGTON ( AP) — President Ford
hes (twirled to veto pending farm aid • the administration conh up consumer prices for
congressiosal and. White

0-34.00
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MAU S. Foley of the House
/---itedttee and others said
* House legislative aides
numbers of a Senate•committee on the bill
dvetb is inevitable.
panel, which will try to
wing versions of farm aid
nate and House, will not
lug until Monday.
d as well as deeply ciisapof this reported decision
because I believe we aeon and responsibility in
I passage of this bill," Foil in a statement.
veto, Ford has taken the
Ature Secretary Earl L.
rocated a veto for weeks.
• administration officials
3n would raise the retail
cents a gallon, cheese by
and butter by 20 cents a
year because of higher
dairy products.
3utz finds himself in an
with consumer-oriented
;Tess representing urban
hey contend the over-all
s and consumers would

-- --range from 0400 million to more than VI
billion.
The legislation would raise from 80 to 85
per cent of parity the price support level of
dairy products and also boom .the prices
that the government guarantees farmers
will receive for grain and cotton. Cotton already is selling near the price at which the
government would make payments to
growers.
Parity is defined at the point at which
the price a farmer receives for his product
equals the cost of producing it plus a
reasonable profit.
In general, the Senate-passed version
provides more generous support levels
than does the House version. The Senate,
but not the House, voted to increase supports for tobacco growers and to place a
temporary ban on the importation of
foreign-bred beef in an attempt to improve
prices for the U.S. livestock industry.
Supporters of the legislation say it is
needed to protect rural America during
the nation's current difficulties and to encourage farm production.
A high Agriculture Department official
said earlier this week that a veto by Ford
was considered politically safe in the farm
belt 18 motths before the next presidential
election.
"Nobody will remember as long as farm
income is good next year," he said.
Butz and Ford discussed the issue at a
White House meeting Friday, and conferees were informed privately of the veto
decision afterward,sources said.

Toll On Kentucky
Turnpike To End
a and Hancock standing at
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — After 2 p.m.
on June 30, drivers won't have to pay tolls
on the 40-mile Kentucky Turnpike.
Gov. Julian Carroll made that announcement Friday.
Discussions to end the tolls on the stretch
of Interstate-65 started in February, 1974,
after heavy traffic on the turnpike made it
possible to pay off construction bonds.
The turnpike, the governor said, will be
"free of tolls and free of debt and 19years
ahead of schedule" when the tolls are
abolished.
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daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Butterworth of Route
1, Murray.
Miss Butterworth, a senior
at Calloway County High
School, has been voted by
her classmates as "Miss
Calloway County High,"
"Best Looking," "Best All
Around Senior Girl," and has
been selected for the
Society of distinguished High
School Students.
An active student, she is a
varsity cheerleader, .Senior
Class president, student
council vice-president and
participates on the track
team, speech team, band,
pep dub, FHA and SAE
Go shopping with Miss
Spring in this special section.
She wjil show you bargains
galore offered by the me
chants of Murray.

-

1merican military might
arranged more to offset
prisals by the Cambodian
he insurgents, but those
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FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — Recent victims of flooding in Kentucky have until late
next month to apply for disaster relief
from the Small Business Administration
and Farmers Home Administration.
The FHA deadline is May 29 and SBA's is
May 30,Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston,
Ky., said Friday. The eligible counties are
Allen, Bell, Calloway, Christian. Graves,
Knox, Metcalfe, Pulaski. Simpson, Warren
and Whitley.
For victims in Ballard, McCracken and
Livingston counties, the deadline is June 5.
Huddleston said.
Applicatthns for loans to farmers for
production losses may be filed until Dec.
31.

Carroll Asks
Investigation
At Eddyville

Miss

Vicky Butterworth was photographed by Dave Celaya and frank Gonzales
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e Human Relations. The
ilk'such skills .is. comt* Hale, Dr. lane Wells,
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instrin tor. Helen Spann, Sandra A4( Kinney, Martha Beale.la( kie Weatherford, (,erri Reed, and Betty Gordon Bar k 1411e%

.
stein Attending most of the sessiTins, hut not pictured abiive, were Dorothy'Nanny, Margaret Trestadsari leartriette
ollie, Mia Wilson, ken Barber, Veroroi, Grogan, lean Blankenship, Velva Maupin, Frances Myers, Bonnie Ashby. R. -1.
Cooper, and John I roller. The course taught by Dr. lane Wells, was offered as a result of a Title kresearch project tonduc fed by the Management Department Of Murray Vine University. The project is directed by Dr.41ex Gallowas, and Dr
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov. Julian
Carroll says he wants a thorough investigation of charges of misconduct made
by inmates at the state penitentiary at Eddyville against prison officials and employes.
"I want to make it abundantly clear that
the investigation is not being conducted
just to satisfy the inmates but to determine
the accuracy of their allegations," Carroll
said Friday to members of the commission
he appointed to investigate the matter.
"We're not afraid of the truth. In fact.
we want to get to the bottom of it as best as
we can," he said. "We want nothing held
back."
The governor said he would take appropriate action on the commission's findings and would fire staff members or officials if necessary.
He said the tommisSion would have the
full cooperation of state agencies and that
aIthntitih there
TV'a Altrfitiliffille iritietrtif liope411-- ;
would be done as expeditiously as possible.
The governor also said he would ask the
commission's advice on where to locate a
proposed $15 million maximum seeurity
state prison.0
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Deaths and Funerals
Rites Held Today
For Jesse Roberts
The funeral for Jesse
Roberts, retired Calloway mail
carrier, was held this morning
at eleven o'clock at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Rodney Travis
of Benton officiating and
Richard Jones as organist.
Ronnie Parker, Rev. Lloyd
Mayer,Rudy Holland, Joe Ryan
Cooper, B. C. Grogan, and
Amon Owens served as
pallbearers. Burial was in the
Ivy Cemetery.
Mr. Roberts, age 87, died
Wednesday at the Benton
Municipal Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Pattie Beale Roberts,
daughter, Mrs. Bill Farris, and
three granddaughters, Mrs.
Wade Outland, 'Miss Ebeth
Farris, and Miss Susan Farris.

Robert A. Parks,
Former Countian,
Dies Wednesday

The Calloway County FireRescue Squad answered a call
to the frame trailer of E. A.
Carter at Lakeway Shores at
5:15 p. m. Thursday.
A squad spokesman sad the
building was not ocpied at the
time and was owned by E. A.
Carter of Route Two, Cedar
Hill, Term.
squad
told
Neighbors
members they heard an explosion before the fire, according to the squad report.
Thirteen men and three units
answered the call.

Word has been received of the
death of Robert A. Parks,
formerly of Calloway County,
who died Wednesday night at
his home in Glasgow. He was 80
years of age.
Mr. Parks was a veteran of
World War I and was the son of
the late Horace Parks and
Minnie Beaman Parks of
Calloway County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Idell Parks, Glasgow; four
daughters, Mrs. Willard
(Imogene) Dill, Elizabethtown,
Mrs. Jack Volina CarnPnien,
Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Robert
Zeldene) Miller, Lexington,
David
and Miss Martha Parks,
Mrs
and
Glasgow; two sons, Douglas
'1304 My
of
both
Parks,
and Paul
notified t.
Glasgow; three sisters, Mrs.
Universit
011ie Riley and Mrs. Fred
of
( Eurah) Phillips, both
Murray, and Mrs. Tom
(Gladys) Nix, Lexington; one
brother, Otto Parks, Murray;
twelve grandchildren; one
great grandchild.
Funeral services will be held
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The deceased was a retired
tinsmith of the Sunbeam Corporation, Chicago, Ill., and he
and his wife had moved to
Murray from Villa Park. Ill., in
October 1969. A member of St.
The Mayfield Presbytery will
Leo's Catholic Church, he was
an Army veteran of World War meet at the North Pleasant
Cumberland
Grove
on
Church
Born July 26, 1909, in Presbyterian
that hat
McHenry, Ill., he was the son of Saturday, April 12.
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Eight; one son, Joseph McCabe, with scripture from James 119 in June.
Jr., and two grandchildren, at the eleven a. m. services on
The M;
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Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jones currentl)
Lombard, Ill.; six sisters, Mrs.
Margaret Foote, Albuquerque, will be greeters on Sunday with
minister
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Schaumburg, 111,, Mrs. Lillian a. in.
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William
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Catherine Bottler, Pewaukee,
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Wisc., Mrs. Lucy McDonald,
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GRANADA ENTERPRISES

HOURS:

Symposium ...

Trailer Burns At
Lakeway Shores

Green, Ohio, contended that the
original purpose of the colonial
"elites" was "essentially a
conservative one."
They demonstrated a skill
and flexibility that allowed a
major restructuring of the
social and poltiical order
without the destructiveness of
many subsequent revolutionary
movements," he said.
"The revolution was "a quest
for equality," he pointed out,
emphasizing that after the
conflict there was greater
equality of popular participation in government and of
social advance opportunities
when compared with those
existing prior to the period.
Evens°,he said, many people
were still excluded from the
American dream, and the individualism that the re-unbosom

STOCK MARKET
(Coatinued from Page 1)
form of protest of the decade,
non-importation, and it and
others' influence on a larger
question which was in the minds
of the colonials: Whether the
British economic system, as
they lived and understood it,
was acceptable to them.
•'They go from a simple
system of reform trying to get
the British to change their
minds on economic matters to
the larger question of whether
or nor they can live with any
system which they come to see
as more and more burdensome," he said.
Ernest also pointed out that
the decade 1763-73 was a critical
one because it is marked by two
major economic depressions.
"Given those two economic
crisies, and the British
economic legislation after 1773,
a doubt is raised in the colonial

Friday, April IL 1975
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case, was economic independence."
The symposium was sponsored by the Department of
History at Murray State, and
the seventh in the series will be
presented in October of this
year.

Council ...
(Continued from Page 1)
Department would begin April
17. Willis said workers would
begin on the south side of Main
Street at that time and when the
trash pickup on the south side
was completed, the north side
pickup would get underway.
The council approved new
hours for the city landfill
beginning April 17. At that time,
the landfill will be open from 9
a. m. until 6p.

Prices of stocks of local uderest at noon
today furnished to the Ledger & Taws by
I. M.Simon Co. are as follows:
14+.
$14 vac
-1114 vac41%
unc
W. -'•

Airco
Amer. Motors
AsA1fir4011
A.T.& T.
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Western union
Zenith

1.
.
41

• 4

13 -"••
l7". +14
IP• +14
154 +la
.
IPA +1
tune
IV. one
17,1 -.-‘•

Pre-Registration For
Headstarl Wednesday
Murray Headstart will hold
pre-registration on Wednesday,
April 16, from eight a.m. to
twelve noon at the Headstart
Center on North Second Street
Children with 1970-71 birthdays are eligible, according to
economic guidelines For information call 753-7286.

Prices of stock el local interest at noon,
EDT, tociay, flaatated to the Ledger &
Times by Wit at Michigan, Corp., of
Murray,are as follows:
U.S. Homes
Kaufman & Broad
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W . R. Grace
Texaco
....-.--............Geniril Elec.
.
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.
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dicapped persons.
Volunteers often accompany
Those benefitting from the
Today it was to be a hot meal
who deliver the food. In
(those'
but
of chicken breasts, mashed program pay for the meals,
cnqes, these people are
many
an
on
ned
determi
is
price
,
the
potatoes, carrots and broccoli
contact the recipients
only
the
scale
or, a second meal consisting of a adjusted monthly income
others. Director
with
have
and
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costs
shelter
all
after
milk,
sandwich, lemon pie,
specific instances
gave
Price
ate
legitim
coffee or tea, juice, cranberry utilities) and
social outlet has
this
where
been
have
s
expense
a
medical
and
soup
sauce, bread, jelly,
g to the program.
meanin
given
raw
for
is
charge
cereal. Both of these meals deducted. The
said, "The problem of
Price
the
include
not
does
and
more
the
food
to
ed
would be deliver
sight is a major problem for the
cost of paper products, salaries
than 60 recipients scattered
n
Johnso
and
Floyd
throughout
counties.
Price had been on the phone
all morning, checking the flood
reports. It was something of a
relief to find that only one meal
would not be delivered that day.
One of the recipients lives near
Wheelwright and rising waters
made entry into that area
difficult. "Fortunately," said
Price, "we train our recipients
to set aside some of the cold
food items for just such an
occasion. We show them how to
preserve food and explain the
necessity for sanitation and
refrigeration. I assure you that
the recipient we miss today will
not be going hungry."
Meals-on-Wheels is a uniqUe,
humanitarian program, patterned after one started in
London during World War II. It
is an effort to help the elderly,
the housebound and the handicapped. Meals are prepared
under the supervision of a
nutrition consultant from the
Mountain Comprehensive Care
Center serving Floyd, Johnson,
Martin, Magoffin and Pike
counties. Careful attention is
given to meals for recipients
who may be suffering from
diabetes or convalescing- from
recent hospitalization. All
meals are prepared without
salt, eliminating the possibility

elderly. One of our recipients is
nearly blind. She is 79 years old
and is using two of her other
sences—touch and sound—to
give one of our employees piano
lessons."
Price continued, "We serve
one gentleman who is totally
blind. The volunteer and employee assist him itr reading his
mail. This recipient does
braille
of
proofreading
materials for the Association
for the Blind."
Recipients of the program,
which went into full operation
on Jan 1, range in age from 72
to 86, with the average age
being 68. Of the total being
served, 54 per cent live alone.

At Our Lady of the Way,
Martin, and at the Appalachian
Regional Hospital, McDowell,
other drivers and volunteer
in
those
visitors—like
Prestonsburg—also prepare
meals and go through towns,
delivering cheer and comfort to
the lonely, the elderly, the ill.
Recipients like Maude FitzRice—
Vernon
patrick,
recovering from a stroke and
heart condition, Alice Meade—
bedridden and a diabetic,
James Estep and others wait
for the cheerful greeting and the
warm handshake. The experience says by deed and the
unspoken word, -We care;
Meals-on-Wheels cares."
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One Flood Damage
Story Has Happy End
By NANCI PETERSON
One of many Calloway County flooddamage stories will have a happy ending if
the work of the county construction crew,
headed by Charles McKenney,foreman, is
successful.
Housed in the basement of the Calloway
County Court House, Marvin Harris' ofSigiollesignated for keening county legal

business," she added.
"It was really a sorry sight...water two
and three inches high all through the
basement, not far from reaching the
bottom volumes of our important
documents," said Harris, the county court
clerk.
Water from the drainspout off the
courthouse r-oof wssa ras%tari i•t••dor.
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American ingenuity already is making encouraging
progress in efforts to harness
the sun's power to save manproduced energy.
In Rolling Hills, Calif., a
Los Angeles suburb, an inventor has found a way to izse
solar rays to heat swimming
pools and thus save up to;40 a
month in utility bills.
At Valley Forge, Pa., a 60foot mobile home has been
equipped for heating and air
conditioning by sun power.
In New Mexico, work has
started on a joint government-industry shallow solar
pond project designed to heat
industrial processing water
with the sun's rays.
Physicist Richard K. Gerlach of Rolling Hills calls his
pool-heating invention "solar
circles." They're thin plastic
pool covers cut in five-foot
circles and designed to float
on the pool's surface.
During sunny days they
absorb infrared and ultraviolet rays, transforming-the-energy to heat captured beneath the water's top layer.
Gerlach says the process allows pool owners to cut down
on the use of conventional
pool heaters at a significant
savings not only to their
pocketbooks but to the nation's tightening energy reserves as well.
"It's such a simple system
everyone wonders why nomne

thought of it before," says
Gerlach.
"But there's quite a bit of
technology in its evolution, at
that."
Gerlach discovered the
concept while trying to produce a sophisticated solar
heater for his own pool. No
one likes big pool covers, so
he solved that problem by
cutting them up and attaching them to rings. The result
is a system with all the heatstoring advantages of a single
pool cover with none of the
disadvantages, the physicist
points out, and at a cost of
only about $140 for the average-sized pool. '
The Valley Forge project is
designed to provide information from scattered regions of
the country to determine the
feasibility of heating and
cooling mass-produced mobile homes primarily by sunlight.
Financed partly by the National Science Foundation
and directed by General
Electric's Space Division, it
involves the mounting of 19
solar collector panels on the
roof of a mobile home built by
Skyline Corp., Elkhart, Ind.
The panels provide 80 per
cent of the heating and cooling energy and 95 per cent of
the hot water requirements
for a mobile home in the
Philadelphia - Washington,
D.C., climate zone.
Under a GE subcontract,
Skyline modified a standard

12 x 60-foot mobile home by
installing additional insulation and enclosing piping and
pumps in wall space and a
'
large closet,
"We've paid attention to
making a solar heated and
cooled home really livable,"
says Lee L..Farnham, general manager, GE Space Systems.
"The equipment is outside
of the living area, and its
operation is completely automatic."
Each solar panel consists of

a black, heat-absorbing surface beneath two rigid sheets
of clear plastic. As sunlight
passes through the plastic
windows, solar heat is
trapped on the inside and
transferred to water. Then it

is pumped to the absorptiontype heating and cooling system.----A 400-gallon insulated storage tank stores surplus hot
water to run the heating and
air conditioning during
cloudy periods and at night. A
gas-fired boiler serves as a
backup system.
Farnham claims the
system could pay for itself
within a five- to seven-year
period, based on projected
costs for the 1980s.

Bird species are
heading for trouble
NEW YORK — Newcomers
to the National Audubon Society's Blue List, an early
warning indicator of bird species apparently heading for
trouble, are the canvasback
duck, a prized game bird and
the purple martin, an insecteater.
In all there are 51 species
on the 1975 Blue List, five
more than last year. The Blue
List is intended "to give early
warning of potentially dangerous, apparently nonculical population declines," and
does not include the 49
U.S. birds already on the Departrnent of Interior's Endangered Species List. —
CNS

Stay out of trees -that's a bear tact
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn —
Lynn Rogers, a University of
Minnesota graduate student
in ecology who has earned a
reputation as "The Bearman," the foremost authority
on the Minnesota black bear,
says "The only time I've
known a female black bear to
hurt someone was when the
person tried to run away or
climb a tree
"If you see a bear and you
decide you cion't want it
around, just hold up your
arms to make yourself big
and say something. She'll just
run away."

WASHINGTON ( AP) — President Ford
has decided to veto pending farm aid
that the administration conpush up consumer prices for
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'ential veto is inevitable.
mace panel, which will try to
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Vicky is ready for some heavy work
with this 4500 Ford Back Hoe

Your Ford Farm and Industrial Equipment Dealer in Murray.

liter with a,slight chance of a shower
preia44tion,
Wear zbro tViiugh unday.
Chance of showers Monday ending
Tuesday and becoming partly cloudy on
Wednesday. Highs in the mid Ms. Lows
from the upper 30s to the mid 40s

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — After 2 p.m. _
on June 30, drivers won't have to pay tolls
on the 40-mile Kentucky Turnpike.
Gov. Julian Carroll made that announcement Friday.
Discussions to end the tolls on the stretch
of Interstate-65 started in February, 1974,
after heavy traffic on the turnpike made it
possible to pay off construction bonds.
The turnpike, the governor said, will be
"free of tolls and free of debt and 19 years
ahead of schedule" when the tolls are
abolished.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Recent victims of flooding in Kentucky have until late
next month to apply for disaster relief
from the Small Business Administration
and Farmers Home Administration.
The FHA deadline is May 29 and SBA's is
May 30,Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston,
Ky., said Friday. The eligible counties are
Allen, Bell, Calloway, Christian, Graves.
Knox, Metcalfe, Pulaski,Simpson, Warren
and Whitley.
For victims in Ballard, McCracken and
Livingston counties, the deadline is June 5.
Huddleston said.
Applications for loans to farmers for
production losses may be filed until Dec
:11.

Carroll Asks
Investigation
At Eddyville

4

Billy Cohoon helps Vicky with this
sweatersuit she chose from the wide
selection of ladies cloihingfrom...

range from ;400 million to more than $4
billion.
The legislation would raise from 80 to 85
per cent of parity the price support level of
dairy products and also boost the prices
that the government guarantees farmers
will receive for grain and cotton. Cotton already is selling near the price at which thegovernment would make payments to-- - growers.
Parity is defined at the point at which
the price a farmer receives for his product
equals the cost of producing it plus a
reasonable profit.
In general, the Senate-passed version
provides more generous support levels
than does the House version. The Senate,
but not the House, voted to increase supports for tobacco growers and to place a
temporary ban on the importation of
foreign-bred beef in an attempt to improve
prices for the U.S. livestock industry.
Supporters of the legislation say it is
needed to protect rural America during
the nation's current difficulties and to encourage farm production.
A high Agriculture Department official
said earlier this week that a veto by Ford
was considered politically safe in the farm
belt 18 months before the next presidential
election.
"Nobody will remember as long as farm
income is good next year," he said.
Butz and Ford discussed the issue at a
White House meeting Friday, and conferees were informed privately of the veto
decision afterward,sources said.

c Human Relations. The
lye such skills as tomHale, or. Jane Wells.
A.,,..,,,,
.
uckets should be forwarded before the
inctructor. Helen Spann, Sandra Mrkinney, Mdh Healer 1,1( kie Weatherford, Cerry. Reed, and Betty Gordon. Bat k rove
April 18 deadline. Tickets may. be picked., .r.,..lamie-,w•ghpriatilertoo“moilmopirlmoargolerMfnufliiiiirEltffillitrYKKiti,
t
i
Arar*
OfiTrietheeistrithee-lettlie student unioh orr
II1a ti%felt). Attending mosf 0f Iffe cessions, but not pictured above, were Dorothy Nanny.- Margaret Trevalhan. Jeannette
the evening of the banquet
L °Hie, Mia Wilson, Ken Barber, Verona Grogan, lean Rlankooship, Velya Maupin. Frances Myers, Ronnie AshhY. It. I.
Reservations should'be addressed to:
001)Pf, and John Trotter. The course. taught by Dr. lane Wells, was offered as a result of a Title I research proiect conAlumni Office, Administration Building,
din fed by the Management Department of Murray State University. The Ionic( t is directed by Or. Res Calloway, and Dr.
Murray State University, Murray. Ky.,
Roy kirk is the Projec I( oordinator.
42071

FRANKFORT, Ky.(API — Gov Julian
Carroll says he wants a thorough investigation of charges of misconduct made
by inmates at the state penitentiary at Eddyville against prison officials and employes.
"I want to make it abundantly clear that
the investigation is not being conducted
just to satisfy the inmates but to determine
the occuracy of their allegations," Carroll
said'Friday to members of the commission
he appointed to investigate the matter.
"We're not afraid of the truth. In fact.
we want to get to the bottom of it as best as
we can," he said. "We want nothing held
back."
The governor said he would take appropriate action on the commission's findings and would fire staff members or of;
.0
, ficiaLs if necessary.
He said the commission would have the
full cooperation of state agencies and that
•although•tizara-wasnaapacifio-deadlineseti.for it to accomplish the Probe, he tioped it
yvould be done as expeditiously as possible.
The governor aLso said he would ask the
commission's advice on where to locate a
proposed $15 million maximum security
state prison.

.•
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Trailer Burns At
Lakeway Shores

Deaths and Funerals
Rites Held Today
For Jesse Roberts
The funeral for Jesse
Roberts, retired Calloway mail
carrier, was held this morning
at eleven o'clock at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Rodney Travis
of Benton officiating and
Richard Jones as organist.
Ronnie Parker, Rev. Uoyd
Mayer,Rudy Holland, Joe Ryan
Cooper, B. C. Grogan, and
Amon Owens served as
pallbearers. Burial was in the
Ivy Cemetery.
Mr. Roberts, age 87, died
Wednesday at the Benton
Municipal Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Pattie Beale Roberts,
daughter, Mrs. Bill Farris, and
three granddaughters, Mrs.
Wade Outland, Miss Ebeth
Farris, and Miss Susan Farris.

Joseph McCabe,..r.
Dies Thursday At
Local Hospital

Robert A. Parks,
Former Countian,
Dies Wednesday
Word has been received of the
death of Robert A. Parks,
formerly of Calloway County,
who died Wednesday night at
his home in Glasgow. He was 80
years of age.
Mr. Parks was a veteran of
World War I and was the son of
the late Horace Parks and
Minnie Beaman Parks of
Calloway County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs
!dell Parks, Glasgow; four
daughters, Mrs. Willard
(Imogene) Dill, Elizabethtown,
Mrs. Jack ( Volina) Camphlen,
Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Robert
Zeldene) Miller, Lexington,
and Miss Martha Parks,
Glasgow; two sons, Douglas
and Paul Parks, both_ of
Glasgow; three sisters, Mrs..
011ie Riley and bir,s.
Eurah ) Phillips, both, of
Murray, and Mrs. Tom
(Gladys) Nix, Lexington; one
brother, Otto Parks, Murray;
twelve grandchildren; one
great grandchild.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at two p. m. at the
First Baptist Church, Glasgow,
where he was a member, with
burial to follow in the church
cemetery there.

Symposium ...

Green, Ohio, contended that the
original purpose of the colonial
The Calloway County Fire- "elites"
was "essentially a
Rescue Squad answered a call conservativ
e one."
to the frame trailer of E. A.
They demonstrated a skill
Carter at Lakeway Shores at and flexibility that
.allowed a
5:15 p. m. Thursday.
major restructuring ei the
A squad spokesman said the social and poltiical
order
building was not occupied at the
without the destructiveness of
time and was owned by E. A. many subsequent
revolutionary
Carter of Route Two, Cedar
movements," he said.
Hill, Tenn.
•'The revolution was "a quest
Neighbors
told
squad for equality,"
he pointed out,
members they heard an exemphasizing that after the
plosion before the fire, acconflict there was greater
cording to the squad report.
equality of popular parThirteen men and three units
ticipation in government and of
answered the call.
social advance opportunities
when compared with those
existing prior to the period.
Even so, he said, many people
were still excluded from the
American dream, arid the individualism
that the reinitialises,
David
and Mr:
1304 Oli.
notified
Univers.

Joseph McCabe, Sr., of
Murray Route Eight died
Thursday at 7:15 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 65 years of
age.
The deceased was a retired
tinsmith of the Sunbeam Cor--poration, Chicago, Ill., and he
and his wife had moved to
Murray from Villa Park,ill., in
October 1969. A member of St
Leo's Catholic Church, he was
The Mayfield Presbytery will
an Army veteran of World War meet at
the North Pleasant
II
Grove
Cumberland
Born July 26, 1909, in Presbyteri
an
Church
on
that he
McHenry, fli., he was the son of Saturday, April
12.
tutition
the late Patrick McCabe and
Delegates from the various
graduat
Catherine McCabe. He and his churches
in this area are exClayt
wife, the former Erna Marose, pected to
be in attendance.
l'heolog
who survives, were married
Rev. W.Edd Glover, pastor of
begin Iva
January 31, 1948.
the North Pleasant Grove
He is pi
Survivors are his wife, Mrs Church, will
speak on the
work ;
McCabe, Sr., Murray Route subject,
"Three Noble Traits"
College
Eight; one son, Joseph McCabe, with scripture
from James 1:19 in
June.
Jr., and two grandchildren, at the eleven
a. m. services on
The M
Lisa and Melanie McCabe, Sunday, April
13.
to the c
Lombard, Ill.; six sisters, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jones
currentl
Margaret Foote, Albuquerque, will be greeters
on Sunday with
minister
N. M., Mrs. Mae Bennett, Stuiday
School scheduled at ten
in Nas.
Schaumburg, Ill., Mrs. I-illian
served
Stack, Elmwood Park,ill., Mrs:
W illian
Catherine Bottler, Pewaukee,
Christ.
Wisc., Mrs. Lucy McDonald,
Plainfield, Wisc., and Mrs.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 359.6,
Agnes Seelback, Antonito, Colo.
Memorial services will be down 0.3. Below dam 335.2,
held at a later date. The body down 1.7.
Barkley Lake, 7 a m. 359.5,
was taken to the University of
Kentucky Medical School, down 0.3. Below dam 343.6,
Lexington, as per the will of the down 1.3.
Result
Sunset 6:59. Sunris,.. 7. 14.
deceased. The Blalock-Coleman
Moon sets 7:50 p. m., rises be held E
Funeral Home had charge of
Sinking
Friday 7:11 a. m.
the arrangements.
with Res
pastor,
eleven .
services.
Paris, Tenn.
Hwy. 79E.
Phone b42-8057
The Ac
Carpet Sales & Cleaning Mexican Imports
Tommy:
Choose from our sample expert installation. Free estimates.
as °rip
Carpet cleaning done in your home or bring area rugs in lOr
Crawford
sq. ft., FREE ESTIMATES.
"Along tl
The Yo
Lighting fixtures $14.95 and up, pottery many shapes and
six p.m.
sizes $1.59 and up.
singing a'
Furniture, onyx chest sets, onyx necklaces, hand carved
which tt.
bone items, plaques, leather goods, wrought iron works, lots
baptism i
more!
Sunday
Come in and check our every day low prices. Something for
a.m, and
everyone. Contractors welcome.
be at 6:3(
Master charge available
Ronnie
deacon of
workers
and Laur.
and Grac

Pretbytery Meet
Here On Saturday

Sinkin
Hold
Regul.

STOCK MARKET

(Outlawed from Page 1)

form of protest of the decade,
non-importatiod, and it and
others' influence on a larger
question which was in the minds
of the colonials: Whether the
British economic system, as
they lived and understood it,
was acceptable to them.
'They go from a simple
system of reform trying to get
the British to change their
minds on economic matters to
the larger question of whether
or nor they can live with any
system which they come to see
as more and more burdensome," he said.
Ernest also pointed out that
the decade 1763-73 was a critical
one because it is marked by two
major economic depressions.
-Given those two economic
crisies, and the British
economic legislation after 1773,
a doubt is raised in the colonial

case, was economic independence."
The symposium was vonsored by the Department of
History at Murray State, and
the seventh in the g,eries will be
presented in October of this

Council .. .

Airco
Amer. Motors
Ashland Oil
A T &T
Boise Cascade
Ford
Gen Motors
Gen Tire
Goodnch
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Singer
Tappan
Western Union
Zenith

(Continued from Page 1
Department would begin April
17. Willis said workers would
begin on the south side of Math
Street at that time and when the
trash pickup on the south side
was completed, the north side U.S. Homes
Kaufman & Broad
pickup would get underway.
Ponderosa Systems
The council approved new Kunberl) Clark
hours for the city landfill Union Carbide.
Wit Grace
beginning April 17. At that time, Texaco
the landfill will be open from 9 General Elec.
GAF Corp.
a. m. until 6 p m.
samwmilism
Mondayisavatalieo
through Raids,-avid
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Pre-Registration For
Headstart Wednesday
Murray Headstart will hold
pre-registration on Wednesday,
April 16, from eight a.m. to
twelve noon at the Headstart
Center on North Second Street.
Children with 1970-71 birthdays are eligible, according to
economic guidelines. For information call 753-7286'
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Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service April
11,1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipis: Act 1404 Est. 2400 Barrows ft
Gilts Mt to mcetly 50e higher Sows -.lead%
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Return to basics,Americans urged
By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service
NEW YORK — America's
churches are facing the national Bicentennial with a
challenge to get back to hasin a society sobered by
Watergate, ecological imbalances, Vietnam and the rise
of the third world.
That challenge has been
spelled out by one of the country's foremost clergymen,
the Rev. Dr. Ernest T. Campbell, preaching minister of
Riverside Church in New
York.
Campbell, sermonizing in
writing instead of from the
pulpit of the nondenominational Protestant church
founded by the Rockefeller
family, discussed "America
As I See It" in the winter issue of the Journal of Current
Social Issues, published by
the board for Homeland Ministries of the United Church of
Christ.
Although he holds hope for
the future of America if it establishes high aims and values, he began with the
gloomy observation that the
salesmen of the Bicentennial
"seem like hustlers trying to
sell balloons during a
plague."
"Who is in the mood for
celebration today?" he
asked, adding that while philanthropists and foundations

compete for "Brownie
points" in patriotism, "for
the rest of us ... the daily
spectacle of inflation, unemployment, racism, crime,
rapacity in high places and
international banditry in oil is
giving us all we can handle
and more."
Campbell believes the
country is going through a period of "interim cynicism" in
which the dominating mood
has changed from "don't
trust anyone over 30" to
"don't trust anyone." He
gave these basic reasons for
cynicism:
— The "myth" of national
innocence has been dispelled.
Through generations, the
country was determined to be
a "showcase" of the right
way to absorb differences at
home and defend the rights of
others abroad.
In the course of doing this,
Americans became blinded
against their own wrongdoings — acts against American
Indians, alibis for slavery,
the use of force to annex territory and "our more recent
habit of backing to the death
repressive governments in
Cuba, Spain, Vietnam, Chile,
etc."
"Within the last 10 years
the comforting myth of national innocence has crumbled," Campbell observed.
"... Watergate and its attendant subplots have given

Americans a moment of
truth. ... Within the biblical
metaphor, we are no longer in
Eden. The garden is behind
us now, its gates closed and
guarded. We cannot go back.
We can only go on."
— The individualism that
once was America's strength
is now threatening destruction. While rugged individualism was responsible for the
settlement of the West, "no
society can long endure when
every man does only what is
right and profitable in his
own eyes," according to
Campbell. He foresees many
lingering problems "as long
as we polarize personal wellbeing and the public good."
— After decades as the
"hub" on which world history
turned, America was unprepared to cope with the rise of
third world power, with the
shift of strength from West to
East, from white to nonwhite
and from the Northern to the
Southern Hemisphere.
"How hard it is to believe,
really believe," Campbell
says, "that in years to come
we will have to do with less in
order that others may have
more. ... A giant step in the
right direction would be the
acquisition of a realistic
sense of history."
FIRE FACTS
Six teen per cent of all home
fires start in the attic, basement and closets, according
to the National Fire ProtecUon Association. — CNS

Vicky Butterworth enioys a game of golf
at Lindy's 19th Hole Golf Course

Bring this Coupon and
receive 2rounds of goff for
the prima
Pay for 1-Get 1 Free

Miniature Golf Course

GRANADA ENTERPRISES

HOURS.

Tues.-Sat. — 10:00-5:30
Sun — 1:00-5:00

First Baptist Church
This is Bro. Walker's last day as our pastor. Special activ
recognition and appreciation are planned for all of our services.

9:30 a. m.- Sunday School
10:45 a. m.- Morning Worship
A love gift will be received as a token of our appreciation for the,

3:30-5:00 p. m.

Christian
Book Center
808 Chestnut

Reception honoring the Walker family. Friends throughout.'
munity are invited.

7:00 p. m. Bro. Walker Speaking:
MISSOES REVISTADA BRASH[IRA

Every member will want to be present for every service

Phone 753-0425

The Shacase
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M., Larry Lockhart, Murray,
Evelyn Seaton, Calvert City,
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representatives.
In another close vicepresidential race, Steve Dages,
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By NANCI PETERSON
business," she added.
One of many Calloway County flood"It was really a sorry sight. water two
damage stories will have a happy ending if and three inches high all through the
the work of the county'construction crew, basement, not far from reaching the
headed by Charles McKenney,foreman, is bottom volumes of our important
successful.
documents," said Harris, the county court
Housed in the basement of the Calloway clerk.
County Court House, Marvin Harris' ofWater from the drainspout off the
de11/1001041 tor'lowing county
eaarthouira rna Wig r114160kri irvIr•• rrom.e..
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Salads Can Be-Fun
Party
Gone are the days when you

need shy away from serving a
shimmering beauty at parties or
for family dinners. Molded salads and desserts become works
of art easily and quickly with
the new Tupperware Idl-A-Ring
Mold.
The secret's in the double
seals. When both are on, the
2 cup mold can be
/
generous 61
completely immersed in warm
water to partially release the gel
The bottom seal keeps freshness
lasting, and makes the mold
perfectly totable, too.
But the real unmolding mapiL
'Jet-A-Ring's top seal. Once
your creation is bottom-side-—4own on its chilled serving plate,
simply lift the seal slightly to let
in air. This releases the gel gently, perfectly intact. You've mastered the art of unmolding and
your beauty is ready for the
final touches.
Surprise guests and, family
with this party-pretty Pear Souffle Salad that all ages will adore.
It's a tart-sweet combination of
lime gelatin, pears and marshmallows to complement pork,
es)
lamb and poultry dishes. Make
it the day ahead to avoid lastminute flurries. Then at serving
time, unmold with ease, tuck
lettuce leaves under the salad
edges and garnish with fanciful cherry-marshmallow kabobs.
Nutmeg-laced dressing completes the picture, or simply fill
'the center ring with creamy cottage cheese.
Then stand back and take a
bow. Your audience will never
guess how easy it was!
Pear Souffle Salad
1 16 oz. can pear halves
1 6 or package lime flavored
gelatin
2 cups hot water

1 cup pear juice
2 tablespoons lemon juice
V4 teaspoon salt
1 cup mayonnaise
2 cups miniature
marshmallows
Maraschino cherries
Drain pear halves, reserving
juice. Cut pear halves in half
and arrange in every other
groove of lel-A-Ring Mold.
Place maraschino cherries in alternate grooves. Cover and set
aside. Dissolve lime flavored
gelatin in two cups hot water.
Add one cup pear juice. (Add
necessary to make one
r in lemon juice and
salt. Chill in freezer until firm
around the edges, soft in the
center. Remove from freezer.
Add mayonnaise and whip with
rotary beater until fluffy. Fold
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President
Vetoes Farm
Aid Measure

One Flood Damage
Story Has Happy End
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Congratulations

Vicky Butterworth on
being chosen --MissSpring
J. D.
Equipment, Inc.
in miniature marshmallows.Spoon about 1 cup of the souffle mixture over pear-maraschino arrangement in fel-A-Ring
Mold. Refrigerate to "set" fruit
in place. Keep remainder of the
mixture at room temperature.
When refrigerated salad is firm,
add remaining souffle. Refrigerate at least four hours before
serving. Serves 8 to 12.
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range from $400 million to more than $4
billion.
The legislation would raise from 80 to 85
per cent of parity the price supiport level of
dairy products and also boost the prices
that the government guarantees farmers
will receive for grain and cotton. Cotton already is setting near the price at which the
govegunent %You'd make payments to
growers.
Parity is defined at the point at which
the price a farmer receives for his product
equals the cost of producing it plus a
reasonable profit.
In general, the Senate-passed version
provides more generous support levels
than does the House version. The Senate,
but not the House, voted to increase supports for tobacco growers And to place a
temporary ban on the importation of
foreign-bred beef in an attempt to improve
prices for the U.S. livestock industry.
Supporters of the legislation say it is
needed to protect rural America during
the nation's current difficulties and to encourage farm production.
A high Agriculture Department official
said earlier this week that a veto by Ford
was considered politically safe in the farm
belt 18 months before the next presidential
election.
"Nobody will remember as long a,s farm
income is good next year," he said.
Butz and Ford discussed the issue at a
White House meeting Friday, and conferees were informed privately of the veto
decision afterward,sources said.

Toll On Kentucky
Turnpike To End
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —After 2 p.m.
on June 30, drivers won't have to pay tolls
on the 40-mile Kentucky Turnpike.
Gov. Julian Carroll made that announcement Friday.
Discussions to end the tolls on the stretch
of Interstate-65 started in February, 1974,
after heavy traffic on the turnpike made it
possible to pay off construction bonds.
The turnpike, the governor said, will be
"free of tolls and free of debt and 19 years_
ahead of schedule" when the tolls are
abolished.

Deadline For
Disaster Aid
Is End Of May
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AP I — Recent victims of flooding in Kentucky have untillate
next month to apply for disaster relief
from the Small Business Administration
and Farmers Home Administration.
The FHA deadline is May 29 and SBA's is
May 30,Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston. F)Ky., said Friday. The eligible counties are
Allen, Bell, Calloway, Christian, Graves,
Knox, Metcalfe, Pulaski,Simpson, Warren
and Whitley.
For victims in Ballard, McCracken and
Livingston counties, the deadline is June 5.
Huddleston said.
Applications for loans to farmers for
- production losses may be filed until Dec
31.

Carrot' Asks
Investigation
At Eddyville
forms of
Miss Spring, Vicky Butterworth, enjoys one of the best
exercise there is . . Bowling
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UCKetS should be forwarded before the
mer with a slight chance of a shower.
April 18 deadline. Tickets may be picked
cipitation
"Probabilitii-, of rocasurable pr,
up-at the gitrance to the student union on
•
•
nearseeethraugh Su:144pr-the evening of the banquet
Chanm of showers Monday ending
Reservations should be addressed to
Tuesday and becoming partly cloudy on
Alumni Office. Administration Building.
Wednesday. Highs in the mid Fifis. Lows
Murray State University, Murray. Ky
42071
from the upper 30s to the mid 40s

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov. Julian
Carroll says he wants a thorough investigation of charges of misconduct made
by inmates at the state penitentiary at Eddyville against prison officials and employes.
"I want to make itabundantly clear that
the investigation is not being conducted
just to satisfy the inmates but to determine
the accuracy of their allegations," Carroll
said Friday to members of the commission
he appointed to investigate the matter.
"We're not afraid of the truth. In fact.
we want to get to the bottom of it as best as
we can," he said. "We want nothing held
back."
The governor said he would take appropriate action on the comrnission's findings and would fire staff members or officials if necessary.
He said the commission would have the
full cooperation of state agencies and that
although there was no spetific deadline set '
tor WM atOblnplOh t1T0folii:1iec1ian-ea1
would be done as expei;itttously as possible
The governor also said he would ask the
commission's advice on where to locate a
proposed $15 million maximum security
state prison.
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Rites Held Today
For Jesse Roberts
The funeral for Jesse
Roberts, retired Calloway mail
carrier, was held this morning
at eleven o'clock at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Rodney Travis
of Benton officiating and
Richard Jones as organist.
Ronnie Parker, Rev. Lloyd
Mayer,Rudy Holland, Joe Ryan
Cooper, B. C. Grogan, and
Amon Owens served as
pallbearers. Burial was in the
Ivy Cemetery.
Mr. Roberts, age 87, died
Wednesday at the Benton
Municipal Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Pattie Beale Roberts,
daughter, Mrs. Bill Farris, and
three granddaughters, Mrs.
Wade Outland, Miss Ebeth
Farris, and Miss Susan Farris.

Joseph McCabe, Sr., of
Murray Route Eight died
Thursday at 7:15 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 65 years of
age.
The deceased was a retired
tinsmith of the Sunbeam Corporation Chicago, 111., and he
and his wife had moved to
Murray from Villa Park, Ill., in
October 1969. A member of St.
Leo's Catholic Church, he was
an Army veteran of World War
H.
Born July 26, 1909, in
McHenry,fli., he was the son of
the late Patrick McCabe and
Catherine McCabe. He and his
wife, the former Erna Marose,
who survives, were married
January 31, 1948.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
McCabe, Sr., Murray Route
Eight; one son, Joseph McCabe,
Jr., and two grandchildren,
Lisa and Melanie McCabe,
Lombard, M.; six sisters, Mrs.
Margaret Foote, Albuquerque,
N. M., Mrs. Mae Bennett,
Schaumburg, III., Mrs. Lillian
Stack,Elmwood Park,III., Mrs.
Catherine Bottler, Pewaukee,
Wisc., Mrs. Lucy McDonald.
Plainfield, Wisc., and Mrs.
Agnes Seelback, Antonito, Colo.
Memorial services will be
held at a later date. The body
was taken to the University of
Kentucky Medical School,
Lexington, as per the will of the
deceased. The Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home had charge of
the arrangements.

Word has been received of the
death of Robert A. Parks,
formerly of Calloway County,
who died Wednesday night at
his home in Glasgow. He was 80
years of age.
Mr. Parks was a veteran of
World War I and was the son of
the late Horace Parks and
Minnie Beaman Parks of
Calloway County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Idell Parks, Glasgow; four.
daughters, Mrs. Willard
Imogene) Dill, Elizabethtown,
Mrs. Jack (Volina) Camphlen,
Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Robert
( Zeldene) Miller, Lexington,
and Miss Martha Parks,
Glasgow; two sons, Douglas
and Paul Parks, both of
Glasgow; three sisters, Mrs.
011ie Riley and Mrs Fred _
(Eurah) Phillips, both of
Murray, and Mrs. Tom
(Gladys) Nix, Lexington; one
brother, Otto Parks, Murray;
twelve grandchildren; one
great grandchild.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at two p. m. at the
First Baptist Church, Glasgow,
where he was a member, with
burial to follow in the church
cemetery there.

The Mayfield Presbytery will
meet at the North Pleasant
Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian
Church
on
Saturday, April 12.
Delegates from the various
churches in this area are expected to be in attendance.
Rev. W. Edd Glover, pastor of
the North Pleasant Grove
Church, will speak on the
subject, "Three Noble Traits"
with scripture from James 1:19
at the eleven a. m. services on
Sunday, April 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jones
will be greeters on Sunday with
Sunday School scheduled at ten

Murray Man Named
For Scholarship
At Vandsibilt_

form of protest of the decade,
non-importation, and it and
others' influence on a larger
question which was in the minds
of the colonials: Whether the
British economic system, as
they lived and understood it,
was acceptable to them.
•They go from a simple
system of reform trying to get
the British to change their
minds on economic matters to
the larger question of whether
or nor they can live with any
system which they come to see
as more and more burdensome," he said.
Ernest also pointed out that
the decade 1763-73 was a critical
one because it is marked by two
major economic depressions.
Even so, he said, many people
-Given those two economic
were still excluded from the crisies, and the British
American dream, and the in- economic legislation after 1773,
g doubt is raised in the q?JonAaL
dividualism that

in Nas
served
W Man
Christ.
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Carpet Sales & Cleaning Mexico' Imports

Choose from our sample expert installation. Free estimates.
Carpet cleaning done in your home or bring area rugs in 10e
sq. ft., FREE ESTIMATES.
Lighting fixtures $14.95 and up, pottery many shapes and
sizes$1.59 and up.
Furniture, onyx chest sets, onyx necklaces, hand carved
bone items, plaques, leather goods, wrought iron works, lots
more!
Come in and check our every day low prices. Something for
everyone. Contractors welcome.
Master charge available

HOURS: . Tues.-Sat. — 10:00-5:30
Sun — 1:00-5:00

By JOY STILLEY
AP Newsfeatures Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — As president of a firm in a field dominated by men, Royan Engel
has found that being a woman
is both an asset and a liability.
The founder and head of
Stratagem EnterprL;es Inc.,.
which produces trade shows
and industrial exhibits, admits
being female has opened doors
to her. • .
No matter *ha they are, I
can get in to see them because
they're going to be taking bets
on whether I'm fat and 50 or
young and gorgeous," she says
with a laugh.
If they bet the former they're
out of luck. Miss Engel is 31, a
slim 5 foot 4, with wavy auburn
hair, hazel eyes ard afetching
smile.
On the minus side, she says:
is the fine line she must walk
to avoid being a threat to the
male ego.
-I deal almost always with
men in my business and that
boy-girl thing does still exist,"
she says. "If another guy walks
in it's one thing, but if I force
ideas down a man's throat I become an aggressive female.
"No man wants to 'feel less
knowledgeable than a woman,
no matter who she is or what
she does. They never let you
forget you're a woman. But
who'd want to forget it anyway," she adds. -It's kind of
fun."
Miss Engel, who now has a
staff of 22 marketing and creative people, including designers,
carpenters, electricians, script
writers, film producers and
sales personnel, got into the
business by chance.
Before that she was a sin;er

This is Bro. Walker's last day as our pastor. Special activi
recognition and appreciation are planned for all of our services.

9:30 a. m.- Sunday School
10:45 a. m. - Morning Worship
A love gift will be received as a token of our appreciation for thei

ROYAN ENGEL
and actress, a profession she
found easy to enter since her
father, actor Roy Engel,-*new
everyone in Los Angeles and
everyone owed him at least one
favor and I collected them all."
After she became known she
was thrown into the world of
trade shows when she began
being picked for such royal titles as Sports Vacation or Travel Queen.
"I would wander tifnutiel the
shows and someone would ask
me what 1 thought of something
and what I thought they ought
to .do," she recalls. "I finally

Wallaces Book Store
Sells the 1-Shirts and the numbers. Choose
from a wide variety of colors.

Wallace's Book
Store

Reception honoring the Walker family. Friends throughout 1
munity are invited.

MISSCKS REVISTADA BRASHEIRA

(Continued from Page 1)
Department would begin April
17. Willis said workers would
begin on the south side of Main
Street at that time and when the
trash pickup on the south side
was completed, the north side
pickup would get underway.
The council approved new
hours for the city landfill
beginning April 17. At that time,
the landfill will be open from 9
a. m. until 6 p. m. Monday
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Pre-Registration For
Headstart Wednesday
Murray Headstart will hold
pre-registration on Wednesday.
April 16, from eight a.m. to
twelve noon at the Headstart
Center on North Second Street.
Children with 1970-71 birthdays are eligible, according to
economic guidelines. For information call 753-7286.

Prices of Mit of local interest at noon.
EDT, 10011, tirnimaeo to the Ledger &
limes by Find et lilichigan, Corp., ol Federal State
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Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market •
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--services.

Phone 642-6057

case, was economic independence."
The symposium was sponsored by the Department of
History at Murray State, and
the seventh in the series will be
presented in October of this
year.

Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today I urrushed to the Ledeer & llmes
by
M Sonon Co. are as follows:

All trees 6aCie- —

LAKE DATA Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 359.6,
down 0.3. Below dam 335.2,
down 1.7.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 359.5,
down 0.3. Below dam 343.6,
down 1.3.
Regtlla
Sunset 6:58. Sunrise. 7:14.
Moon sets 7:50 p m., rises be held S
Sinking :
Friday 7:11 a. m.
with Rev
pastor,
eleven i

Hwy. 791.

STOCK MARKET

(continued from Page 1)
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Green, Ohio, contended that the
original purpose of the colonial
The Calloway County Fire- "elites" was
Rescue Squad answered a call conservative "essentially a
one."
to the frame trailer of E. A.
They demonstrated a skill
Carter at Lakeway Shores at and flexibility that
allowed a
5:15 p. m. Thursday.
major restructuring of the
A squad spokesman said the social and
poltiical order
building was not occupied at the
without the destructiveness of
time and was owned by E. A. many subsequent
revolutionary
Carter of Route Two, Cedar
movements," he said.
Hill, Tenn.
"The revolution was "a quest
Neighbors
told
squad for equality,"
he pointed out,
members they heard an exemphasizing that after the
plosion before the fire, acconflict there was greater
cording to the squad report.
equality of popular parThirteen men and three units
ticipation in government and of
answered the call.
social advance opportunities
when compared with those
existing prior to the period.

Presbytery Meets
Here On Saturday

GRANADA ENTERPRISES
Puns, Tons.

Trailer Burns At
Lakeway Shores

••
M., Larry Lockhart, Murray,
Evelyn Seaton, Calvert. Citk.
and litedriSairkse;-Oifensiidro,•
were all chosen junior
representatives.
In another close vicepresidential race, Steve Dages,

realized that some ideas I was
tossing around were being used
and I started a backyard operation in the second bedroom of
my house in Glendale."
Then she came to New York
and ran into a group of men
who -gave me a whole $2,000,
an office and a phone and said
'See what you can do' and it
worked." She incorporated
about five years ago.
"My idea was if I *Irked-Mil a company all they had to do
was show me a product and I
would create a whole marketing program in order to sell
that product in the trade show
medium," she explains. "We
design and build the exhibit,
create the show to go with it,
write the script for the demonstration, produce our own film
if needed, manage the hospitality suite, make the whole
thing tie in and run the whole
ball of wax.Since her first love has always been set design rather
than performing, she finds her
background especially useful in
exhibit design and construction,
which she calls the stage that
makes the program work. Her
work has all the elements of
show busines but instead of
selling an act, you are selling a
product, she notes.
"The first thing at a show is
to stop the visitor,"she points
out. "It takes approximately
two seconds to walk by a 10foot exhibit, so you have just
two seconds to stop them. You
have to have something live or
on film or whatever that incorporates enough showmanship to retain the interest of the
visitor and allow you time to
demonstrate the benefits of the
product."
Miss Engel. who concedes
that it's fun to be successful at
such an early age, adds that
the one disadvantage is that
she is too busy to have much
time for herself.
"I have about 95 per cent
nonexistent personal life," she
says ruefully. "What I'd really
like to do is bring the firm to a
point of professionalism that I
could institute a greater policy
of profit sharing and replace
myself so I could continue on a
consulting basis and devote
time to my personal life. But I
don't expect that to happen for
at least five years."
Meanwhile she doesn't rule
out the possibility of marriage
and children, though she says
she would never just sit at
home

By JIM CORNET!'
In some areas it is quite comCopky News Service
mon. With an average height
of over 60 feet when mature
The word "tree" conjures
the honey locust easily fits
up many different pictures in
into the tree category which
our minds. Floridians may
visualize the bald cypress
has a minimum height requirernent of 15 feet.
emerging from stagnant
Southwesterners
swamps.
Trees must also have one
are reminded of their Joshua
main woo4yttem if the,* wish
tree or saguaro cactus of the
to be sepirated from bushes
hot southern deserts. If you
and shrubs which have many
live in Maine one of the varisterns. The honey locust
ous species of birch trees
again qualifies as a tree for it
probably adorns your yard.
normally has a single woody
Yet even though the above
trunk supporting the numerplants are very different in
ous leaves and branches
their habitat preference, apwhich terminate in a broad,
pearance and water requireflat crown.
ments, as trees they all have
The trunk is covered with
certain characteristics in
dark grayish-brown bark
common.
which occasionally may be
To illustrate just what
armed with two- to three-inch
characteristics go into
spines.
making a tree let's take a
look at the honey locust,
The last characteristic of a
Gleditsia triacanthos, of the
tree is that it must have a
eastern portion of our counthick main stem at least four
try.
inches in diameter and capaThe honey locust is found
ble of supporting the entire
from the Midwest to die— plant. Our honey locust easily
Atlantic seaboard and from
qualifiesin this category as
the Gulf of Mexico in the
its trunk may be several
south to Canada in the north.
times the above diameter
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Vicky Butterworth
"Miss Spring of 1975"
Mutating Spring Shoes & Purse from the wide selection at the Shoe Tree.

To complete your spring & summer wardmbe come
out and choosefrom many styles & colors
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753-8339
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In Our 96th Year

business," she added.
"It was really a sorry sight. water two
and 9iree inches high all through the
basement, not far from reaching the
bottom volumes of our important
documents," said Harris, the county court
clerk.
Water from the drainspout off the
egasehonae rant we rnettori 1,,,•,,
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Reasonable pricei mtike
Villefranche attractive
VILLEFRANCHE, France
- Less than five miles from
bustling Nice, this tiny
citadel-like town that rises in
tiers over a deep blue bay is
one of those French Riviera
hideaways Frenchmen often
pick for their own vacations.
Accessibility to a host of attractions, a stunning setting
and reasonable prices are
arnong the chief pluses here
Everything but natural
beauty is on a small scale.
The streets leading to the picturesque harbor are steep
and narrow, the smell of history - and superb bouillabaisse - all about the place.
But you can get around on
foot. There are less than a
dozen hotels and only one, the
50-room Hotel Le Versailles,
sports the "top class" fourstar rating accorded by the
French Government Tourist
Office. But accommodations
are spotless and the tab will
not drive you to financial
ruin. Cost of a double room
with continental breakfast
ranges from about $8 to $20.
Sailing, yachting, water
skiing and tennis are among
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ROPED IN ON CIRCUS LIFE - Kathy Martinez, who is
not even two years old, hangs from a rope ladder at St.
Petersburg, Fla., where her father, Don, is a circus aerialist.

‘11,11.'

- ,ratet.•sittir,*41011-chmosogi'lif-a =Abater.
Probabilities of measurable precipitation
Chancir of showers Monday ending
Tuesday and becoming.Partly cloudy on
Wednesday. Highs in the mid 60s. Lows
from the upper 3ffs to the mid 40s.

sports both locaLs and visitors
Lake part in, to say nothing of
that French national indulgence - good food.
A number of restaurants
line the road that winds along
Villefranche's protected bay
while others are perched on
the flower-bedecked terraces
that keep an eye on the sea
and the seemingly everpresent sun.
More than anything else,
Villefranche is an ideal base
from which to sample some of
the countless attractions of
the Riviera or, as it was
known in the latter part of the
last century, the Cote d'Azur.

Probably the most famous
stretch of shore in the world,
it extends some 75 miles from
Cannes on the west to Menton
right on the border with Italy.
The towering Maritime
Alps keep the continent's cold
winds out of this area while
its southern
exposure
guarantees a temperate and
sunbathed climate present all
hula few days out of the year.
Such weather no doubt accounts for the fact that the
entire Riviera is overweight
with flowers. In fact, the $75
million French perfume industry is centered at Grasse,
about 35 miles from Villefranche

ticaets &multi tie forwarded before the
April 18 deadline. Tickets may be picked
the afbanag woe stmoiev4_ sinionain
u
evening of tfie banquet
Reservations ahourd be addressed to:
Alumni Office, Administration Building,
Murray State University, Murray, Ky.,
42071
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WASHINGTON (AP - President Ford
has decided to veto pending farm aid
that the administration cond push up consumer prices for
ucts, congressional and White
ces say.
Thomas S. Foley of the House
Committee and others sail
White House legislative aides
ming members of a Senateerence committee on the bill
dential veto is inevitable.
trence panel, which will try to
e differing versions of farm aid
.he Senate and House, will not
.meeting until Monday.
prised as well as deeply disap,earn of this reported decision
;Went because I believe we acleration and responsibility in
In and passage of this bill," Fo‘., said in a statement.
g on a veto, Ford has taken the
',griculture Secretary Earl L.
as advocated a veto for weeks.
other administration officials
islation would raise the retail
by 8 cents a gallon, cheese by
<mid and butter by 20 cents a
in a year because of higher
Is for dairy products.
ale, Butz finds himself in an
ance with consumer-oriented
Congress representing urban
es. They contend the over-all
iayers and consumers would
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Nature's
Image
Is 'In'
Two current trends in the
residential construction indUstiar at reflected in..
growing use of ',refinished
building components and in
the movement to materials
wiVi the "natural look."
Forward-looking building
product manufacturers have
found ways to take advantage of both trends.
A leading manufacturer
of precision-made windows
and gliding doors-Andersen
Corporation- is a case in
point. The Bayport, Minn.,
concern has added a new
Terratone color to its Perma-Shield line of vinyl-clad
wood windows.
Terratone is a rustic,
earthtone color that blends
with both stained and natural materials and Is especially suitable for contemporary-style residential architecture. Perms-Shield windows in the new Terratone
color are available at lumber
dealers and building supply
stores in casement, awning,
casement bow and casement
angle bay styles. Andersen
also has a complete line of
Perma-Shield windows and
gliding doors In white.
All Perma-Shield units
have a rigid vinyl sheath
preservative - treated
over
wood core sash and frames
weatherFactory - applied
stripping keeps fuel-robbing
air infletration well below
recognized industry standards.
Double - pane insulating
glass, standard In PermsShield, ends the bothersome
chore of storing, painting
and changing storm sash
And, since there are only
two surfaces of glass to
clean with insulating glass
Instead of the four with
storm sash over singlewindows, window
glazed
washing time is cut In half

selec
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President
Vetoes Farm
Aid Measure

One Flood Damage
Story Has Happy End
By NANCI PETERSON
One of many Calloway County flooddamage stories will have a happy ending if
the work of the county construction crew,
headed by Charles McKenney,foreman, is
successful.
Housed in the basement of the Calloway
County Court House, Marvin Harris' of.tifsfa desigamted tor 11011alreolistrielP1

15' Per Copy

The legislation would raise from 80 to 85
per cent of parity the price support level of
dairy products and also boost the prices
that the government guarantees farmers
will receive for grain and cotton. Cotton already is selling near the price at which the
goeerrunent would make payments to
growers.
Parity is defined at the point at which
the price a farmer receives for his product
equals the cost of producing it plus a
reasonable profit.
In general, the Senate-passed version
provides more generous support levels
than does the House version. The Senate,
but not the House, voted to increase supports for tobacco growers and to place a
temporary ban on the importation of
foreign-bred beef in an attempt to improve
prices ffir the U.S. livestock industry.
Supporters of the legislation say it is
needed to protect rural America during
the nation's current difficulties and to en- .
courage farm production.
A high Agriculture Department official
said earlier this week that a veto by Ford
was considered politically safe in the farm
belt 18 months before the next presidential
election.
"Nobody will remember as long as farm
income is good next year," he said.
Butz and Ford discussed the issue at a
White House meeting Friday, and conferees were informed privately of the veto
decision afterward,sourcessaid.

Toll On Kentucky
Turnpike To End
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Spring merchandise is arriving regularly so
come in today and pick out your spring wardrobe early.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- After 2 p.m.
on June 30, drivers won't have to pay tolls
on the 40-mile Kentucky Turnpike.
Gov. Julian Carroll made that. announcement Friday.
Discussions to end the tolls on the stretch
of Interstate-65 started in February, 1974,
after heavy traffic on the turnpike made it
possible to pay off construction bonds.
The turnpike, the governor said, will be
"free of tolls and free of debt and 19 years
ahead of schedule" when the tolls are
abolished.

Deadline For
Disaster Aid

Is End Of May
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP - Recent victims of flooding in Kentucky have until late
next month to apply- for disaster relief
from the Small Business Administration
and Farmers Home Administration.
The FHA deadline is May 29 and SBA's is
May 30,Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston,
Ky., said -Friday. The eligible counties are
Allen, Bell, Calloway. Christian, Graves.
Knox, Metcalfe, Pulaski,Simpson, Warren
and Whitley.
For victims in Ballard, McCrack,en and
Livingston counties, the deadline is June 5.
Huddleston said.
Applications for loans to farmers for
production losses may be filed until Dec.
31.

Carra Asks
Investigation
At Eddyville

•••••.'

FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP1 -- Gov. Julian
Carroll says he wants a thorough investigation of charges of misconduct made
by inmates at thaatate penitentiary at Edagainst prison officials and employes.
"I want to make it abundantly clear that
the investigation is not being conducted
just to satisfy the inmates but to determine
the accuracy of their allegations." Carroll
said Friday to members of the commissilei
he appointed to investigate the matter.
"We're not afraid of the truth. In fact,
we want to get to the bottom of it as best as
we can," he said. "We avant nothing held
back."
The governor said he would take apaction on the commission's finpropriate
--44
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The Calloway County FireRescue Squad answered a call
to the frame trailer of E A.
Carter at Lakeway Shores at
5.15 p. m. Thursday.
A squad spokesman said the
building was not occupied at the
time and was owned by E. A.
Carter of Route Two, Cedar
Hill, Tenn.
squad
told
Neighbors
members they heard an explosion before the fire, according to the squad report.
Thirteen men and three units
answered the call.

Rites Held Today _
For Jesse Roberts
The funeral for Jesse
Roberts, retired Calloway mail
carrier, was held this morning
at eleven o'clock at the chapel
. of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Rodney Travis
of Benton officiating and
Richard Jones as organist.
Ronnie Parker, Rev. Lloyd
Mayer,Rudy Holland, Joe Ryan
Cooper, B. C. Grogan, and
Amon Owens served as
pallbearers. Burial was in the
Ivy Cemetery.
Mr. Roberts, age 87, died
Wednesday at the Benton
.
Municipal Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Pattie Beale Roberts,
daughter, Mrs. Bill Farris, and
three granddaughters, Mrs.
Wade Outland, Miss Ebeth
Farris, and Miss Susan Farris.

Word has been received of the
death of Robert A. Parks,
formerly of Calloway County,
who died Wednesday night at
his home in Glasgow. He was 80
}Tars of age.
Mr. Parks was a veteran of
World War I and was the son of
the late Horace Parks and
Minnie Beaman Parks of
Calloway County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Idell Parks, Glasgow; four
daughters, Mrs. Willard
(Imogene) Dill, Elizabethtown,
Mrs. Jack (Volum) Camphlen,
Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Robert
(Zeldene) Miller, Lexington,
and Miss Martha Parks,
Glasgow: two sons, Douglas
and Paul Parks, both of
Glasgow; three sisters, Mrs.
011ie Riley and Mrs. Fred
(Eurah) Phillips, both of
om
Murray, and 'Mrs.
(Gladys) Nix, Lexington; one
brother, Otto Parks, Murray;
twelve grandchildren; one
great grandchild.
Funeral services will be held
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The deceased was a retired
tinsmith of the Sunbeam Corporation, Chicago, Ill., and he
and his wife had moved to
Murray from Villa Park, LU., in
October 1969. A member of St.
The Mayfield Presbytery will
Leo's Catholic Church, he was
an Army veteran of World War meet at the North Pleasant
Cumberland
Grove
on
Born July 26, 1909, in Presbyterian. Church
McHenry, IlL, he was the son of Saturday, April 12.
Delegates from the various
the late Patrick McCabe and
Catherine McCabe. He and his churches in this area are exwife, the former Erna Marose, pected to be in attendance.
Rev. W. Edcl Glover, pastor of
who survives, were married
the North Pleasant Grove
January 31, 19441.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Church, will speak on the
McCabe, Sr., Murray Route subject, "Three Noble Traits"
Eight; one son, Joseph McCabe, with scripture from James 1:19
Jr., and two grandchildren, at the eleven a. m. services on
Lisa and Melanie McCabe, Sunday, April 13.
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GRANADA ENTERPRISESParis, Tenn.

Hwy. 79E.

Phone 642-1057

Carpet Sales & Cleaning Mexican Imports
Choose from our sample expert installation. Free estimates.
in 10e
Carpet cleaning done in your home or bring area rugs
S.
MATE
E
sq. ft., FRE ESTI
Lighting fixtures $14.95 and up, pottery many shapes and
sizes $1.59 and up.
Furniture, onyx chest sets, onyx necklaces, hand carved
bone items, plaques, leather goods, wrought iron works, lots
more!
Come in and check our every day low prices. Something for
everyone. Contractors welcome.
Master charge available

HOURS:

Tues.-Sat. — 10:00-5:30
Sun — 1:00-5:00

Pre-Registration For
aldienoterzsjantzi
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Prixr of stocktso of lo,fe
. Headstart Wednesday
by
the Ledger
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STOCK MARKET

form of protest of the decade,
non-importation, and it and
others' influence on a larger
question which was in the minds
of the colonials: Whether the
British economic system, as
they lived and understood it,
was acceptable to them,
-They go from a simple
system of reform trying to get
the British to change their
minds on economic matters to
the larger question of whether
or nor they can live with any
system which they come to see
as more and more burdensome," he said.
Ernest also pointed out that
the decade 1763-73 was a critical
one because it is marked by two
major economic depressions.
"Given those two economic
e
Even so, he said, many peopl
s, and ths British
were still excluded from the crisie
mic
legislation after 1773,
econo
inthe
and
m,
American drea
is
raised in the colonial
doubt
dividualism that th_tmaiiiimi .a .

Green, Ohio, contended that the
original purpose of the colonial
"elites" was "essentially a
conservative one."
They demonstrated a skill
and flexibility that allowed a
major restructuring of the
social and poltiical order
without the destructiveness of
many subsequent revolutionary
movements," he said.
The revolution was "a quest
for equality," he pointed out,
emphasizing that after the
conflict there was greater
equality of popular participation in government and of
social advance opportunities
when compered with those
existing prior to the period.
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case, was economic independence."
The symposium was sponsored by the Department of
History at Murray State, and
the seventh in the series will be
presented in October of this

Council ...
(Continued from Page 1)
Department would begin April
17. Willis said workers would
begin,on the south side of Math
Street at that time and when the
trash pickup on the south side
was completed, the north side
pickup would get underway.
The council approved new
hours for the city landfill
beginning April 17. At that time,
the landfill will be open from 9
a. m. until 6 p. m. Monday
_through Friday and &a.m sma0

7IL anion Coire as foUoirat
Airco
Amer Motors
Ashland Oil
AT ST
Boise Cam&
Fund
Gen Motors
Gen Tire
Goodrich
Gulf(Al
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Singer
TappanWestern Union
Zenith

U.S Homes
Ka ufman & Broad

Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W.R.Grace
Texaco

Murray Headstart will hold
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twelve noon at the Headstart
4114
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BIRD IN HAND,Pa. Not
so long ago three young men
and one girl dressed in the
dirty, bedraggled manner
that hippies seem to prefer
stepped up to Mrs. John
Buckwalter, a taxi driver in
this interesting-Wpm in Pennsylvania's "Dutch Country,"
arid asked:
"Friend, where do we find
those people around here who
dress so crazy?"
You must mean the Amish
people," Mrs. Buckwalter replied, "and you'l find them
everywhere — on their
farms, in town shopping and
driving along in their buggies." She might have added
that the Amish in their stern
black garb don't look nearly
as "crazy" as those inquiring
about them.
This area — Lancaster
County — is the Amish capital of the world, with over
1,200 families of the bearded
and bonneted sect here.
Generally, they are admired as hard workers who
mind their own business.
"They are good people," Mrs.
Buckwatter said in an interview. She knows them well.
They use a taxi that has been
operated by her husband and
herself for many years. While
they will not drive a car
themselves, they call on her
for trips to the hospital,
sometimes to a doctor's office
and for other emergencies
that - require transportation

other than their usually efficient closed-in horse and buggY •
Any drive along U.S. Highway 30 or the farm roads
leading from it will prove to a
visitor that the Amish are .
good farmers, even though
their methods may seem a bit
uld-fashioned. They do not
believe in electricity, telephones, mechanization, but
they do compromise just a bit
in the fields. You are likely to
see a power-operated hay
baler BUT the whole contraption still will be pulled along
the rows of whatever is being
harvested or plowed by horse
power.
The Amish are bowing a
bit, too, on the matter of the
telephone. They still will not
have a phone in their austere
residences but occasionally a
phone will be seen in a nearby
barn. It is for the farm owners and for any neighbors
who wish to use it.
After many accidents,
some fatal, they have bowed
to the 20th Century and. to
Pennsylvania law in install-ing battery-powered night
lights on their buggies. Even
with these it is a hairy experience to drive this county's
back roads and suddenly
come upon an Amish buggy in
the darkness.
If anyone thinks the Arnish
are a dying sect he is quite
mistaken. They have established five other nearby colonies to add to the large numbers here and they are numerous in Ohio, Indiana and

The first robin

14 other states. The problem
here is insufficient land - and
this is driving some from a
career in farming. They are
becoming blacksmiths, carpenters,contractors and even
work as laborers in nearby
mobile home factories.
A few years back much fuss
was made over Amish parents' failure to send their
children to public schools.
Some were arrested and they
were denounced. However,
they stood their ground.
They have ,their -awn orne-_
ngifers
room schools,
go through the 8th Grade and
now state authorities seem to
wink at whatever Law is violated. More informal education is administered to the
age of 16 and nobody seems to
bother them.
The Amish young people
endure the same frustrations
other youngsters do, even in
their tight society. Now and
__then one buys a car to dad's
dismay but if the boy then
marries an Amish girl he
gives up the car and returns
to a full-fledged life in the
Amish way.
The Amish women here
work hard with their main
Motive being to help their
family and their neighbors.
Some wives bake 30 pies a
week nearly all bake their
own bread) and in some families pie is a staple of every
meal. Amish names are limited due to the%sinall original
colony and sometimes'im entire school class will bear the
same name.
The name is Stoltzfus, and
a look at a Lancaster
phone directory will prove
that Stoltzfus outdoes Smith,
the most frequently seen_
name in most phone
The Amish do not have
many diet restrictions, and,
while very few smoke, tobacco is one of their favorite
crops.They also are expert in
raising poultry, corn, grain
and dairy products.
Taboos beyond TV and other electronic developments
include cosmetics, jewelry,
wall paper, ..nside plumbing,
window curtains — even
shiny buttons they use hidden hook-and-eye fasteners
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on clothing).
As religious as they are,
they do not have churches.
Services are held every other
Sunday at an Amish home
and all the neighbors turn out
for a three-to-four-hour service.
Taking their name from

Jacob Amman, who said the
brother Mennonites were becoming too "worldly," the
Amish have been part of
Pennsylvania's life since the
early 1700s. And, most Pennsylvanians agree with Mrs.
Buckwalter that they are
-good people.-
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Dotsun Pick-Ups
Vickie Butterworth Checks over the many, Many
one at 1974 Prices.
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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, April 12, 1975

By NANCI PETERSON
One of many Calloway County flooddamage stories will have a happy ending if
the work of the county construction crew,
headed by Charles McKenney,foreman, is
successful.
_—
Housed in the basement Of the Calloway
County Court House, Marvin Harris' ofr•
for keeping county legal

President
Vetoes Farm
Aid Measure

business," she added.
"It was really a sorry sight...water ts,.,
and three inches high all through the
basement, not far from reaching the
bottom volumes of our important
documents," said Harris, the county court
clerk.
Water from the drainspout off the
courthouse r•rinf was routed into a firtabr
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for wild creatures do not require the meticulous maintenance needed for formal plots.
He also lists flowering trees
and plants that will provide
natural food for wildlife all
year.
Len Bucicwalter and George
By EARL ARONSON
A garden receptive to wild- H. Harrison tell about the faAP Newsfeatures
life, the book says, will let you vorite foods of many bird speIf you garden, why not make
"claim your kinship with the cies: bluejays and woodpeckers
your yard attractive to wildlife
creatures awaiting you outside like suet, the tufted titmouse
while producing for your pleasyour back door, for your sake
ure?- as well as theirs."
The National Wildlife FederThere are garden plans for
all U.S. climates and most
ation asks you to picture, if you
can, a suburban garden ringed
small animals. The skunk is
omitted, however, as "one wild
with asters, marigolds, lilacs,
hollyhocks, mockingbirds,
animal which is simply inpraying mantises and raccoons.
compatible with suburbia."
There are tips for living ecoing mantises and raccoons.
nomically and in harmony with
The right kind of planning
nature, such as:
will add so much to your gar"A tomato juice bath will reden and a book published by
move the odor from a housethe federation, "Gardening
hold pet that has tangled with a
With Wildlife," shows you how.
skunk.
The book promotes a new
"Marigold leaves contain
concept in gardening for city
scented oil glands that emit an
folk, suburbanites and country
odor repulsive to flies, fleas
dwellers. Make your garden an
and other insect pests.
attractive place for winged,
"Some state forestry departfurry and crawling creatures
ments will provide tree and
by providing the right plants
shrub seedlings, including the
for food, adequate water, shelwildlife-attracting autumn olter and nesting places.
ive," at low prices.
"Reliable and usually free
soil tests can be obtained
New Flower Types
through county agricultural
In the Park Seed Co. 1975
agents ...
S.C.)
(Greenwood,
catalog
Roger Tory Peterson, an orthere are five new flowers:
wrote the Brit
nithologist,
Chrysanthemum Super Jet in
chapter, in which he says "The
yellow, bronze, red, orchid,
imaginative gardener sows his
pink and white; Salvia Lavenborders not only with red, pink
der Love, 18-inch plants; Peand yellow hollyhocks, but also
tunia Checkers, bright red, 24swith red cardinals, rosy purple
inches wide; Dianthus Cherry
finches and yellow grosbeaks."
Drop, makes a fine border;
Canna Lucifer, deep glossy
Naturalist George Reiger
green foliage, and bi-colored
points out in "Planting an
flowers, two feet tall.
Oasis for Wildlife'' that gardens

prefers sunflower seeds and the
bluebird seeks morsels of
chopped apples or raisins.
You'll find specifications and
drawings for bird feeders and
baths.
A month-to-month planting
table for gardening with wildlife under various climatic conditions is contributed by Donald
0. Cunnion.

11111111111
Vicky admires the large selection of S

voted-to remains for problems
posed by wildlife, by Jack
Ward Thomas and Richard M.
DeFraaf, who tell you: Place
cylinders made of narrow
gauge chicken wire around the
new greenery at distances that
will keep rabbits from gnawing.,A1 a chimney swift has chosen your flue for a nesting spot,
clean the chimney and cap it
with screen.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Ford
has decided to veto pending farm aid
that the administration con.d push up consumer prices for
tucts, congressional and White
ces say.
n Thomas S. Foley of the House
Committee and others said
t White House legislative aides
ming members of a Senate'.erence committee on the bill
dential veto is inevitable.
!rence—panel, which will try to
e differing versions of farm aid
lie Senate and House, will not
(meeting until Monday.
rprised as well as deeply disaplearn of this reported decision
iident because I believe we acieration and responsibility in
on and passage of this bill," Fo1., said in a statement.
ig on a veto, Ford has taken the
1griculture Secretary Earl L.
as advocated a veto for weeks.
other administration officials
;islation would raise the retail
k by 8 cents a gallon, cheese by
kund and butter by 20 cents a
in a year because of higher
rts for dairy products.
sue, Butz finds himself in an
iance with consumer-oriented
' Congress representing urban
es. They contend the over-all
)ayers and consumers would

range from $400 million to more than $4
billion.
The legislation would raise from 80 to 85
per cent of parity the price support level of
dairy products and also boost the prices
that the government guarantees farmers
will receive for grain and cotton. Cotton already is selling near the price at which the
government would make payments to
growers.
Parity is defined at the point at which
the price a farmer receives for his product
equals the cost of producing it plus a
reasonable profit.
In general, the Senate-passed version
provides more generous support levels
than does the House version. The Senate,
but not the House, voted to increase supports for tobacco growers and to place a
temporary ban on the importation of
foreign-bred beef in an attempt to improve
prices for the U.S. livestock industry.
Supporters of the legislation say it is
needed to protect rural America during
the nation's current difficulties and to encourage farm production.
A high Agriculture Department official
said earlier this week that a veto by Ford
was considered politically safe in the farm
belt 18 months before the next presidential
election.
"Nobody will remember as long as farm
income is good next year," he said.
Butz and Ford discussed the issue at a
White House meeting Friday, and conferees were informed privately of the veto
decision afterward,sources said.

Toll On Kentucky_
Turnpike To End
LOUISVILLE, Ky. LAP) — After 2 p.m.
on June 30, drivers won't have to pay tolls
on the 40-mile Kentucky Turnpike.
Gov. Julian Carroll made that announcement Friday.
Discussions to end the tolls on the stretch
of Interstate-85 started in February, 1974,
after heavy traffic on the turnpike made it
possible to pay off construction bonds.
The turnpike, the governor said, will be
lu, Adm. Noel Gayler, corn"free of tolls and free of debt and 19 years
said—
.5. forces in the Pacific,
ahead of schedule" when the tolls are
was successfully completed
abolished.
luch as a stubbed toe."
ietnam, the Saigon military
ported more heavy fighting
franh- about 30 miles southn, and at Xtian Lot, 90 miles

nawa and Hancock standing at
ulf of Thailand.
ation was carried without inre were no American injuries.
lewsrnen reported the city was
at government artillery could
tround the capital's defense

ions were being watched
,ns of the beginning of a drive
If.
a, the U.S. airlift of rice and
nto Phnom Penh was suspenals said they doubted it would
n to close the embassy and
Americans was made Thurmplemented until Friday, in
o make the movement as
ierly as possible.
ilysts in Washington predickdian capital would fall in
f American military might
is arranged more to offset
reprisals by the Cambodian
the insurgents, but those
njustified.

FRANKFORT, Ky. iAP ) — Recent victims of flooding in Kentucky have until late
next month to apply for disaster relief
from the Small Business Administration
and Farmers Home Administration.
The FHA deadline is May 29 and SBA's is
May 30,Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston, DKy., said Friday. The eligible counties are
Allen, Bell, Calloway. Christian. Graves.
Knox, Metcalfe. Pulaski. Simpson, Warren
and Whitley.
For victims in Ballard, McCracken and
Livingston counties, the deadline is June 5,
Huddleston said.
Applications for loans to farmers for
production losses may be filed until Dec.

Carroll Asks
Investigation
At Eddyville
POLLUTION FREE — The
sky is blue and the air is pure
in Ingonish, Nova Scotia, as it
is in other parts of the
Canadian province. Fairs,
festivals, golfing and dory
racing are part of the scene
in Ingonish.

Jim's Shoe Outlet

PAINT JOB
PARIS — The Eiffel Tower's face lift. scheduled for
this spring, will employ 30
painters who will work for
three years and use 52 tons of
paint. — CNS

naer wan a slight
precipitation
Probabilities of measurable
„...

oe torwaraeo netore tne
April...18 deadline. Tickets may be picked
up at the entrance to the student union an.
tft eVefiTiVrthe

ehrince of showers -Monday ending
Tuesday and becoming partly cloudy on.
Wednesday. Highs. in the mid 60s. Lows
from the upper 30s to the mid 40s

Reservations should be addressed to:
Alumni Office, Administration Building,
Murray State University, Murray, Ky ,
42071

Human Relation.. The
tomve such skills
Wells,
lane
Or.
Hale.
tic
—
•• taav7 • • -• •
instrut for. Helen Spann, Sandra M( Kinney, Martha Beak, jar kir', Weatherford, Gerry Reed, and Betty 'Gordon. Bat k row:
and Alan !emit, Washer,ludgeRoberl 0. hitileriehaa Wise.Sue Outland. Giany Morg.in,Out Kunriecke,Diane904Insen.
fololtswolormoverilwolorftiverritorrtcrit,rminitrotirrilrwtoottryworenriterartr..
Collre,•Mia Wilson, Ken Barber, Verona Langan, lean 131.mkenship, Vela Matipin, Irani es Myers, Bonnie Ashby. R. L.
Cooper, and lohn I r011er. The course taught by Dr. lane Wells, was offered as a result of a Title I researt h project ton-ducted by the Ktnagement Departme,ro 01 Murray Stale University. The projet t is directed by Dr. Rev Galloway, and Dr.
Roy Kirk is the Projei t (,00rdinator,

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — Gov. Julian
Carroll says he wants a thorough investigation of charges of misconduct made
by inmates at the state penitentiary at Eddyyille against prison officials and employes.
"1 want to make it abundantly clear that
the investigation Ls not being conducted
Just to satisfy the inmates but to determine
the accuracy of their allegations," Carroll
said Friday to members of the commission
he appointed to investigate the matter.
"We're not afraid of the truth. In fact.
we want to get to the bottom of it as best as
we can:: he Said. "We want nothing herd
back."
The governor said he would take appropriate action on the commission'slindings and would fire staff members or officials if necessary.
He said the commission would have the
full cooperation of state agencies and that
although there Was no specific deadline set
tlattiwebe..heowipsdwould be done as expeditiously as possible.
• The governor'also said he would ask the
commission's advice on where to locate a
proposed $15 million maximum security
state prison.
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Trailer Burps At
Lakeway Shores

1 Deaths and Funerals
Rites Held Today
For Jesse Roberts
The funeral for Jesse
Roberts, retired Calloway mail
carrier, was held this morning
at eleven o'clock at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Rodney Travis
of Benton officiating and
Richard Jones as organist.
Ronnie Parker, Rev. Lloyd
Mayer,Rudy Holland, Joe Ryan
Cooper, B. C. Grogan, and
Amon Owens served as
pallbearers. Burial was in the
Ivy Cemetery.
Mr. Roberts, age 87, died
Wednesday at the Benton
Municipal Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs Pattie Beale Roberts,
daughter, Mrs. Bill Farris, and
three granddaughters, Mrs.
Wade Outland, Miss Ebeth
Farris, arid Miss Siaan Farris.

Joseph McCabe, Sr.
Dies Thursday At
Local Hospital
Joseph McCabe, Sr., of
Murray Route Eight died
Thursday at 7:15 p. m. at the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital. He was 65 years of
age.
The deceased was a retired
tinsmith of the Sunbeam Corporation, Chicago, Ill., and he
and his wife had moved to
Murray from Villa Park, Ill., in
October 1969. A member of St.
Leo's Catholic Church, he was
an Army veteran of World War

Robert A. Parks,
Former Countian,
Dies Wednesday
Word has been received of the
death of Robert A. Parks,
Formerly of Calloway County,
who died Wednesday night at
his home in Glasgow. He was 80
years of age.
Mr. Parks was a veteran of
World War I and was the son of
the late Horace Parks and
Minnie Beaman Parks of
Calloway County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Idell Parks, Glasgow; four
daughters, Mrs. Willard
( Imogene ) Dill, Elizabethtown,
Mrs. Jack ( Volina Camphlen,
Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Robert
Zeldene) Miller, Lexington,
and Miss Martha Parks,
Glasgow; two sons, Douglas
and Paul Parks, both of
Glasgow; three sisters, Mrs.
011ie Riley and Mrs. Fred_
Farah) Phillips,- lioth b
Murray, and Mrs. Tom
I Gladys) Nix, Lexington; one
brother, Otto Parks, Murray;
twelve grandchildren; one
great grandchild.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at two p. m. at the
First Baptist Church, Glasgow,
where he was a member, with
burial to follow in the church
cemetery there.

Green, Ohio, contended that the
original purpose of the colonial
The Calloway County Fire- "elites" was "essentially a
Rescue Squad answered a call conservative one."
They demonstrated a skill
to the frame trailer of E. A.
Carter at Lakeway Shores at and flexibility that allowed a
5:15 p. m. Thursday.
major restructuring of the
A squad spokesman said the social and poltiical order
building was not occupied at the without the destructiveness of
time and was owned by E. A. many subsequent revolutionary
Carter of Route Two, Cedar
movements," he said.
Hill, Tenn.
"The revolution was "a quest
squad for equality," he pointed out,
told
Neighbors
members they heard an ex- emphasizing that after the
plosion before the fire, ac- conflict there was greater
cording to the squad report. equality of popular parThirteen men and three units ticipation in government and of
answered the call.
social advance opportunities
when compered with those
existing prior to the period.

Murray Man Named
For Scholarship
At Vanderbilt
David
and Mrs
1304 Olix
notified
Universi

STOCK MARKET

Symposium . . . (continued from Page 1)

Even so, he said, many people
were still excluded from the
American dream, and the inthe revaatian
dividualism that
..

form of protest of the decade,
non-importation, and it and
others: influence on a larger
question which was in the minds
of the colonials: Whether the
British economic system, as
they lived and understood it,
was acceptable to them.
•'They go from a simple
system of reform trying to get
the British to change their
minds on economic matters to
the larger question of whether
or nor they can live with any
system which they come to see
s more and more burdensome," he said.
Ernest also pointed out that
the decade 1763-73 was a critical
one because it is marked by two
major economic depressions.
-Given those two economic
crisies, and the British
economic legislation after 1773,
a doubt is raised in the colonial

case, was economic independence."
The symposium was sponsored by the Department of
History at Murray State, and
the seventh in the series will be
presented in October of this
year.

Council ...1)

Prices of stocks ot local interest at noon
today furnished to the Ledger & Tunes by
I M.Simon Co. are as follows:
Airco
Amer. Motors
Astdand Oil
AT&T
Boise Cascade
Ford
Gen Motors
Gen Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Singer.
Tappan
Western UniOn
Zenith

17
19'.
15‘1

Murray Headstart will hold
pre-registration on Wednesday,
April 16, from eight a.m. to
twelve noon at the Headstart
Center on North Second Street.
Children with 1970-71 birthdays are eligible, according to
economic guidelines. For information call 753-7286,

6 on,

Purchase Area
Hog Market

17‘

Federal State Market News Serv e April
11, 1775
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act 1404 Est 2400 harrows &
Gilts 25tt to mostly 50e higher Sows stead)
to 50e
8* 35-40.5n
r0 Lbs.
'113
US 1-2h
few at $41.00
940 00-40 25
US 1-3 190-240 lin.
00
$39
US 2-4240-260 Lbs
$36 75-39
US 3-4 260-280 Lbs
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MISS SPRING SECTION
Ky., LEDGER IL TIMES, Friday, April 11, 1975 —

Miss Spring
In teenage vernacular
come from
boats
keenest
thinks the
Inc.
Travel,
Happy Holiday

Presbytery Meets
Here On Saturday

The Mayfield Presbytery will
meet at the North Pleasant
Cumberland
Grove
on
Church
Born July 26, 1909, in Presbyterian
McHenry, M., he was the son of Saturday, April 12.
the late Patrick McCabe and
Delegates from the various
Catherine McCabe. He and his churches in this area are exwife, the former Erna Marose, pected to be in attendance.
who survives, were married
Rev. W.Edd Glover, pastor of
January 31, 1948.
the North Pleasant Grove
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Church, will speak on the
McCabe, Sr., Murray Route subject, "Three Noble Traits"
Eight; one son, Joseph McCabe,-- with scripture from James 1:19
Jr., and two grandchildren. at the eleven a. m. services on
Lisa and Melanie McCabe, Sunday, April 13.
Lombard, Ill.; six sisters, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jones
Margaret Foote, Albuquerque, will be greeters on Sunday with
N. M., Mrs. Mae Bennett, Sunday School scheduled at ten
Schaumburg, Ill., Mrs. Lillian a. m.
Stack,Elmwood Park,111., Mrs.
Catherine Bottler, Pewaukee,
Wisc., Mrs. Lucy McDonald,
LAKE DATA
Plainfield, Wisc., and Mrs.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 359.6,
Agnes Seebeck, Antorilto, Colo.
335.2,
Memorial services will be down 0.3. Below dam
1.7.
down
held at a later date. The body
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 359.5,
was taken to the University of
0.3. Below darn 343.6,
down
Kentucky Medical School,
Lexington,as per the will of the _ down 1.3.
-gtintiet 6:19.-Surirl.w.i
deceased. The Blalock-Coleman
Moon sets 7:50 p m., rises
Funeral Home had charge of
7:11 a. m.
Friday
nts.
arrangeme
the

16
5. unc
10t. taw
41P.
tinc
'.

(Continued from Page
utK
Department would begin April
17. Willis said workers would
Prices of stock of local Interest at noon,
begin on the south side of Main EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
of Michigan, Corp of
Times
Street at that time and when the Murray,byareFind
as follows:
trash pickup on the south side
,
61, +4
was completed, the north side U.S Homes .
75w +La
Kaufman & Broad
pickup would get underway.
IN
Ponderosa Systems
-0.
31.
Clark
The council approved new Kimberly
594. --is
Union Carbide
hours for the city landfill W It Grace
.
WI +1
11
24'
beginning April 17. At that time Texaco
47ts .14
the landfill will be open from 9 geArca2 Elec.
ane
a. m. until 6 p. in. Monday Georgia Pacifi.coadeimaingiiiii
through FriiiattalllhilatwalaNNWimotita5,n-w-

to,i,iss
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Pre-Registration For
Headstart Wednesday
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GRANADA ENTERPRISES
Hwy. len.
Phone 642-sos7
Paris, Tenn.
Carpet Sales & Cleaning Mexican Imports
Choose from our sample expert installation. Free estimates.
Carpet cleaning done in your home or bring area rugs in 10e
sq. ft., FREE ESTIMATES.
Lighting fixtures $14.95 and up, pottery many shapes and
sizes $1.59 and up.
Furniture, onyx chest sets, onyx necklaces, hand carved
bone items, plaques, leather goods, wrought iron works, lots
more!
Come in and check our every day low prices. Something for
everyone. Contractors welcome.
Master charge available

Tues.-Sat. — 10:00-5:30
HOURS: .
Sun — 1:00-5:00

aeir-4ices.
Tbe Ads
Tommy Si
as orgat
Crawford
"Along th.
The You
six p.m.
singing at
which tin
baptism w
Sunday :
a.m, and
be at 6:30
Ronnie
deacon of
workers w
and Laura
and Grad

See us for these well known Quality Boats
Floating Queen
Houseboats: Stardust Cruiser-Gibson-Somerset &
dealer in U S.
volume
dollar
largest
(2nd
Boats
Pontoon
Flotebote
a-Ski-Barge
ron-Mantr
son-Giast
anza-Carl
Glass-Bon
Arrow
Distributor for Shore-'Land'R Trailers
and Johnson
Our Outboards are equipped with Evinrude, Mercury
Our Sterndrives are either OMC or MerCruis.er

Sunday is

See the full time professional boating

"Richard &Bea Walker Da

Don McClure

people
Groyson McClure

At

First Baptist Church

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.

This is Bro. Walker's last day as our pastor. Special activit)
recognition and appreciation are planned for all of our services.

Panorama Shores on Kentucky lake
9:30 a. m.- Sunday School
10:45 a. m.- Morning Worship

miles - Turn on 280 - Follow 280
Take 94 East out of Murray -2
7b2 miles) Take blacktop in(approx.
Grocery
past Bonner's
blacktop to your right - "We may be
to Panorama and follow
worth your EFFORT"
well
it's
hard to locate but

A love gift will be received as a token of our appreciation for their

3:30-5:00 p. m.

Tele.(502)436-5483

Reception honoring the Walker family. Friends throughout th
munity are invited.

7:00 p. m.Bro. Walker Speaking;
A41550ES RIVISTADA BRASILEIRA .

• •

, --

-

.
Every mtrrber will want to be present for every service.

M., Larry Lockhart, Murray,
Evelln Seaton, Calvert City,
ijakntaborfr
and Beth.
were all chosen 'junior
representatives.
In another close vicepresidential race, Steve Dages,

Lally snafu-moray

ePnotrirdbiAlliredi
Plenty of Parking

uain a ireas motor sales806 Coldwater Rd
Phone 753-6448
Murray, Ky.
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In Our 96thYear

One Flood Datru;ige
Story Has Happy End
By NANCI PETERSON
One of many Calloway County flooddamage stories will have a happy ending if
the work of the county construction crew.
headed by Charles McKenney,foreman, is
successful,_ _
Housed in the basement of the Calloway
County Court House, Marvin Harris' Office, designated for
a

Midwest barns
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WASHINGTON (AP) — President Ford
has decided to veto pending farm aid
' •'
that the administration cond push up consumer prices for
ucis, congressional and White
-

New Gowns Delicately Feminine

By MICK COCHRAN
Copley News Service

skirt is made in a
GOWNS WHICH FLATTER—The gown with full
with its own bolero
smoky pastel and is youthful and especially feminine shape and fall as
billowy
its
keep
jacket. Because of the fabric, it will
the body, twist
gracefully as the designer planned. It will never hug
g halter
drawstrin
a
has
skirt
around or ride up. The gown with straight
full-skirted gown

(The
neck and a separate lace jacket, dyed to match.
Both of anticling crepeset
Dior.
Miss
by
other
the
t;
Youthcraf
is by
nylon by American Enka.)

Book Compiles
Facts about_
-Sam JO

Spring).
Good things happen on a (Miss

Pontiac

,4 Sport Car
For Spring
ROI
Just

Dj PURDOM
OW • Pontine - Casillac

Lo

Our
'Satisfied Customers Are
'
Main Concern.

1406 West Maid- 753-5315

Born in the same part of
England as Johnson, brought
up in many of the same traditions, Wain is sympathetic to
Johnsonian ideals. He writes
with delight of Johnson's interest in science and literature,
his joy in conversation and his
"club" of friends. He tells of
Johnson's unhappy childhood
and of the author's relationship
with Hester Thrale, who betrayed Johnson's confidence
and eventually wrote about
him.
Wain relies on James Boswell's "Life of Johnson," although critical of Boswell's interpretation of many facets of
the writer. He includes an understanding look at Johnson's
eccentricities, and at the paradox of his character. Wain
finds Johnson unappreciated in
modern times, and obviously
hopes to rectify that error with
this work of popular scholarship.
Eve Sharbutt
Associated Press
•

Tra'vliCOOd before.me
chance of " a eMPOLIP-44'"',18 Bawl° °P "
-8 .
April 18 deadline. Tickets may be picked
Probabilities of rocasor,ible precipitation
up at the entrance to the stggent., 119120 on
•""giThiriCrIrrbi-s'n-tnfef
.—T/irilt
14"14r'
- .Chanee of showers Monday ending
Reservations should be addressed to:
• *Tiiesday and becoming partly 'cloudy on .Alumni Office, Administration Building,
Wednesday. Highs in the mid 665. Lows
Murray State University, Murray, Ky.,
from the upper 30s to the mid 40s.
42071

n Thomas S. Foley of the House
!"-Committee and others said
t White House legislative aides
ming members of a Senate'erence committee on the bill
dental veto is inevitable.
•rence panel, which will try to
e differing versions of farm aid
he Senate and House, will not
.meeting until Monday.
prised as well as deeply disap.earn of this reported decision
adent because I believe we acteration and responsibility in
7n and passage ol,this bill," Fol., said in a statement.
lona veto, Ford has taken the
1griculture Secretary Earl L.
tYltdvocated a veto for weeks.
other administration officials_
islation would raise the retail
by 8 cents a gallon, cheese by
ound and butter by 20 cents a
in a year because of higher
Is for dairy products.
sue, Butz finds himself in an
ance with consumer-oriented
Congress representing urban
es. They contend the over-all
iayers and consumers would
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range from $400 million to more than $9
billion.
The legislatiouwould raise from 80 to 85
per cent of parity the price support level of
dairy products and also boost the prices
- antees farmers
that the goverrunen1 "guar
will receive for gribi and cotton:Cotton already is selling near the price at which the
gceernment would make payments to"
growers.
Parity is defined at the point at which
the price a farmer receives for his product
equals the cost of producing it plus a
reasonable profit.
In general, the Senate-passed version
provides more generous support levels
than does the House version. The Senate,
but not the House, voted to increase supports for tobacco growers and to place a
temporary ban on the importation of
foreign-bred beef in an attempt to improve
prices for the U.S. livestock industry.
Supporters of the legislation say it is
needed to protect rural America during
the nation's current difficulties and to en- •
courage farm production.
A high Agriculture Department official
said earlier this week that a veto by Ford
was considered politically safe in the farm
belt 18 months before the next presidential
election.
"Nobody will remember as long as farm
income is good next year," he said.
Butz and Ford discussed the issue at a
White House meeting Friday, and conferees were informed privately of the veto
decision afterward,sources said.

Toll On Kentucky
Turnpike To End

nawa and Hancock standing at
all of Thailand.
ation was cashed without inre were no American injuries.
ewsrnen reported the city was
at government artillery could
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was successfully completed
nich as a stubbed toe."
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — After 2 p.m.
on June 30, drivers won't have to pay tolls
on the 40-mile Kentucky Turnpike.
Gov. Julian Carroll made that announcement Friday.
Discussions to end the tolls on the stretch
of Interstate-65 started in February, 1974,
after heavy traffic on the turnpike made it
possible to pay off construction bonds.
The turnpike, the governor said, will be
„
frye of tolls and free of debt and 19 years
ahead of schedule" when the tolls are
abolished.

Deadline for
Disaster Aid
Is End Of May

ions were being watched
,ns of the beginning of a drive .
If.
a, the U.S. airlift of rice and
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Recent vicnto Phnom Penh was suspentims of flooding in Kentucky have until late
alssaid they doubted it would
next month to apply for disaster relief
n to close the embassy and
from the Small Business Administration
and Farmers Home Administration.
Americans was made 'ThusThe FHA deadline is May 29 and SBA's is
mplemented until Friday, in
o make the movement as
May 30,Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston. Ddeny as possible.
Ky., said Friday. The eligible counties are
alysts in Washington predicAllen, Bell, Calloway, Christian, Graves,
iodian capital would fall in
Knox, Metcalfe, Pulaski, Simpson, Warren
and Whitley.
if American military might
For victims in Ballard, McCracken and
as arranged more to offset
Livingston counties, the deadline is June 5,
t reprisals by the Cambodian
Huddleston said.
v the insurgents, but those
Applications for loans to farmers for
injustified.
production losses may be filed until Dec
31.

SAMUEL JOHNSON. By
John Wain. Viking. 388 Pages.
$12.50.
John Wain, professor of poetry at Oxford, critic, poet and
novelist, has attempted a sympathetic and interesting biography of Samuel Johnson and set
it in the larger picture of England in the day of the famous
"Dictionary."
"There is," Wain writes in a
note on sources at the end of
this well-written and interesting
volume, "no research in this
book. Every fact it contains
was previously known to scholars, and to any reader who
kept abreast of scholarship."

Vicky Butterworth admires this sharp
Trans-Am from Purdom Motors.

One Section - 10 Pages

15' Per Copy

President
Vetoes Farm
Aid Measure

-

business," she added.
"It was really a sorry sight. water two
and three inches high all through the
basement, not far from reaching the
bottom volumes of our important
documents," said Harris, the county court
clerk.
Water from /he drainspout off the
.onf was routed into 8 newer
courtliderP
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ECOATDA.
801 S. 4th St.
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753-1822

v !Ionian Relations. The
rye sin h skills as
ttttttt row.)..rottie Hale, Dr. sane Wells,
it/
."---inriruitor, Mien Spann, Sandi; M( tooney,IVartha Beale, fat kie Weatherford, Gerry Reed,and Betty Gordon. Bac k row
Jamie W"her,judge- Robert
Mkt.WOna Witte. Soo _0441,444-C
rgaret Treyathan, icantwIlc
ode, were Dorothy Nanny,
IllairentiinritlffloriffliWriffMrar (Irraecciflu pic lure
(u)Hie. Mia Wilson, Ken Barber, Verona Grogan, lean Blankenship, Velca M.iupin. f raaces Myer', Bonnie Ashby, R. 1..
' cooper, and lohn Ironer 1 he tourw taught by Dr. lane Wells, was offered as a result of a Title I research project condi.ed by the Management Department of Murray State tinivercitv. The projectic dire( ted by Dr. Re c Galloway. and Dr.
Wily Kirk is the Proje( (oordinator

Carroll Asks
Investigation
At Eddyville
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov. Julian
Carroll says he wants a thorough investigation of charges of misconduct made
by inmates at the state penitentiary at Eddyville against prison officials and employes.
"I want to make it abundantly clear that
the investigation is not being conducted
, just to satisfy the inmates but to detennine
the accuracy of their allegations," Carroll
said Friday to members of the commizion
he appointed to investigate the matter.
"We're not afraid of the truth. In fact.
we want to get to the bottom of it as best as
we can," he said. "WE want nothing held
back."
The governor said he would take appropriate action on the commission's findings and would fire staff members or officials if necessary.
. He said the commission would have the
full,cooperation of state agencies and that
although the was no specific deadlint.se
would be done as expeditiously as possible
The governor also said he would ask the
commission's advice on where to locate a
propoSed $15 million maximum security
state prison.

** • 7
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-
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Trailer Burns At
Lakeway Shores

Deaths and Funerals
Rites Held Today
For Jesse Roberts

Symposium .

STOCK

. (C,oatinued from Page 1)

•

form of protest of the decade, case, was economic innon-importation, and it and dependence."
others' influence on a larger
The symposium was sponquestion which was in the minds sored by the Department
of
of the colonials: Whether the History at Murray State, and
British economic system, as the seventh in the series will be
they lived and understood ,tt. _presented in October of this
was acceptable to them.
year.
.They go from a simple
system of reform trying to get
the British to change their
• • •
minds on economic matters to
(Continued from Page
the larger question of whether
Department would begin April
or nor they can live with any
17. Willis said workers would
system which they come to see
begin on the south side of Main
as more and more bur- Street
at that time and when the
densome," he said.
trash pickup on the south side
Ernest also pointed out that
was completed, the north side
the decade 1763-73 was a critical pickup
would get underway.
one because it is marked by two
The council approved new
major economic depressions.
hours for the city landfill
Even so, he said, many people
"Given those two economic
beginning April 17. At that time,
were still excluded from the crisies, and the British
the landfill will be open from 9
American dream, and the in- economic legislation after 1773,
.a. m. until 6 p. m. Monday

Green,Ohio,contended that the
original purpose of the colonial
The Calloway County Fire"elites" was "essentially a
Rescue Squad answered a tall conserva
tive one."
to the frame trailer of E. A.
They demonstrated a skill
Carter at Lakeway Shores at and flexibility that
allowed a
5.15 p. rn. Thursday.
major restructuring of the
A squad spokesman said the social and poltiical
order
building was not occupied at the
without the destructiveness of
time and was owned by E. A. many subsequent
revolutionary
Carter of Route Two, Cedar
movements," he said.
Hill, Tenn.
-The revolution was "a quest
Neighbors
told
squad for equality
," he pointed out,
members they heard an exemphasizing that after the
plosion before'.' the fire, acconflict there was greater
cording to the squad report.
equality of popular parThirteen men and three units
ticipation in government arid of
answered the call.
social advance opportunities
when compered with those
existing prior to the period.

Robert A. Parks,
Former Countian,
Dies Wednesday

The funeral for Jesse
Roberts, retired Calloway mall
carrier, was held this morning
Word has been received of the
at eleven o'clock at the chapel death of Robert A. Parks,
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral formerly of Calloway County,
Home with Rev. Rodney Travis who died Wednesday night at
of Benton officiating and his home in Glasgow. He was 80
Richard Jones as organist.
years of age.
Ronnie Parker, Rev. Lloyd
Mr. Parks was a veteran of
Mayer,Rudy Holland, Joe Ryan World War I and was the son of
Cooper, B. C. Grogan, and the late Horace Parks and
Amon Owens served as Minnie Beaman Parks of
pallbearers. Burial was in the Calloway County.
Ivy Cemetery.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mr. Roberts, age 87, died Idell Parks, Glasgow; four
Wednesday at the Benton daughters, Mrs. Willard
Municipal Hospital.
(Imogene) Dill, Elizabethtown,
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Jack ( Volina ) Camphlen,
Mrs. Pattie Beale Roberts, Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Robert
daughter, Mrs. Bill Farris, and (Zeldene) Miller, Lexington,
three granddaughters, Mrs. and Miss Martha Parks,
David J
Wade Outland, Miss Ebeth Glasgow; two sons, Douglas and Mrs.
Farris, and Miss Susan Farris. and Paul Parks, both of 1304 Olive
Glasgow; three sisters, Mrs. notified th
011ie Riley and Mrs. Fred Universe)
(Eurah) Phillips, both of
Murray, and Mrs. Tom
(Gladys) Nix, Lexington; one
brother, Otto Parks, Murray;
twelve grandchildren; one
great grandchild.
Funeral services will be held
Joseph McCabe, Sr., of
Murray Route Eight died Saturday at two p. m. at the
Thursday at 7:15 p. m. at the First Baptist Church, Glasgow,
Murray-Calloway County where he was a member, with
Hospital. He was 65 years of burial to follow in the church
age.
cemetery there.
The deceased was a retired
tinsmith of the Sunbeam Corporation, Chicago, 111., and he
and his wife had moved to
Murray from Villa Park, Ill., in
October 1969. A member of St.
Leo's Catholic Church, he was
The Mayfield Presbytery will
an Army veteran of World War meet
at the North Pleasant
11.
Th
Grove
Cumberland
Born July 26, 1909, in Presbyterian
Church
on
that
he t
McHenry,fli., he was the son of Saturday
, April 12.
tutition
the late Patrick McCabe and
Delegates from the various
graduate
Catherine McCabe. He and his churches
in this area are exClayte
wife, the former Erna Marose, pected
to be in attendance.
who survives, were married
Theologi
Rev. W. Edd Gloverepestor of
January 31, 1948.
the North Pleasant Grove begin wo
-Re is pr
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.-- Church,
will speak-iif the
work a
McCabe, Sr., Murray Route subject,
-Three Noble Traits"
College .
Eight; one son, Joseph McCabe, with scripture
from James 1:19
in June.
Jr., and two grandchildren, at the
eleven a. m. services on
The Mr
Lisa and Melanie McCabe, Sunday,
April 13.
to the c
Lombard, Ill.; six sisters, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jones
currente
Margaret Foote, Albuquerque, will be
greeters on Sunday with
minister
N. M., Mrs. Mae Bennett, Sunday
School scheduled at ten
in Nae
Schaumburg, Ill., Mrs. Lillian a. m.
Stack,Elmwood Park,111., Mrs.
served
ei illian
Catherine Bottler, Pewaukee,
C'hrist,
Wisc., Mrs. Lucy McDonald,
Plainfield, Wisc., and Mrs.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 359.6,
Agnes Seelback, Antonito, Colo.
Memorial services will be down 0.3. Below dam 33.5.2,
held at a later date. The body down 1.7.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 359.5,
was taken to the University of
Kentucky Medical School, down 0.3. Below dam 343.6,
Lexington, as per the will of the down 1.3.
Resettle
deceased. The Blalock-Coleman
Sunset 6:59. Sunrise 7:14.
Moon sets 7:50 p. m., lieN be held
Funeral Home had charge of
Sinking.
Friday 7:11 a. m. the arrangements.
with Re
pastor,
eleven
services
Paris, Teas.
Hwy. 79i.
Pilaw 642-8057
The A.
Carpet Sales & Cleaning Mexican Imports
Tommy
Choose from our sample expert installation. Free estimates.
as org
Carpet cleaning done in your home or bring area rugs in 10r
Crawfor
sq. ft., FREE ESTIMATES.
"Along
The Y
Lighting fixtures $14.95 and up, pottery many shapes and
six p.m
sizes $1.59 and up.
singing
Furniture, onyx chest sets, onyx necklaces, hand carved
which t
bone items, plaques, leather goods, wrought iron works, lots
baptism
more!
Sunda;
Come in and check our every day low prices. Something for
a.m. an
everyone. Contractors welcome.
be at 6:
Master charge available
Ronnie

Murray Man Named
For Scholarship
At Van

-Council

Prices of docks of local interest at noon
today furnished to the Ledger & limes by
M.Simon Co. are as follows:
Airco
Amer Motors
Ashland Otl
AT&T
Boise Cascade
Ford
Gam. Motors
Gen. lire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt..-.....
Quaker Oats
Singer
Tappan
Western Union
Zenith
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6-PLAYER

CROQUET SET
by SOUTH BEND

97

Model
7538-57

Reg. 12.88
Croquet is one of the_ all-time favorite lawn games! What better
way to play than with this durable set from South Bend.
Balls
are 3-inch diameter compressed hard maple with epoxy
finish.
Hardwood, lathe-turned 7-inch black enameled rritilTeit head have
white Kraton caps and 24-inch black enameled screw-in
handles.'
clack is blue enameled with silver tubular steel upright
s and carrying handle. Durable outdoor spar varnish.
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PLASTIC
GOLF TUBES

1113E,'‘.
Reg..19

Save
your clubs
with these unbreakable plastic golf
tubes. Designed to
protect the shafts
and grips of your
cfubte--

JUNI FOTGOLF SET
"JUST LIKE
DAD'S"

T 4535

11 97
Reg.
2.47

TENN
-N
IS
RACKETS

From Miss to
Misses

Model 225/5
Now children can
play golf just like
their '....vents! Three
p
wio
eo
ede "4
,
a
t nd
inc
. 12
1
ro
sns
udie

8

in %.
044:
?:_ifo
rnriete
witte
tees.

Reg. 8.97
EA.

All Sizes
come See
Come Save

T4537

Choose the Sport or Junior Sport
featuring 6-ply European ash bow,
wood shoulder overlay and shaft fibre. Padded vinyl grip and top-quality nylon string.

One 8 Two Piece Suits Available

straw purses

33

ladies

halter bra

halter
tops

188

Sunday is

First Baptist Church

Purchase Area
Hog Market

SPRING SECTION

GRANADA ENTERPRISES

At

17% +14
IS'. +1
.
+%
15% +1
.
11.•
6 unc
13.. unc
17% +

Vol

SPRING SPORTS

Sinkin
Hold
Regul.

"Richard & Bea Walkerb.

•

Murray Headstart will hold
pre-registration on Wednesday,
April 16, from eight a.m to
twelve noon at the Headstart
Center on North Second Street
Children with 1970-71 birthdays are eligible, according to
economic guidelines. For information call 753-7286

Prices of sleds of local interest st noon,
EDT, today, finished to the Cadger &
limes by First ef Michigan, Corp., of Federal State
Market Ness Service April
Murray, are as dams:
11,1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
U.S. Homes
62. +4 Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Kaufman & Broad
7% +4 Receipts: Act 1404 Est. 2400 Barrow, &
Ponderosa Systems
Gilts 250 to mostly 50r higher Sows steads
Ps .04
Kimberly Clark
31% 4- ... to 50e higher
Union Carbide
$411 .,-40
59% -1
. US 1-2 200-230 Lbs.
W.R.Grace .... „.....
-.27% 4-1
. tow at $41.00
Texaco
540.00-40
US 14 190440 Lba.
24 -%
General Elec.
474, -.•
US :Le MlleLbs.
139 25-40 O.)
GAF Corp.
9% unc
US 3-4 2111418Lbs.
$38 7j-39 75

Presbytery Meets
Here On Saturday

deacon
workers
and Lau
and Gra

16 +1
.
514 uric
111% unc
4814
16'. unc
36% -'.
41'. -.4

Headstart Wednesday

44....+'*1411111111INIBILIRIP 03.•044 Or

Joseph McCabe, Sr.
Dies Thursday At
Local Hospital

Tues.-Sat. - 10:00-5:30
HOURS: .
Sun - 1:00-5:00

Pre-Registration For

MARKET

Pretty strew bags
In
a
variety of
styles
to
carry
Into
Spring
and
Summer.

Convertible bra has
flat lace stretch
straps. White. Sizes 32-38.

straw trim
leather sling

ladies woven
crinkle sandal

ASSORTED

254

PUTTER
97

This is Bro. Walker's last day as our pastor. Special acti
recognition and appreciation are planned for all of our services.

EA.
Reg. 5.99

9:30 a. m.- Sunday School

10:45 a. m.- Morning Worship

Woven vamp set on high cork platform. Tan. Sizes to 10.

Strippy upper has open toe and
sling back. Assorted colors. Sizes
to 10.

A love gift will be received as a token of our appreciation forth

3:30-5:00 p. m.

7:00 p. m. Bro. Walker Speaking:
aererelee,-.

--wvesim.%

Every member wilkwant to be preient for every service
%

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Equal Opportunity Employer

Reception honoring the Walker family Friends throughou
munity are invited.

MISSOES Rf V1ST ADA RR ASIL EIRA
Jearreeeeeereeeerlieee .owiwis.......wwwweas-wwuporsaawasw

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

RANKAMERICARD,

Putting is roore than half the
every Oolfer is looking for 1
may Improve his game
qicker, three quai
Center
end shaft, stepdown with 1
straight end shaft, half mallet
gooseneck cr end shaft, half a
gooseneck.

Halter tops of 100
nylon in a jacquard
weave or colorful patterned or solid 65 35
polyester cotton add
a cool touch to your
wardrobe. One size &
S. M and L.

Trine Habecker, Washington,
111., Larry Lockhart, Murray,
Evelyn Seaton, Culver
s
were
chosen junior'
representatives. _
In another close vicepresidential race, Steve Dages,

tarry Dunn-Murray
Central Heat
and Air
Plenty of Parking

Acres of Free Parking

Cfreas Mob
806 Coldwater Rd
Murr.ay, Ky.
Phone 753-6448

II

W

inewaii
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n
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;(1,
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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, April 12, 1975

In Our 96th Year

One Section - 10 Pages

One Flood Damage
Story Has Happy End
By NANCI PETERSON
business," she added.
One of many Calloway County flood"It was really a sorry sight. water two
damage stories will have a happy ending if and three inches high all
through the
the work of the county construction crew, basement, not
far from reaching the
headed by Charles McKenney,foreman, is bottom volumes of our important
_-successful.
documents," said Harris, the county court
Housed in the basement of the Calloway clerk.
County Court House, Marvin Harris' ofWater from the drainspout off the
fice, designated for keeping county legal 11111111111Mikouted tato a sewer
awaoarais wan siewillowl hum enneor•rithrov.z.'
,a,..attit 40..4 Hu.
+ow.*

rvit e &pH
Market
Barrows 6.
ws
$40.25-40.5O
340.00-40.25
$39.2640.00
75-39.25

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Ford
has decided to veto pending farm aid
legislation that the administration COW
tends would push up consumer prices for
'cts, congressional and White
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we've got all
your needs

I

Miss Spring
Vicky Butterworth
models an Emtfit
front the stile
selection of Big K

Overalls — $7.88
Shell — $2.60
Shoes — $7.99
Skiis $39.88

Peg. .19
Save
your clubs
with these unbreakable plastic golf
tubes. Designed to
protect the shafts
and grIps of your
clubs.

JUNrOR
GOLF SET

See our !ine
of Tennis Clothes
for Men & Women

Thomas S. Foley of the House
Committee and others said
White Houselegislative aides
-Ling members of a SenateTwee committee on the bill
ential veto is inevitable.
rence panel, which will try to
differing versions of farm aid
se Senate and House, will n'o't
meeting until Monday.
orised as well as deeply disapuirn of this reported decision
dent because I believe we aceration and responsibility in
n and passage of this bill," Fo.,said in a statement.
g on a veto, Ford has taken the
.griculture Secretary Earl L.
As advocated a veto for weeks.
other administration officials
islation would raise the retail
c by 8 cents a gallon, cheese by
ound and butter by 20 cents a
in a year because of higher
-ts for dairy products.
iue, Butz finds himself in an
ance with consumer-oriented
Congress representing urban
es. They contend the over-all
)ayers and consumers would

inawa and Hancock standing at
ulf of Thailand.
ation was carried without in!re were no American injuries.
lewsrnen reported the city was
let government artillery could
around the capital's defense
Adm. Noel Gayler, cornLJ.S. forces in the Pacific, said
in was successfully completed
much as a stubbed toe."
Vietnam, the Saigon military

Model 225/5
Now children can
play golf just like
their parents! Three
piece set includes 1
wood land 2 irons
in bi
p tie
S:_m=
b
with
tees.

heavy
eNiled
mare 30
southmilesfighting
Trani), about
_
and at- Xtlaft Loe,-40 miles
n.
lions were being watched
gns of the beginning of a drive
elf.
dia, the U.S. airlift of riee and
into Phnom Penh was suspen!lets said they doubted it would

range from $400 million to more than $4
billion.
The legislation would raise from 80 to 85
per cent of parity the price support level of
dairy products and also boost the prices
that the government guarantees farmers
will receive for grain and cotton. Cotton already is selling near the price at which the
go,errunent would make payments to
growers.
Parity is defined at the point at which
the price a farmer receives for his product
equals the cost of producing it plus a
reasonable profiL
In general, the Senate-passed version
provides more generous support levels
than does the House version. The Senate,
but not the House, voted to increase supports for tobacco growers and to place a
temporary ban on the importation of
foreign-bred beef in an attempt to improve
prices for the U.S. livestock industry.
Supporters of the legislation say it is
needed to protect rural America during
the nation's current difficulties and to encourage farm production.
A high Agriculture Department official
said earlier this week that a veto by Ford
was considered politically safe in the farm
belt 18 months before the next presidential
election.
"Nobody will remember as long as farm
income is good next year," he said.
Butz and Ford discussed the issue at a
White House meeting Friday, and conferees were„iaformed privately of the veto
decision afterward,sources said.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. iAPI — After 2 p.m.
on June 30, drivers won't have to Pay tolls
on the 40-mile Kentucky Turnpike.
Gov. Julian Carroll made that. announcement Friday.
Discussions to end the tolls on the stretch
of Interstate-65 started in February, 1974,
after heavy traffic on the turnpike made it
possible to pay off construction bonds.
The turnpike, the governor said, will be
-free of tolls and free of debt and 19 years
ahead of schedule" when the kali -ore
abolished.

Deadline For

.-jfl

Vichy is
ready for the
Beach...

Big K has
a complete line
of...
Tropical Blend

CO
'4.41
*Anjou&
to'w bow
9,

by Coppertone

ion to close the embassy and
Americans was made Thur• implemented until Friday, in
to make the movement as
irderly as possible.
.nalysts in Washington predicnbodian capital would fall in
of American military might
was arranged more to offset
. at reprisals by the Cambodian
by the insurgents, but those
i unjustified.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — Recent victims of flooding in Kentucky have until late
next month to apply for disaster relief
from the Small Business Administration
and Farmers Home Administration.
The FHA deadline is May 29 and SBA's is
May 30, Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston,
Ky., said Friday. The eligible counties are
Allen, Bell, Calloway, Christian, Graves,
Knox, Metcalfe, Pulaski,Simpson, Warren
and Whitley.
For victims in Ballard, McCracken and
LiVingston counties, the deadline is June 5.
Huddleston said.
Applications for loans to farmers for
production losses may be filed until Dec.
31.

Come & See
Our New _

Reg. 3.44

Tennis

EA.

Center

Putting is more than half the game and
every 4olfer is looking for the putter
which may Improve his game! Choose
Center shaft ,ocker, three quarter rocket,
end shaft, stepdown with gooseneck,
straight end shaft, half mallet with half
gooseneck or end shaft, half mallet with
gooseneck.

ping Center

7534777

master charge
a

cflvt 'finnan Relations. The
: onyTrove such skills a:
Dottie Hale, Dr. Jane Wells,
ad Betty Gordon. Rank row:
ibabllities of measurable

dation

Chance of showers Monday ending
• Tuesday and becoming partly cloudy on
Wednesday. Highs in the mid 60s. Lows
from the upper 30s to the mid 40s,

April IR deadline Tickets may be picked
AitaicaldeNlat-e-tlw erkalerrfmnlarillIlt- the evfhireZ of the banquet
Reservatiors IllotId be addressed to
Alumni Office, Administration Building,
Murray State University, Murray, Ky ,
42071

nit1:11i
,cr ThisLu1
#i.Ier had c.&obet q mow lemidiatoi,sot. Od.t. 4M
r l'Ufli,
Blausiein. Attending mostof the sessions. but not pit tured above, were Dorothy Nanny. Margaret treyalhan....hwnet le
( ollie. Mia Wilson,. Ken Barber, Verona Grogan, lean Blankenship, Velva Maupin, frame; Myers, Ronnie Ashby, K. I.
( ooper, and John Trotter. The course taught by Dr. lane Wells, was offered as a. result of a Title I research project con- .
ilia red by the Manaicement Department of Murr4,SIMP University. the project is directed by Dr. Res Calloway, and lar.
Roy kirk is Ow Projet I Criordioalor.

FRANKFORT, Ky.. ( AP) — Gov. Julian
Carroll says he wants a thorough investigation of charges of miscondtict made
by inmates at the state penitentiary at Eddyville against prison offitials and employes.
"I want to make itabundantly clear that
the investigation is not being conducted
just to satisfy the inmates but to deter-mine
the accuracy of their allegations," Carroll
said Friday to members of the conunission
he appointed to investigate the matter.
"We're not afraid of the truth. In fact.
we want to get to the bottom of it as best as
we can," he said. -We want nothing held
back."
The governor said he would take appropriate action on the commission's findings and would fire staff members or officials if necessary.
He said the commission -would have the
full cooperation of state,agenc,ies and that,
for it to accomplish theprobe, he hoped it
would be done'as expeditiousty as possible.
The governor also said he would ask the
commission's advice on where to locate a
proposed $15 million maximum security
state prison.
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Burps At
I Deaths and Funerals I Trailer
Lakeway Shores
Rites Held Today
For Jesse Roberts
The funeral for Jesse
Roberts, retired Calloway mail
carrier, was held this morning
at eleven o'clock at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Rodney Travis
of Benton officiating and
Richard Jones as organist.
Ronnie Parker, Rev. Lloyd
Mayer, Rudy Holland, Joe Ryan
Cooper, B. C. Grogan, and
Amon Owens served as
pallbearers. Burial was in the
Ivy Cemetery.
Mr. Roberts, age 87, died
Wednesday at the Benton
Municipal Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Pattie Beale Roberts,
daughter, Mrs. Bill Farris, and
three granddaughters, Mrs.
Wade Outland, Miss Ebeth
Farris, and Miss Susan Farris.

Joseph McCabe, Sr.
Dies Thursday At
Local Hospital

Robert A. Parks,
Former Countian,
Dies Wednesday
Word has been received of the
death of Robert A. Parks,
formerly of Calloway County,
who died Wednesday night at
his home in Glasgow. He was 80
years of age.
Mr. Parks was a veteran of
World War I and was the son of
the late Horace Parks and
Minnie Beaman Parks of
Calloway County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Idell Parks, Glasgow; four
daughters, Mrs. Willard
( Imogene) Dill, Elizabethtown,
Mrs. Jack ( Volina) Camphlen,
Detroit,. ,Mich., Mrs. Robert
Zeldene) Miller, Lexington,
and Miss Martha Parks,
Glasgow; two sons, Douglas
and Paul Parks, both of
Glasgow; three sisters, Mrs.
011ie Riley and Mrs. Fred
(Eurah) Phillips, both of-Murray, and Mrs. Tom
(Gladys) Nix, Lexington; one
brother, Otto Parks, Murray;
twelve grandchildren; one
great grandchild.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at two p. m. at the
FirstBaptist Church, Glasgow,
where he was a member, with
burial to follow in the church
cemetery there.

Murray Man Named
For Scholarship
At Van
David
and Mrs.
1304 Oliv
notified 11
Universit

form of protest of the decade,
non-importation, and it and
others' influence on a larger
question which was in the minds
of the colonials: Whether the
British economic system, as
they lived and understood it,
was acceptable to them.
•'They go from a simple
system of reform trying to get
the British to change their
minds on economic matters to
the larger question of whether
or nor they can live with any
system which they come to see
as more and more burdensome," he said.
Ernest also pointed out that
the decade 1763-73 was a critical
one because it is marked by two
major economic depressions.
weErveen so, he said, many people
"Given those two economic
still excluded from the crimes, and the British
American dream,_ and
economic legislation after 1773,

Presbytery Meets Here On Saturday

Sinkir
Hold
Regul

GRANADA ENTERPRISES

deacon
workers
and Let
and Gr.

Sunday is

"Richard & Bea Walker D
At

First Baptist Church
This is Bro. Walker's last day as our pastor. Special ac',
recognition and appreciation are planned for all of our services.

9:30 a. m. - Sunday School
10:45 a. m. - Morning Worship
A love gift will be received as a token of our appreciation for U
3:30-5:00 p. m.

Reception honoring the Walker family. Friends throughout
munity are invited.

_.4401441miimpaiikt

Council ...
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Amsr.fhterat
A.T.&T
,
Bobs Cascade
Ford
G.Motors'
Gen. Ttre
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Penernak
Quaker Oats
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Headstart Wednesday

Murray Headstart will hold
pre-registration on Wednesday,
April 16, from eight a.m. to
is' -`• twelve noon at the Headstart
Center on North Second Street.
Children with 1970-71 bir-11.
o -;11--17% +a4 thdays are eligible,according to
IV* +11
'
--sec
+.4
-- economic guidelines. For in1Va 43a formation call 753-7286
le 4 +4
16

*Sr

Vo

UDC
1514 unc:
53
1

.

Sanger

Wit
.

WO

-In

Tappan
(Continued from Page 1)
Western UmirM
1314 UM
Department would begin April Zenith
7& +
17. Willis said workers would
Prices of deed at Meal interest at noon,
begin on the south side of Main EDT,
today, dishiest to the Ledger &
Street at that time and when the Times by First
of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray,
are as follows:
trash pickup on the south side
was completed, the north side U.S Homes
4-141
Kaufman & Broad
pickup would get underway.
7.1 +to
Ponderosa Systems
...111%
+14
The council approved new Kimberly C3ark
311% 4-1a
hours for the city landfill Union Carbide_
..5e -jli
w Ft Grace
,..,_
We -i-ii
beginning April 17. At that time, Texaco
14 AD
the landfill will be open from 9 General Elec.
4714 -4
GAF Corp.
P4
*e
a. m. until...6 p. m. Monday Georgia Pacific
W.4 +14
-17_

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service April
11.1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market 7
Report Includes 9 Buying Statiuns
Receipts: Act 1404 Est 2400 Barrows &
Gilts 255 to mostly 50t higher Sows stead
to 50r higher
US 1-2 200.230 Lbs
$vi 1.'5-10.50
few at 1410111.
140.00-40.25
US 1-3 190-240 Lbs
4Th 1-4 240-260 Lbs
139.25-40.00
US 3-4 260-2110 Lbs.
$311 75-39.25
Sows
94041111M0141.101110

MISS SPRING SUDO*

Willingham Says
Work Satisfying
,—

case, was economic independence."
l'he symposium was sponsored by the Department of
History at Murray State, and
the seventh in the series will be
presented in October of this
year.

Prices of Mocks of Meal interest at noon
today himiabed to the Ledger & Times by
1 M SIMSCO.antes/Wows:

141.4ro
.-'

7 L&TIMI$,IMUPr*P111r1W

Pre-Registration For

STOCK MARKET

(Continued from Page 11

Green, Ohio, contended that the
original purpose of the colonial
The Calloway County Fire- "elites" was
"essentially a
Rescue Squad answered a call corise
Therv
y attlivern
eo
ortitsetra
."ted
to the frame trailer of E. A.
a skill
Carter at Lakeway Shores at and flexibility that
allowed a
5:15 p. m. Thursday.
maglar restructuring of the
A squad spokesman said die social and
poltiical order
building was not occupied at the
without the destructiveness of
time and was owned by E. A. many subsequent
revolutionary
Carter of Route Two, Cedar
movements," he said.
Hill, Tenn.
"The revolution was "a quest
Neighbors
told
squad for equality,"
he pointed out,
members they heard an exemphasizing that after the
plosion before the fire, acconflict there was greater
cording to the squad report.
equality of popular parThirteen men and three units
ticipation in government and of
answered the call.
social advance opportunities
when compered with those
existing prior to the period.

Joseph McCabe, Sr., of
Murray Route Eight died
Thursday at_2:15.4,--m.-aL-the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 65 years of
age. --The deceased Was a retired
tinsmith of the Sunbeam Corporation, Chicago, 111., and he
and his wife had moved to
Murray from Villa Park, Ill., in
October 1969. A member of St
Leo's Catholic Church, he was
The Mayfield Presbytery will
an Army veteran of World War meet
at the North Pleasant
Grove
Cumberland
Born July 26, 1909, in Presbyteria
n
Church on
that he I
McHenry, Ill., he was the son of Saturday,
April 12.
tutition
the late Patrick McCabe and
Delegates from the various
graduat,
Catherine McCabe. He and his churches
in this area are exClayt
wife, the former Enia Marose, pected
to be in attendance.
who survives, were married
Theolog.
Rev. W..Edd Glover, pastor of
begiirwi
January 31, 1948.
,
the North 'Pleasant Grove
He is pi
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Church,
will speak on the
work
McCabe, Sr., Murray Route subject,
"Three Noble Traits"
Eight; one son, Joseph McCabe, with
scripture from James 119 College
in June.
Jr., and two grandchildren, at the
eleven a. m. services on
Lisa and Melanie McCabe, Sunday,
The M
April 13.
to the c
Lombard, Ill.; six sisters, Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jones
currenti
Margaret Foote, Albuquerque, will be
greeters on Sunday with
N. M., Mrs. Mae Bennett,
minista
Sunday School scheduled at ten
in Has
Schaumburg, Ill., Mrs. Lillian a m
served
Stack,Elmwood Park,Ill., Mrs
wither
Catherine Bottler, Pewaukee,
Christ.
Wisc., Mrs. Lucy McDonald,
Plainfield, Wisc., and Mrs.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 359.6,
Apes Seelback, Antonito, Colo.
• - Memorial services will be down 0.3. Below dam 335.2,
Amid at a later date. The body down 1.7.
—was taken to the University of
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 359.5,
Kentucky Medical School, down 0.3. Below dam 343.6,
Lexington, as per the will of the down 1.3.
Regul.
deceased. The Blalock-Coleman
Sunset 6:59. Stuutse 7:14.
Funeral Home had charge of
Moon sets 7:50 p. m., rises be held
Sinking
Friday 7:11 a. m.
the arrangements
with Re
pastor,
eleven
services
Penis, Tenn.
Hwy. 79E.
Phone 642-110S7
The A
Carpet Sales & Cleaning Mexican Imports
Tommy
Choose from our sample expert installation. Free estimates.
as org
Carpet cleaning done in your home or bring area rugs in 10e
Crawfor
sq. ft., FREE ESTIMATES.
"Along
The V
Lighting fixtures $14.95 and 4:pottery many shapes
and
six p.m
sizes $1.59 and up.
singing
Furniture, onyx chest sets, onyx necklaces, hand carved
which t
bone items, plaques, leather goods, wrought iron works, lots
baptism
more!
Sunda
Come in and check our every day low prices. Something for
a.m, an.
everyone. Contractors welcome.
be at 6:
Master charge available
Ronni,

HOURS. . Tues.-Sat. — 10:00-5:30
•
Sun — 1:00-5:00

Symposium ...

Nothing Beats a Classic

NEW YORK (AP) — Calder
Willingham wrote- his first noia
el when he was 22, recently
published his ninth at 52, and
currently is working on his
10th.
He also has turned out a book
of short stories and a batch of
screenplays over the years. It's
no surprise to find he loves to
write, calls it "a marvelous experience, very satisfying," but
also is quick to observe that it's
"pretty hard work as you get
older — a novel can be a very
exhausting thing."
Especially if, as Willingham
does, a writer "works obsessively, writing on and on and
just stopping to sleep. In a
burst of work I'll lose anywhere
from 8 to 16 pounds because I
don't eat when I'm writing, I CALDER WILLINGHAM
live on coffee and cigarettes. what others think you ought to
It's almost like a madness that do. You can't write like that."
comes upon you. But then
The red-haired Willingham,
there's the great satisfaction, wearing a tweed suit he finds
the time when I have reached a just right for New Hampshire
point where I can read my stuff but too heavy for New York,
and say 'that's not bad.'"
probably is best known for his
Willingham, who lives in a first book and for "Eternal
small New Hampshire village—
Fire."
he'd rather not give its name
'Eternal Fire' is my best
because "I get funny letters novel," he says in a southern
sometimes" — with his wife accent that hints at his Georgia
and five children, doesn't care boyhood although "I haven't
to discuss his novel-in-progress, lived there since I was a child.
because, "as Hemingway says, If I have a masterwork that's
'The book you talk about, you
it. I worked three years on it,
never write.'"
and that's a lot of work. It sold
However, his latest novel, over a million copies in paper"The Big Nickel," he will talk
back and it made it possible for
about, observing that "it's me to get good money for my
About success and what it can books. It made it possible for
do to you. Success can be a
me to make a basic living as a
dangerous thing, a terrible
novelist.
problem. For a lot of writers,
"Before it, my books didn't
having a great success in early
make enough money for me to
youth can make it very difficult support my family and I wrote
to go on."
screenplays for money. I still
"The Big Nickel" deals with
do screenplays but now it's for
a writer whose first novel has relaxation because you can't
scored big and now is having
work on a novel all the time. In
difficulty getting on to a second
a novel you strain your soul."
book.
(His movie credits include
"I had a successful first "Paths of Glory," "The Gradu*kit. 'F.nd as _IL Men' _ (for . ate" and "Little pig Man".)
which he wrote the screen"Toi-oWe 'writing is fun," he
play), and it was difficult for concludes, "but your work is
me to get on and write my sec- shaped and altered by others.
ond book, 'Geraldine Brad- With a novel you are the boss.
shaw.' For a writer to convey My novels are not perfect,
what he feels to other people is that's not humanly possible, but
terribly hard to do. So you've
with them I was free to do
got to decide to do what you
what I wanted to do and that's
think you ought to do and not what I like."

-

itta

THE SHIRTWAIST AND ITS VARIATIONS have never been beat for
comfortable fit and the equally comfortable feeling of knowing you're
well dressed. Here, right, a printed shirt dress has its own rnatthffig kerchief scarf. The fabric is soft and the dress can be worn to brighten a
cloudy spring day—and on through every season of the year. The long
slinky shirt dress has tucked bodice and deep plunging neckline and it
can set many scenes—quiet at-home entertaining, a big party, formal
banquet, theater or a charity ball.(Dresses by Rona)

Student Publication Tries
To Capture Maine's Flavor
KENNEBUNK, Maine (AP)
— A local high school publication, patterned after Georgia's
well-known "Foxfire," is attempting to record the flinty
Down East character and some
of Maine's vanishing skills.
The quarterly magazine,
"Salt," introduces lively
people, most of them elderly,
who describe such talents as
knitting a lobster trap head,
healing a cut with pine pitch
and making a pudding out of
sea moss.
There are also ghost stories
and true tales about being lost
in a fishing dory when it's
"thick o' fog" or snow so deep
you could stub your toe against
the top of a mailbox.
The Kennebunk High School
students who produce the
magazine find most of their
sources close to this coastal
wri of 10,000, as well as in
Khboring Kennebunkport.
"Salt" staff named the
:
,,7ine after the laconic,
way of life it set out to

Sponsor Pamela Wood says
the name came from "the salty
people, the salt marshes and
the salt seas where many earn
their living." She also cites
"their directness, understatement and economy of expression."
As Helen Perley, who claims
to be a champion clam digger,
told a "Salt" interviewer: "Everything is high prices nowadays. So are words, I guess. So
I cut down on them."
The young writers say they
maintain friendships with some
of the old people they've interviewed.
Going into its fifth issue,
"Salt" prints 3,000 copies in order to meet a subscription list
of 700 and supply tourists and
other nonsubscription buyers. It
is self-supporting.
The magazine and several
similar student publications
throughout the country are patterned after "Foxfire," which
started eight years ago in a
high school in Rabun Gap, Ga.,
and made the best-seller list in
book form.

What a combination...
*Miss Vicky Butterworth nee Miss Spring
and *The new 1975 Audi
style,class, comfort & economy

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN,...111C.
800 Chestnut Street, Murray

tVà

eekdays 1:30 to 6:00 - Saturday 7:30 to 5:00

•

7:00 p.m.Bro. Walker Speaking
AitSSOES RIMSTADA UMBRA_ _
,,,..14,
...p.404444444.444-4441144,4

Every member will want to be present for every service

rt:444444

Trina Habecker, Washington,
M., Larry Lockhart, Mirray,
Evelyn Seaton, Calvert ci
31tavitefiPItglelTP1P-trg'g,
were all chosen junior
representatives.
In another close virepresidential race, Steve

Larry Donn-Murray
.114r •M.

Zi;fritnreai
and Air
Plenty of Parking

äin'&.Treas Motor Sales
Murray, Ky.

806 Coldwater Rd
Phone 753-6448
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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, April 12, 1975

President
Vetoes Farm
Aid Measure

One flood-Damage
Story Has Happy End

k* Market
ons
Harrown
Sows ,tea,0
.340 '25-10.59
940.09-40.25
. 839.25-40.00
.$38 75-39.25

By NANCI PETERSON
One of many Calloway County flooddamage stories will have a happy ending if
the work of the county construction crew,
headed by Charles McKenney,foreman, is
successful.
Housed in the basement of the Calloway
County Court House, Marvin Harris' office. designated for keepirigi.ounty legal
...me. 4111-4,..11.•1 0.....,,'•••••••••••••••••••44......

business," she added.
-It was really a sorry sight. .water two
and three inches high all through the
basement, not far from reaching the
bottom volumes of our important
documents," said Harris, the county court
clerk.
Water from the drainspout off the
courthouse roof was routed inUS-MMIMMIR•
• •
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WASHINGTON (AP)- President Ford
has decided to veto pending farm aid
legislation that the administration contends would push up consumer prices for
'eta, congressional and White
essay.
Thomas-S. Foley Of the House
Committee and others said
White House legislative aides
ling members of a Senaterence -committee on the bill
enlist veto is inevitable.
'ence panel, which will try to
differing versions of farm aid
ie Senate and House, will not
meeting until Monday,_
_
insed as weiras deeply disap&del know the story
-W-1W
am of this reported decision
hare and the tortoise, and
which one finally won the race
dent because I believe we acand why? Or the one about the
'ration and responsibility in
frog who couldn't stand it bea and passage of this bill," Focause the ox was bigger than
, said in a statement.
he was and so blew himself up
.; on a veto, Ford has taken the
until he exploded and that was
griculture Secretary Earl L.
the end of him?
s advocated a veto for weeks.
Rather quaint, old4ashother administration officials
ioned stories — or are they!
station would raise the retail
by 8 cents a gallon, cheese by
•
lurid and butter by 20 cents a
WORK FORCE MOO
o a year because of higher
Nearly 80 per cent of the
people who will be of working
ts for dairy products.
age in the year 2000 are al
ue, Butz finds himself in an
ready on the job or in school
ance with consumer-oriented
according to du Pont Chair
Congress representing urban
man Irving S. Shapiro. es. They contend the over-all
iayers and consumers would

The lessons leavrned from Aesop sfables
By HELEN M. PAGEL
cious looking bunch of grapes,
Copley News Service
and when he failed,_walkedSooner-Velar& • fofbehday
away saying, "I don't really
or Christmas, you were pracwant the grapes. They are
tically certain to receive a
probably sour anyway.'
book of Aesop's Fables if you
Or they would have known
were a child 50 or 60 year.,.. about the deg who made his
ago. Parents and teachers In
bed in the cow's manger and
those days never lost an opI refused to allow the cow to eat
portunity to drench all chillimy of the hay although the
dren with sugarcoated wisdog himself could not eat it. Of
dom in the firm belief that
course, that was a dog and
some of it was bound to stick
people don't do such selfish
to even the most uncooperathings, do they?
tive youngster. And just posAnd there was the wolf who
sibly they were right.
dressed himself in sheepskin
Even the school readers of
and looked so much like a
that period always contained
sheep that he could wander
a few of the fables and usually
into the flock and pounce upon
the children loved them.
unenspecting sheep and kill
There was the story of the,.
town mouse and the country
mouse, for instance. Did anyone ever get through school
during that period without
learning that story?
In those days it was quite
the fashion to act out the stories in school readers and this
"was a favorite because there
was so much chance for real
dramatic talent. It was a
question which was the most
fun, to take the part of one of
the mice and come sneaking
into the dining room, OT to bethe cat or the girl with the
broom and spring from some
hiding place upon the hapless
mice and send them scampering for their lives.
And whether they realized it
or not, the children did learn
the moral of the story and everybody agreed that it was
better to have beans and
bacon in peace than cakes and
ale in fear.
Even today you hear people
using such expressions as
"sour grapes," "dog in the
manger," "a wolf in sheep's
clothing" or "put your shoulder to the wheel." But how
-marry of them know that they
are quoting Aesop?
But had they owned a book
of Aesop's Fables they would
have known about the fox who
tried and tried to reach a lus-

them so cleverly that even the
ahepiierd -Witstrt--suotious.
That was another thriller to
act out, but in this case there
was no doubt about the leading role....
Everybody wanted to be the
wolf. But of course things are
different in real life.
All the children knew about
the farmer whose cart was
snick in the mu& and he and
his horse couldn't move it. But
along came Hercules and
"put his shoulder to the
wheel" and in no time at all
the cart was out of the mudhole and ready to travel on.
They had "good guys" in

those .da__M teaThen there was the story
about belling the cat, where
all the mice knew exactly
what should be done, but not
one of them had the courage
to do it, so the cat went on destroying the mice as fast as
she pleased.
Another favorite was the
one about the wind and the
sun who had a dispute as to
which one could make a certain traveler remove his coat,
and everyone knew how the
genial warmth of the sun accomplished what all the
wind's bluster failed to do.
And was there anyone who

Vicky Butterworth Miss Spring 1975,
knows that a new season calls for a new
wardrobe. What better way to have one
and save money than to make your own
clothes.

Come Out & See Our
Selection of Singer
Sewing Machines & Save

Introductory Special!Buy a new Flip &Sew machine by Singer...

GetUpTo Double
Our Usual Trade-In.
$50m fitThe Very Least!
Buy one of 3 great new Dip & Sew machines
get the best trade-in deal in sewing
machine history!

inawa and Hancock standing at
till of Thailand.
atioa was carried without inre were no Americjiiries.
iewsmen reported the cify was
at government artillery could
iround the capital's defense
ilu, Adm. Noel Gayler, cornJ.S. forces in the Pacific, said
in was successfully completed
much as a stubbed toe."
Vietnam, the Saigon military
eported more heavy fighting
Tranh, about 30 miles southon, and at Xuan Loc, 44:1 miles
n.
3tions were being watched
igns of the beginning of a drive
elf.
dia, the U.S. airlift of rice and
Into Phnont Penh was suspencials said they doubted it would
;ion to close the embassy and
Americans was made Thurt implemented until Friday, in
. to Make the movement as
orderly as possible.
analysts in Washington predicmbodian capital would fall in
v of American military might
was arranged more to offset
'tat reprisals by the Cambodian
by the insurgents, but those
d unjustified.

range from $400 million to more than $4
billion.
The legislation would raise from 80 to 85
per cent of parity the price support leyel of
dairy products, and alse.biaost the prices
that the government guarantees farmers
will receive for grain and cotton. Cotton already is selling near the price at which the
government would make payments to
growers.
Parity is defined at the point at which
the price a farmer receives for his product
equals the cost of producing it plus a
reasonable profit.
In general, the Senate-passed version
provides more generous support levels
than does the House version. The Senate,
but not the House, voted to increase supports for tobacco growers and to place a
temporary ban on the importation of
foreign-bred beef in an attempt to improve
prices for the U.S. livestock industry.
Supporters of the legislation say it is
needed to protect rural America during
the nation's current difficulties and to encourage farm production.
A high Agriculture Department official
said earlier this week that a veto by Ford
was considered politically safe in the farm
belt 18 months before the next presidential
election.
"Nobody will remember as long as farm
income is good next year," he said.
Butz and Ford discussed the issue at a
White House meeting Friday, and conferees were informed privately of the veto
decision afterward,sources said.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(API - After 2 p.m.
on June 30, drivers won't have to pay tolls
on the 40-mile Kentucky Turnpike.
Gov. Julian Carroll made that announcement Friday.
Discussions to end the tolls on the stretch
of Interstate-65 started in February, 1979,
after heavy traffic on the turnpike made it
possible to pay off construction bonds.
The turnpike, the governor said, will be
"free of tolls and free of debt and 19 years
ahead of schedule" when the tolls afee
abolished.

F1ANKFORT:1(y.(AP)- Recent victims of flooding in Kentucky have until late
next month to apply for disaster relief
from the Small Business Administration
and Farmers Home Administration.
The FHA deadline is May 29 and SBA's is
May 30,Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston, DKy., said Friday. The eligible counties are
Allen, Bell, Calloway, Christian, Graves.
Knox, Metcalfe, Pulaski,Simpson, Warren
and Whitley.
For victims in Ballard, McCracken and
Livingston counties, the deadline is June 5.
Huddleston said.
Applications for loans to farmers for
production losses may be filed until Dec.
31.

Carroll Asks
Investigation
At Eddyville

F LIP & SEW Model 774-with exclusive Singer •2-way sewing surface,
never before in machines
priced so low. Flip a
panel, sew in-the-round.

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)- Gov Julian
Carroll says he wants a thorough investigation of charges of misconduct made
by inmates at the state penitentiary at Eddyville against prison officials and employes.
"I want to make it abundantly clear that
the investigation is not being conducted
Save $22.95
just to satisfy the inmates but to determine
ZIG-ZAG MACHINE Sale $9700
the accuracy of their allegations," Carroll
Carrying case or cabinet
said Friday to members of the C.011111135Sion
Reg.;119.95 I
extra. Model 252/242
he appointed to investigate the matter.
"We're not afraid of the truth. In fact,
En
FOR EVENING
753-5323
Phone
we
want to get to the bottom of it as best as
sembte of tunic and skirt
we can," he said. "We want nothing held
We have a Credit Plan designed to fit your budget
in red silk crepe is springback."
We also have a liberal trade-in -policy.
summer offering by EmT•adorn•wit of THE SINGER COMPANY
The governor said he would take apmanuel Ungaro in Paris,
propriate action on the commission's finFrance.
dings and would fire staff members or of*live Human Rclations. The
ficials if necessary.
sprove such skills as tomHe said the commission would have the
Dottie Hale, Or. lane Wells,
full cooperation of state agencies and that
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The governor also said he would ask the
ending
Monday
showers.
Mance of
Reservations should be addressed to.
commission's advice on where to'locate a
Cooper, and lohn Troller. The course taught by Dr. lane Wells, was oflered as a result ot a Title I research prOjeti conTuesday and becoming partly cloudy on • Alumni Office, Administration Building,
proposed $15 million maximum security
Departmoo of Murray State University. The project is directed by Dr. Res Qalloway. and Dr.
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Trailer Burps At
Dea
I
ths and Funerals 1 Lakeway Shores
Rites Held Today
For Jesse Roberts
The funeral for Jesse
Roberts, retired Calloway mail
carrier, was held this morning
at eleven o'clock at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Rodney Travis
of Benton officiating and
Richard Jones as organist.
Ronnie Parker, Rev. Lloyd
Mayer,Rudy Holland,Joe Ryan
Cooper, B. C. Grogan, and
Amon Owens served as
pallbearers. Burial was in the
Ivy Cemetery.
Mr. Roberts, age 87, died
Wednesday at the Benton
Municipal Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Pattie Beale Roberts,
daughter, Mrs. Bill Farris, and
three granddaughters, Mrs.
Wade Outland, Miss Ebeth
Farris, and Miss Susan Farris.

Joseph McCabe, Sr.
Dies Thursday At
Local Hospital
Joseph McCabe, Sr., of
Murray Route Eight died
Thursday at 715 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 65 years of
age.
The deceased was a retired
tinsmith of the Sunbeam Corporation, Chicago, fli., and he
and his wife had moved to
Murray from Villa Park, III., in
October 1969. A member of St.
Leo's Catholic Church, he was
an Army veteran of World War
11.
Born July 26, 1909, in
McHenry, M., he was the son of
the late Patrick McCabe and
Catherine McCabe. He and his
wife, the former Erna Marose,
who survives, were married
January 31, 1948.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
McCabe, Sr., Murray Route
Eight; one son, Joseph McCabe,
Jr., and two grandchildren,
Lisa and Melanie McCabe,
Lombard, Ill.; six sisters, Mrs.
Margaret Foote, Albuquerque,
N. M., Mrs. Mae Bennett,
Schaumburg, M., Mrs. Lillian
Stack,Elmwood Park,M.,Mrs.
Catherine Bottler, Pewaukee,
Wisc., Mrs. Lucy McDonald,
Plainfield, Wisc., and Mrs.
Agnes Seelback, Antonito, Colo
Memorial services will be
held at a later date. The body
was taken to the University of
Kentucky Medical School,
Lexington, as per the will of the
deceased The Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home had charge of
the arrangements.

Word has been received of the
death of Robert A. Parks,
formerly of Calloway County,
who died Wednesday night at
his home in Glasgow He was 80
years of age.
Mr. Parks was a veteran of
World War I and was the son of
the late Horace Parks and
Minnie Beaman Parks of
Calloway County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Idell Parks, Glasgow; four
daughters, Mrs. Willard
(Imogene; Dill, Elizabethtown,
Mrs. Jack (Volina) Camphlen,
Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Robert
( Zeldene) Miller, Lexington,
and Miss Martha Parks,
Glasgow; two sons, Douglas
and Paul Parks, both of
Glasgow; three sisters, Mrs.
011ie Riley and Mrs. Fred
Eurah) Phillips, both of
Murray, and Mrs. Tom
(Gladys) Nix, Lexington; one
brother, Otto Parks, Murray;
twelve grandchildren; one
great grandchild. --Funeral services will be held
Saturday at two p. m. at the
First Baptist Church, Glasgow,
where he was a member, with
burial to follow in the church
cemetery there.

Murray Man Named
For Scholarship
At Van 400-40.0etrn

Pre-Registration For

STOCK MARKET

(continued from Page 1;

form of protest of the decade,
non-importation, and it and
others' influence on a larger
question which was in the minds
of the colonials: Whether the
British economic system, as
they lived and understood it,
was acceptable to them.
-They go from a simple
system of reform trying to get
the British to change their
minds on economic matters to
the larger question of whether
or nor they can live with any
system which they come to see
as more and more burdensome," he said.
Ernest also pointed out that
the decade 1763-73 was a critical
one because it is marked by two
major economic depressions.
Even so, he said, many people
-Given those two economic
were still excluded from the crisies, and the British
American dream,, ao& the in. economic legislation after 1773,

Green, Ohio, contended that the
original purpose of the colonial
The Calloway County Fire- "elites" was
"essentially a
Rescue Squad answered a call conservative
one."
to the frame trailer of E. A.
They demonstrated a skill
Carter at Lakeway Shores at and flexibility that
allowed a
5:15 p. m. Thursday,_
_ _major restructuring of
the
A squad spokesman said the social and poltiical
order
building was not occupied at the
without the destructiveness of
time and was owned by E. A. many subsequent
revolutionary
Carter of Route Two, Cedar
movements," he said.
Hill, Tenn.
The revolution was "a quest
Neighbors
squad for equality,"
told
he pointed out,
members they heard an ex- empha
sizing that after the
plosion before the fire, ac- Confli
ct there was greater
cording to the squad report.
equality of popular parThirteen men and three units
ticipation in government and of
answered the call.
social advance opportunities
when compered with those
existing prior to the period.

Robert A. Parks,
Former Countian,
Dies Wednesday

case, was economic independence."
The symposium was sponsored by the Department of
History at Murray State, and
the seventh in the series will be
presented in October of this
year

Council . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
Department would begin April
17. Willis said workers would
begin on the south side of Main
Street at that time and when the
trash pickup on the south side
was completed, the north side
pickup would get underway.
The council approved new
hours for the city landfill
beginning April 17. At that time,
the landfill will be open from 9
a. m,
m. Monday

untiLLp,.
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Headstart Wednesday
Murray Headstart will hold
pre-registration on Wednesday.
April 16, from eight a in to
twelve noon at the Headstart
Center on North Second Street
Children with 1970-71 birthdays are eligible, according to
economic guidelines. For information call 753-7286.
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Lexington, Concorcito mark Bicentennial

Listen, my children,
and you shall hear,
Of the midnight ride
of Paul Revere,
On the 18th of
April, in '75;
Hardly a man
is now alive
Who remembers that
famous day and year.
— Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow
By PEI-ER J. HORTON
Copley News Service

Presbytery Meets
Here On Saturday
The Mayfield Presbytery will
meet at the North Pleasant
Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian
Church
on
Saturday, April 12.
Delegates from the various
churches in this area are expected to be in attendance.
Rev. W. Edd Glover, pastor of
the North Pleasant Grove
Church, will speak on the
subject, "Three Noble Traits"
with scripture from James 1:19
at the eleven a. m. services on
Sunday, April 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jones
will be greeters on Sunday with
Sunday School scheduled at ten
a. m.

Symposium ...
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LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 359.6,
down 0.3. Below dam 335.2,
down 1.7.
Barkley lake, 7 a. m. 359.5,
down 0.3. Below dam 343.6,
down 1.3.
Sunset 6:59. Sunrise 7:14.
Moon sets 7:50 p. m., riles
Sinking
Friday 7:11 a. m.
With Re
pastor,
eleven
service:
Paris, Tem.
Hwy. 791.
Phone 64241057
The A
Carpet Sales L Cleaning Mexican Imports
Tommy
Choose from our sample expert installation. Free estimates.
as ori
Carpet cleaning done in your home or bring area rugs in be
Crawfot
"Along
sq.
The
Lighting fixtures $14.95 and up, pottery many shapes and
six pir
sizes $1.59 and up.
singing
Furniture, onyx chest sets, onyx necklaces, hand carved
which
bone items, plaques, leather goods, wrought iron works, lots
baptisn
more!
Swidi
Come in and check our every day low prices. Something for
a.m. at
everyone. Contractors welcome.
be at 6
Master charge available
Ronn
deacon
worker
and La
and Gt

Sinkir
Hold :
Regul

GRANADA ENTERPRISES

ft.,FKKE ESTIMATES.

Tues.-Sat. — 10:00-5:30
HOURS:•
Sun — 1:00-5:00

Sunday is

"Richard & Bea Walker[
At

First Baptist Church
This is Bro. Walker's last day as our pastor. Special a
recognition and appreciation are planned for all of our service

9:30 a. m.- Sunday School
10:45 a. m.- Morning Worship
A love gift will be received as a token of our appreciation for
at

3:30-5:00 p. m.
Reception honoring the Walker family. Friends through°
munity are invited.

of the anniversary
ceremonies. The competing
youngsters have not yet been
gripped by the tett meaning
A their "diamond" but
they
do pause to watch as
adults
pay a visit to the boulder proclaiming Capt. Parker's
brave words, to the Minuteman monument, to the
memorial erected to the eight
colonials killed — "they had
fulfilled their pledge to sacrifice life itself in support of the
common anise."
The British won at Lexington, but it was a fatal and
questionable "victory." They
set out for Concord, six miles
distant, but were turned back
by reinforced Minutemen
from several surrounding villages at North Bridge, and
beat a hasty and disorderly
retreat to Boston, picked off
in large numbers by American farmers firing from behind trees and other hiding
pieces along the road.
It perhaps was the forerunner of modern guerrilla warfare that the stout men of
Massachusetts demonstrated
on that day characterized by
patriot Samuel Adams as "a
glorious day for America."
Lexington Green may be
the most impressive site here
and it now is a national historic site, but North Bridge
deserves a visit, too, with
particular feeling generated
should you happen to be there
on a cool and foggy morning.
Somehow,the fog and the raw
air add to the "color" and the
feeling of such a -Wei.
The wooden bridge, of
course, is one of several rebuilt since that fateful day in
'75. There is a tablet em-

LEXINGTON, Mass. —
The first major event of the
nation's Bicentennial celebration is upon us — the April
18-19200th anniversary of the
"shot heard round the
world."
Longfellow, in his "Tales of
a Wayside Inn" written between 1883 and 1874 perhaps
told of Paul Revere's famous
ride better than any historian
can tell the story today. In
any event, many thousands
will descend on this beautiful
New England village for a
twoclay observance, and on
neighboring Concord. So
many thousands are expected, in fact, that once the
towns are filled, approach
roads will be blocked off and
additional visitors will be
shuttled in and out by buses.
In the meantime, it is history that many Americans
are turning to. There are
varying versions of what happened to launch the Revolutionary War in earnest, but
this much most historians
agree on:.
It was the early morning of
April 19, 1775, and Capt. John
Parker of the Lexington Minutemen ordered William Diamond to sound the alarm with
a long roll of his drum. This
became the first overt act of
the American Revolution.
As 400 British Red Coats
neared this village of 800
There is nothing more pleasurfarmers, tradesmen and
able than biting into succulent juicy
other occupations, Parker
-With Picked fresh from your own
addressed his 77-man Mintrees. Few things give more person
uteman force on Lexington
al
pleasure and are more practical
Green. The captain and his
men knew their only reward
than the wide variety of fruit
trees
was to be martyrdom, but he
you can enjoy in your yard. no matsaid, "Don't fire unless fired
ter where you live.
upon, but if they mean to
The fruit they bear is only a small
have a war let it begin here."
part of the reward you get from
Parker's words are enthese trees, according to the Amerishrined on a boulder still
can Association of Nurserymen.
standing on the Green, loThey give abundant colorful blooms
cated precisely at the line the
to herald the arrival of joyous
Minutemen formed on the
spring. They provide cooling shade
two-and-one-half-acre area
in
the sultry summer months and
that now is a rich and stirring
they offer all the benefits of green
lesson in history. That history
growing things that contribute to a
has been relived many times
better environment. They help trap
but on April 19, it will be one
of the most important of
dust particles from the air, buffer
America's Bicentennial obsound. block out undesirable sights
servances, and the good peoand give off oxygen.
ple of Lexington are ready for
Blooming, fruit -bearing trees are
the invasion of thousands of
extremely important elements in a
patriotic citizens
landscaping plan. Whether planted
They want to "save" their
as a row to define borders, or
village but they will help
grouped orchard-style, or strategiceveryone get to the Green, Ye
ally placed throughout the landOlde Cemetery, the many fascape. they will enhance your garden
mous houses of 17th Century
plan year after year. They will also
vintage, the Battle Road to
add value to your home and
Concord and historical sites
property, as well as beauty and
along the way.
livability.
A tour of Lexington Green
Planted properly, fruit trees will
along with a bit of nostalgic
provide a peaceful cooling effect in
and historical imagination
provides a treat supreme for
a tourist and Oyes an idea
EROS PHO'TOGRA PREIS
what bicentennial visitors
The asteroid Eros, a 17will see here.
mile-wide planet which
orbits
the sun, has been photoSpring is an ideal time to
graphe
d by Russian astronosee the famous Green. There
mers as it swung past
likely will be a baseball game
the
earth, nearly 15 million miles
in Progress except on the day
away — CNS

Fruit Trees For
Special Reward

bedded in a stone wall in
which the colonials expressed
sadness for the families of
British soldiers killed defending the tyranny of King
George HI.
In Concord, too, there is the
Colonial Inn, built in 1716, and
the place where wounded
Minutemen received medical
attention from colonial doctors. There is a most interesting old cemetery in Concord,
and the six-mile ride from
Lexington to Concord along
the Battle Road could take
you all day with no waste of
time. Almost every foot is
history, occasionally interrupted by produce stands,
inns advertising delicious
chicken and apple pie ( with
enticing aromas „to match
and the healthy and budding
fruit trees that are so much a
part of New England.
The lathes at the Lexington
Historical Society recall
quietly and effectively those
18th Century days of the fight
for freedom. They also will
sell you a book that will destroy some of your illusions
about Paul Revere. Among
the shocks: He never did
reach Concord on his famous
ride; was captured halfway
from Lexington, returned to
Lexington and released because a British sergeant
wanted his horse for a trip to
Boston.
If you're lucky, you'll run
into John M. Taylor, 73-yearold native of Lexington, and,
in his own words, a grassroots historian. He will
proudly point to the flag on
the Green and say,"It flies 24
hours a day, by act of Congress." Somebody else may
tell you that Gen. U. S. Grant
was here as president for the
centennial on April 19, 1875,
but didn't make it to Concord
because he imbibed too freely
at one of the old taverns of
Lexington.
But, the
is
its stately elms, the children

playing on hallowed ground
and the colonial white houses
surrounding — with stories of
patriotic fervor to tell, if they
could talk.
It's too bad every Ameri-

can youngster — and oldster
— cannot visit Lexington and
Concord this April 18-19.
Even though the crowds may
be the despair of the good"
people in this friendly village.

-

Put the whole
family
on a Bike this Sprin
g.

Miss Spring it ready to enjoy
the warm
weather on a bike from Spoke &
Pedal
We carry Raleigh &
Browning Bikes

Spoke & Pedal
511 S. 12th
753-0388

Green the hare—

.0Z4LE/aff

Vicky Butterworth 8, Malcom Taylor admire
this 1975 Chevrolet Monza
at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet,
Miss Spring La Malcom like the
Sporty Look.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet

Hazel Hwy.

Inc

753-1617
_
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Every member will want to be present for every service

Trino Hoberker,
Washington,
.M.,.1Arry Lockhart. Murray
.
7velyn Seaton. Calvert city,
ARO AWLIWiJaer.-Pnieseilopeo,
were all chosen junior
representatives.
In another close vicepresidential race, Steve Dages,

Larry Dunn-Murray

ga
. m

Treas movor bales
alr •

Murray, Ky.

"

806 Coldwater Rd
Phone 753-6448
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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon April 12, 1975

President
Vetoes Farm
Aid Measure

One -Mood Damage
Story Has Happy End
rvice April
oa Market
Barrows lk
ws ,tead
Mil 25-40.56
$40.00-40.25
$39 25-40.00
938 75-39.25

By NANCI PETERSON
One of many Calloway County flooddamage stories will have a happy ending if
the work of the county construction crew,
headed by Charles McKenney,foreman, is
successful.
Housed in the basement of the Calloway
County Court House, Marvin Harris' office, designated for **ping county legal

business," she added.
"It was really a sorry sight. water two
and three inches high all through the
basement, not far from reaching the
bottom volumes of our important
documents," said Harris, the county court
clerk.
Water from the drainspout off the
courthouse roof was routed into a sewer
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Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture

Come in Inexpensive-Knits

For those who have never flesh has not begun to toughgrown a garden befo:e and en with age; and cucumbers
are thinking about do.ng so that are still firm with
this year, this is vvhat Can
moisture and whose seeds are
reasonably be expected from
still soft
the effort—expectea, that is,
then, in a home garden
if the job is handled the r;yht spti be grown vegetables
way. For beg,nners, it is a rarely seen on the market or,
good idea to contact the locai if displayed, priced beyond
county Extension agent and
the average food budget—
follow his advice on the best vegetables like cusp asparagus
gardening practices
tips, delightful artichokes,
First to be expected are luscious leeks, celery cabbage,
better tasting vegetabies No and the like All these vegematter how varied the assort- tables and others can be
ment or how pretty the vege- easly grown in the home
tables may look displayed on garden
the market, those from the
Since we-eat not only to
home garden Will be freshef sustain life, but also for the
and better tasting, UK Emers. pleasure of eating, the home
sion vegetable specialist C.R. gardener should confine his
Roberts notes Freshness is of plantings only to vegetable
prime importance in all plants varieties he likes, those his
we eat, and if we have a family likes, and to those
garden, we can use the vege
definitely suited to the size of
tables within minutes after
his garden plot, according to
SOMEWHERE BETWEEN A T-SHIRT AND A
harvesting, while they are
Rooerts A gardener with a
SWEATER---Spring dressing is inexpensive and
crisp, plump, and full of small plot of land probably
versatile with a few new knit tops, whether you call
those delicious, savory flavors wouldn't plant pumpkin or
them sweaters or T-shirts. Stripes are important
that varnish so swiftly after sweet potatoes. Also since
this year. At left, the bold, broad V stripe plunges
plucking from the vine.
they do not lose eating or
almost to the waist, in a classic pullover.
Also, vegetables are best nutritional qualities very
when vine or field ripened, rapidly, a gardener with 8
At right, it's a _tube topped with—a.
rigt too many of these ar. itnystecl plot wouldn't—plant—
cardigin 'L.-especially good for an outing in the sun.
found on the market unless such crops as onions, Irish
(All are of Creslan acrylic fiber.
the market is very close to potatoes, or winter cabbage.
the source of -prochict;on. In
He would be better off to
order to reach the market at buy those vegetables at the
all, many fruits and vege
marketplace and give his land
tables must be pulled mature over to more perishable type
green and iipened in storage, vegetables.
says Roberts. Only the home
With a small piece of land
The Quaker Oats Co. has
gardener can put on the table and the ability and willingannounced plans to provide
476 additional jobs worth $4
tomatoes that have attained
ness to meet a few simple
million in annual wages for
full ripeness on the vine; peas, requirements, anybody can
nonwhites by 1976.
beans, and corn that are
have a home garden and
The new jobs, which will
neither too immature nor too expect to get from it vegerange from executive, manaold and whose sugars have tables of better taste and
gerial and scientific positions
not been lost between garden quality and at a cheaper
to assembly line jobs, will
and table; muskmelons whose
pr ice
raise its minorities payroll
from $17 million to $21 million
annually. — CNS

Company outlines
plan for minorities

WASHINGTON (API — President Ford
has decided to veto pending farm aid
legislation that the administration conpush up consumer prices for
icts, congressional and White
essay.
Thomas S. Foley of the House
Committee and others said
White House legislative aides
rung members of a Senate!fence committee on the bill
ential veto is inevitable.
rence panel, which will try to
differing versions of farm aid
le Senate and House, will not
meeting until Monday.
prised as well as deeply disap.tarn of this reported decision
dent because I believe we aceration and responsibility in
n and passage tains bill," Fo.,said in a statement.
g on a veto, Ford has taken the
griculture Secretary Earl L.
is advocated a veto for weeks.
other administration officials
islation would raise the retail
: by 8 cents a gallon, cheese by
3und and butter by 20 cents a
n a year because of higher
is for dairy products.
cue, Butz finds himself in an
ance with consumer-oriented
Congress representing urban
es. They contend the over-all
)ayers and consumers would

inawa and Hancock standing at
ulf of Thailand.
•ation was carried without in're were no American injuries.
iewsmen reported the city wds
rat government artillery could
around the capital's defense
alu, Adm. Noel Gayler, cornU.S. forces in the Pacific, said
in was successfully completed
much as a stubbed toe."
Vietnam, the Saigon military
eported more heavy fighting
Tranh, about 30 miles southon, and at Xuan Loc, 40 miles
ations were being watched
igns of the beginning of a drive
self.
dia, the U.S. airlift of rice and
1 into Phnom Penh was suspencials said they doubted it would
non to close the embassy and
11 Americans was made Thurt implemented until Friday, in
t to make the movement as
orderly as possible.
analysts in Washington predicmbodian capital would fall in
of American military might
was arranged more to offset
tat reprisals by the Cambodian
by the insurgents, but those
d unjustified.

eniCountruked

range from $400 million to more than $9
billion.
The legislation would raise from 80 to 85
per cent of parity the price support level of
dairy products and also boost the prices
that the government guarantees farmers
will receive for grain and cotton. Cotton already is selling near the price at which the
government would .make payments to
growers.
Parity- is defined at the point at which
the price a farmer receives for his produot
equals the cost of producing it plus a
reasonable profit.
In general, the Senate-passed version
provides more generous support levek-,--than does the House version. The Senate,
but not the House, voted to increase supports for tobacco growers and to place a
temporary ban on the importation of
foreign-bred beef loan attempt to improve
prices for the U.S. livestock industry.
Supporters of the legislation say it is
needed to protect rural America during
the nation's current difficulties and to encourage farm production.
A high Agriculture Department official
said earlier this week that a veto by Ford
was considered politically safe in the farm
belt 18 months before the next presidential
election.
"Nobody will remember as long as farm
income is good next year," he said.
Butz and Ford discussed the issue at a
White House meeting Friday, and cow-- •
ferees were informed privately of the veto
decision afterward,sources said.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP) — After 2 p.m.
on June 30, drivers won't have to pay tolls
on the 40-mile Kentucky Turnpike.
Gov. Julian Carroll made that announcement Friday.
Discussions to end the tolls on the stretch
of Interstate-65 started in February, 1974,
after heavy traffic on the turnpike made it
possible to pay off construction bonds.
The turnpike, the governor said, will be
"free of tolls and free of debt and 19 years
---ahead of schedule" when the tolls are
abolished.

Recent vicFRANKFORMCY.(APc
tims of flooding in Kentucky have until late
next month to apply for disaster relief
from the Small Business Administration
and Farmers Home Administration.
The FHA deadline is May 29 and SBA's is
May 30, Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston, I)Ky., said Friday. The eligible counties are
Allen, Bell, Calloway, Christian, Graves,
Knox, Metcalfe, Pulaski,Simpson, Warren
and Whitley.
For victims in Ballard. McCracken and
Livingston counties, the deadline is June 5,
Huddleston said.
Applications for loans to farmers for
production losses may be filed until Dec.
31.

Carroll Asks
Investigation
At Eddyville
Vicky admires the selection of uniforms
for the professional women and the
maternity wear for the expectant mother
at

Town & Country Yamaha
Hwy. 94 E. - Phone 753-8078
'look for the arrival of the new Cooper
Lowest Labor Rates In Western Kentucky

Probabilitith
wi a
mer

a snower.
thence
sugnte nOsirreas-nrafile precipitation

Chance of showers_ Monday ending
•
Tuesdarend becoming partly cloudy on
Wednesday. Highs in the mid 60s. Lows
rum thr upper 30s to the mid 40s.

•••••
April 18 deadline. Tickets may be picked
up at the entrance to the student...union On
Resertrations should be addressed to
Alumni Office, Administration Building,
Murray State Ilniversity, Murray, Ky.,
42071

•ctive Homan KcIalions I
;as I Omnprove suit) skill.
: Dottie Hale. Dr. lane Wells,
e.00411,"C.,-.01red48id SettV 64)1140ft. &Wit VOW:
rnsimc-toe, eleven !piton, l.lnara
Jamie Washer, Judge Robert O. Milicr Icnna Wise. sue Outland, Ginny Morgan,-0e4 %unite( he. Diane lohnson. and Man
oIIa Mia Wilson Ken Barber. Winn.' Grogan fran Blankenship, Velva Maupin, Frances Myers, Bonnie Ashby. K. 1..
ooper, and lohn Troller. The course, taught by Dr. lane Wells, was tittered as result of a Title I research projett iondtit ted by 'the Management Department of Murray State University. The prnicit is directed by Dr...iikoi Gailowav. and Dr.
Roy Kirk is the Project(oordinator.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov. Julian
Carroll says he wants a thorough investigation of charges of misconduct made
by inmates at the state penitentiary atrd-dyville against prison officials and employes.
"I want to make it abundantly clear that
the investigation is not being conducted
just to satisfy the inmates but to determine
the accuracy of their allegations," Carroll
said Friday to members of the commission
he appointed to investigate the matter.
"We're not afraid of the truth. In fact,
we want to get to the bottom of it as best as
we can," he said. "We want nothing held
back."
The governor said he would take appropriate action on the commission's findings and would fire staff members or officials if necessary.
He said the commission would have the
full cooperation of state agencies .and that
alfhinighthere Was no specific ci4d1ine set
would be done as expeditieusly as possibl
The governor also said he would ask the
commission's advice on where to locate a
proposed $15 million inaximum security
state prison.

•
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Deaths and Funerals
Rites Held Today
For Jesse Roberts
The funeral for Jesse
Roberts, retired Calloway mail
carrier, was held this morning
at eleven o'clock at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Rodney Travis
of Benton officiating and
Richard Jones as organist.
Ronnie Parker, Rev. Lloyd
Mayer,Rudy Holland, Joe Ryan
Cooper, B. C. Grogan, and
Amon Owens served as
pallbearers. Burial was in the
Ivy Cemetery.
Mr. Roberts, age 87, died
Wednesday at the Benton
Municipal Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Pattie Beale Roberts,
daughter, Mrs. Bill Farris, and
three granddaughters, Mrs.
Wade Outland, Miss Ebeth
Farris, and Miss Susan Farris.

Joseph McCabe, Sr.
Dies Thursday At
Local Hospital
Joseph McCabe, Sr., of
Murray Route Eight died
Thursday at 7:15 p. m. at the
Murray -Calloway County
,Hospital. He was 65 years of

art-

Robert A. Parks,
Former Countian,
Dies Wednesday
Word has been received of the
death of Robert A. Parks,
formerly of Calloway County,
who died Wednesday night at
his home in Glasgow. He was 80
years of age.
Mr. Parks was a veteran of
World War I and was the son of
the late Horace Parks and
Minnie Beaman Parks of
Calloway County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Idell Parks, Glasgow; four
daughters, Mrs. Willard
(Imogene) Dill, Flizabethtown,
Mrs. Jack (Volina) Camphlen,
Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Robert
Zeidene) Miller, Lexington,
and Miss Martha Parks,
Glasgow; two sons, Douglas
and Paul Parks, both of
Glasgow; three sisters, Mrs.
011ie Riley and Mrs. Fred
(Eurah) Phillips, both of
Murray, and Mrs. Torn.
(Gladys) Nix, Lexington; one
brother, Otto Parks, Murray;
twelve grandchildren; one
great grandchild.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at two p. in. at the
First Baptist Church, Glasgow,
where he was a member, with
burial to follow in the church
cemetery there.

Trailer Burns At
Lakeway Shores
The Calloway County FireRescue Squad answered a call
to the frame trailer of E. A.
Carter at Lakeway Shores at
5.15 p. m. Thursday.
A squad spokesman said the
building was not occupied at the
time and was owned by E. A.
Carter of Route Two, Cedar
Hill, Term.
squad
told
Neighbors
members they heard an explosion before the fire, according to the squad report.
Thirteen men and three units
answered the call.

Murray Man Named
For Scholarship
At

The deceased was a retired
tinsmith of the Sunbeam Corporation, Chicago, fli., and he
and his wife had moved to
Murray from Villa Park, Ill., in
October 1969. A member of St„
Leo's Catholic Church, he was
The Mayfield Presbytery will
an Army veteran of World War meet at the North Pleasant
Cumberland
Grove
on
Church
Born July 26, 1909, in Presbyterian
McHenry, Ill., he was the son of Saturday, April 12.
Delegates from the various
the late Patrick McCabe and
Catherine McCabe. He and his churches in this area are exwife, the former Erna Marose, pected to be in attendance.
who survives, were married
Rev. W.Edd Glover, pastor of
January 31, 1948.
the North Pleasant Grove
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Church, will speak on the
McCabe, Sr., Murray Route subject, "Three Noble Traits"
Eight; one son, Joseph McCabe, with scripture from James 1:19
Jr., and two grandchildren, at the eleven a. m. services on
Lisa and Melanie McCabe, Sunday, April 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jones
Lombard, Ill.; six sisters, Mrs.
Margaret Foote, Albuquerque, will be greeters on Sunday with
N. M., Mrs. Mae Bennett, Sunday School scheduled at ten
Schaumburg, M., Mrs. Lillian a. M.
Stack,Elmwood Park, Ill., Mrs.
Catherine Bottler, Pewaukee,
Wisc., Mrs. Lucy McDonald,
LAKE DATA
Plainfield, Wisc., and Mrs.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 359.6,
Colo.
Antonito,
Seelback,
Agnes
down 0.3. Below dam 335.2,
Memorial services will be
down 1.7.
held at a later date. The body
Barkley lake, 7 a. m. 359.5,
was taken to the University of
0.3. Below dam 343.6,
down
Kentucky Medical School,
1.3.
down
the
of
will
the
Lexington, as per
Sunset 6:56. Sunriso 7:14.
deceased. The Blalock-Coleman
Moon sets 7:50 p m, rises
of
charge
had
Home
Funeral
7:11 a. in.
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the arrangements.
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Presbytery Meets
Here On Saturday

GRANADA ENTERPRISES
Paris, Tenn.

Hwy. 791.

Phone 6424057

Carpet Saks & Cleaning Mexican Imports
Choose from our sample expert installation. Free estimates.
Carpet cleaning done in your home or bring area rugs in 10e
sq. ft., FREE ESTIMATES.
Lighting fixtures $14.95 and up, pottery many Shapes and
sizes $1.59 and up.
Furniture, onyx chest sets, onyx necklaces, hand carved
bone items, plaques, leather goods, wrought iron works, lots
more!
Come in and check our every day low prices. Something for
everyone. Contractors welcome.
Master charge available

Tues.-Sat. — 10:00-5:30
HOURS: .
Sun — 1:00-5:00

Symposium ...
Green, Ohio, contended that the
original purpose of the colonial
"elites" was "essentially a
conservative one."
They demonstrated a skill
and flexibility that allowed a
major restructuring of the
social and poltiical order
without the destructiveness of
many subsequent revolutionary
movements," he said.
The revolution was "a quest
for equality," he pointed out,
emphasizing that after the
conflict there was greater
equality of popular participation in government and of
social advance opportunities
when compered with those
existing prior to the period.
Even so, he said, many people
were still excluded from the
American dream, and the in-

STOCK MARKET
CanUnued from Page I
form of protest of the decade,
non-importation, and it ancl
others' Influence on a larger
question which was in the minds
of the colonials: Whether the
British economic system, as
they lived and understood it,
was acceptable to them.
-They go from a simple
system of reform trying to get
the British to change their
minds on economic matters to
the larger question of whether
or nor they can live with any
system which they come to see
as more and more burden-some," he said.
Ernest also pointed out that
the decade 1763-73 was a critical
one because it is marked by two
major economic depressions.
"Given, those two economic
crisies, and the British
economic legislation after 1773,

Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished to the Ledger & Tunes by
I. M.Simon Co. are as follow!:
16 -ea.
Airco
SI-. vac
Amer. Motors
ION unc
Askilaad Oil
A T & T. .
16'. um
Boise Cascade
Ford
Gen. Motors
13 -as
Gen lire
IT'. +a,
Goodrich
+,.
19T.
Gulf Oil
-4
1
*
Pennwalt
•-•
IV* +as
Quaker Oats
+L.
11'•
Singer
Guile
Tappan
13.talk
(Continued from Page 1)
Western CMOs
•
Department would begin April Zeroth
17. Willis said workers would
Prises al Mock of local interest at noon,
begin on the south side of Main EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
of Michigan. Corp., of
Times
Street at that time and when the Murray,byareFirst
as follows
trash pickup on the guth side
.
61. +1.
was completed, the north side U.S. Homes
71. +LS
&
Broad
Kaufman
pickup would get underway.
Hs
Ponderosa Systems
3134
Clark
Kimberly
The council approved new
Wm --as
Union Cart**
hours for the city landfill W.R.Grace
Irk +a.
21
24'
TeLICO
beginning April 17. At that time,
47's -,.
General Flee
the landfill will be open from 9 GAF Corp.
litak sOc
rgia Pacificekommilligip
a. m. until 6 p. m. Monday

case, was economic independence."
The symposium was sponsored by the Department of
History at Murray State, and
the seventh in the series will be
presented in October of this
year,

Council ...

r
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A Vegetable Factory, he exBecause of the thermal walls,
he said, only minimal beating plained, can be put down on
is required in colder climates, any level surface. It is shipped
with no special'wiring. The lab- - ready-for assembly with simple
oratory report, he continued, instructions. He figured it
said the total estimated oper- would take two persons four to
ating costs for the free-standing six hours to assemble it.
Accessories also are availplastic reinforced fiber glass
model came to only $136 for the
By EARL ARONSON
a portable heater for $25
able:
on.
almost
constructi
oof
was
for
shatterpr
that
said
He
year.
res
AP Newsfeatu
Schwartz contends that the
a single month's electricity bill and a shutter-mounted air cirThey call it The Vegetable
thermal-walled structure is the
for his old glass greenhouse culation fan for $60. No shading
Factory. It's a low-cost, enerfirst greenhouse designed to
last year. In addition, he lost compounds are needed to regy-saving greenhouse recently
lly
economica
s
vegetable
grow
several vegetable crops be- duce excessive sunlight. The
Two
York.
introduced in New
year.
all
cause of broken glass panels. light is diffused by the thermal
models were shown, a lean-to
lie said a laboratory report
That's when he "began thinking walls, eliminating hot spots and
five and one-half feet wide, 12
indicated that about 650 pounds
about developing a more eco- shadows. The six-foot eaves
feet long and eight feet high,
be
permit the gardener to stand
s
could
vegetable
fresh
of
nomical greenhouse."
eight
house
and a free-standing
freethe
in
annually
grown
feet wide, 12 feet long and seven feet, four inches tall in the
standing model at an average
center, both with six-foot eaves.
cost of 19 cents a pound, inThe secret to the low cost —
cluding all operating costs.
$629 and 6889 respectively —
That, he figures, is enough proaccording to inventor Fred
duce to supply the average
Schwartz (there are other
family of four with all the fresh
sizes) is the patented "twinvegetables needed for an entire
pane" walls made of acrylic
year.

+1.2

Pre-Registration For
Headstart Wednesday
Murray Headstart will hold
pre-registration on Wednesday,
April 16, from eight a.m. to
twelve noon at the Headstart
Center on North Second Street
Children with 1970-71 birthdays are eligible, according to
economic guidelines. For information call '753-7286.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market Netts Service April
11. 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Markel
Report Includes9 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 1404 Est 2400 Barrows
Gilts 25* to mostly 50e higher Sows ,teat.4
to 5thr higher
$40 75-40.5n
US 1-2900-230 Lbs
few at $41.00
.54040-40.29
Lbs.
190-240
US 1-3
• $39.25-40.00
US 3-4 240-260 Lbs
. 538 79-39.26
US 3-4260-290 Lbs
saws
Crt Mt-I4 00
etc -1 970-1.41 1 lee

comfortably while working. If
you buy a Vegetable Factory
you get a Growing Manual with
easy directions for year-round
operation.
The structure could also be
used as a patio house, garden
or hobby room, or children's
playhouse. You could put it on
a rooftop or apartment terrace
Schwartz said tomatoes cost
about 6 cents a pound to grow,
lettuce 16 cents a pound and cucumbers about 5-Y2 cents in one
of his double-walled greenhouses.
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Miss Spring, Vicky Butterworth
Models...

Sunday is

"Richard & Bea Walker '
At

First Baptist Church
Special
This is Bro. Walker's last day as our pastor.
semi(
our
of
all
for
planned
are
on
appreciati
and
n
recognitio

9:30 a. m.- Sunday School
10:45 a. m.- Morning Worship
A love gift will be received as a token of our appreciation

Miss Vicky Butterworth
Likes

for Spring

3:30-5:00 p. m.

Reception honoring the Walker family. Friends througl
munity are invited.

7:00 p.m.Bro. Walker Speaking
•
' f••01111.....0.•-•

/I41550ESBEVISTADA INIASIEEIRA
_

svalin;17;17s737137 every servic

Murray Appliance Co.
imps rianeater, washington,
M., Larry Lockhart, Murray,
Evelyn Seaton, Calvert qt
and Beth Baxter, Owensboro'
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• inerrusirtt chnSen
representatives.
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presidenlial race. Steve 1); .s,

tarry Dunn-Murray
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and Air
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The Murray Ledger & Times
President
Vetoes Farm
Aid Measure

One Flood Damage
Story Has Happy End
Barrows
ws
;!5-40.50
840.0040.25
$39.2540.00

By NANCI PETERSON
One of many Calloway County flooddamage stories will have a happy ending if
the work of the county construction crew,
headed by Charles McKenney,foreman, is
successful.
Housed in the basement of the Calloway
County Court House, Marvin Harris office, designated for keeping county legal
.••,.

Nov. wan*0"10111/;

business," she added.
"It was really a sorry sight.. water two
and three inches high all through the
basement, not far from reaching the
bottom volumes of our important
documents," said Harris, the county court
clerk.
Water from the drainspout off the
c0igthouste roof wa.s routed into a sewer
aim -raw -.Ira.;

WASHINGTON (AP — President Ford
has decided to veto pending farm aid
legislation that the administration cond push up consumer prices for
'Ids, congressional and White
;vs say.
Thomas S. Foley of the House
Committee and others said
. White House legislative ajdes
ming members of a SenateLittle Women. That is about as
erence committee on the bill
far as the doll thing will go at
Jential veto is inevitable.
the moment, Women's Lib or
vence panel, which will try to
not.
e differing versions of farm aid
"If a little boy wants to play
he Senate and House, will not
with a doll, let him. It may
meeting until Monday.
show his paternalistic instinct.
prised as well as deeply disapBut you shouldn't rush out and
earn of this reported decision
buy him a doll for his birth.ident because I believe we acday," in her opinion.
:eration and responsibility in
Her dolls are beautiful, wellan and passage of this bill," Fogroomed and handsomely
i., said in a statement.
dressed, large and small. They
ig on a veto, Ford has taken the
have established fashion trends.
Her ballerinas in the '20s wore
tgriculture Secretary Earl
the forerunners of pantyhose
as advocated a veto for weeks.
and her dolls have been
other administration officials
dressed in luxurious fabrics
;islation would raise the retail
and Paris-styled clothes that
k by 8 cents a gallon, cheese by
are American-made like her
iound and butter by 20 cents a
dolls.
in a year because of higher
Twenty years ago she created
rts for dairy products.
a sensation in bringing out the
sue, Butz finds himself in an
first fashion doll. After "thinklance with consumer-oriented
ing about introducing an anatof Congress representing urban
my-perfect doll for three
years" she brought out Cissy at
'lea. They contend the over-all
a Uy
payers and consumers wculd
"In her black lace chemise or
white lace covering over her
pink body, the buyers ogled her
ecstatically and I had to convince them it wasn't meant for
a peep show. I was seriously introducing fashion."

first -Lady Dolls Plarined_for Bicentennial
By VIVIAN BROWN
Newsfeatores Writer
Wit, warmth, compassion, humor and service were some of
the qualities that motivated
"Madame" (Bee) Alexander,
as she is known, in choosing six
First Ladies for her newest doll
collection meant for the Bicentennial. Her dolls — some 5,000
different ones in the last halfcentury — have always carried
a cultural message, she said, in
explaining her choices of Presidents' wives.
"Now you take Mary Lincoln," the pretty octogenarian
was saying the other day. "She
was so misunderstood. I believe
there were enemies all around
her in the White House because
Ole was a southerner . . . and
her son, the terrible thing he
did, saying his mother was
mental. I think she was spending money too fast to suit him
and he feared there wouldn't be
enough left for him . . .
"And what Julia Grant had to
put up with," she went on. "Because of the President's problem ( alcoholism) she had to receive many delegations and
take over in trying to weld the
nation . ."
As for Eleanor Roosevelt,
"she was a great humanitarian," Martha Washington was
"sweet, amiable, neat with

dainty, doll-like qualities and,
like me, she was not an eager
scholar," Madame Alexander
added.
Dolley Madison had "wit and
warinth, taking care of her
mother and younger sister."
She also was a good hostess for
Jefferson and "the secret of
her success may have been
that she never held a grudge,"
she remarked.
Abigail Adams had special
appeal for the world-famed doll
woman, who parlayed three
dolls in the first year into one
of the most solvent independently owned businesses in the
world.
"Abigail made such excellent
business investments that the
President was able to retire
with a very nice income," she
says, admiringly.
It has been that way through
all the ages of Mme. Alexander's doll making, which begins
with her own research and
sketches. The dolls are babies,
little girls, paintings or fictional
characters that have come to
life for her in a special way.
They are meant to be cultural,
she says, to help educate children and pique their interest in
the arts, dancing, theater,
books, which "can be enjoyed
by the poorest people."
"When I designed my belle-
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ONE of the most popular dolls made by Mme
Alexander is Elise, slim, lovely, well-groomed and
beautifully dressed. Inset is Mme. Alexander, who
began making dolls 52 years ago.
rina, it was really to encourage
encouraged," was the way she
little girls to dance, to make
felt.
them more graceful," she says,
She was impressed with
and while she claims to have
"Gone with the Wind," and her
no favorites in the doll world,
sympathies were aroused by
"like any good mother," an afthe starving Scarlett's generfectionate series was Little
osity in "sharing a carrot, the
Women, where she identified
only thing she could find, with
with the eldest of four girls, the
her Negro maid." So Scarlett,
too, was the basis for a doll.
Meg of the family.
She is not designing dolls to
When campus riots were at
compete in a boy's play world,
their height, she introduced a
though, an idea that some feGrandma Jane doll with silvery
minists have touted. Her
head and glasses which she
elegantly dressed Blue Boy
hoped ".vould bring little girls
(Gainsborough) and Red Boy
floser to their grandmothers
and respect for family life.
(Goya) are among dolls in her
"The maternal instinct is
portrait series. And there is
born in women and it should be
Laurie, a boyfriend of Jo in

And then manufacturers copied it and turned her "thing of
beauty" into a sexpot with big
bosoms, she commented.
A vibrant, radiant woman,
who looks decades younger
than her 80 years, Mme. Alexander has been around dolls all
her life — her father had a doll
hospital in New York — before
she began making dolls 52
years ago. Now she is assisted
by her artist daughter, Mildred,
her son-in-law and grandson in
a family enterprise. Of her recent awards, she is proudest of
two, the "Torch of Learning,"
given by the American Friends
of Hebrew University, and one
bestowed by the Alfred Einstein
College of Medicine, Women's
Division.

kinawa and Hancock standing at
lull of Thailand.
ration was carried without inere were no American injuries.
newsmen reported the city was
hat government artillery could
around the capital's defense
lulu, Adm. Noel Gayler, cornU.S. forces in the Pacific, said
ion was successfully completed
)much as a stubbed toe."
Vietnam, the Saigon military
reported more heavy fighting
Tranh, about 30 miles southgon, and at Xuan Loc, 40 miles
,on.
.:ations were being watched
signs of the beginning of a drive
tself.
odia, the U.S. airlift of rice and
,n into Phnom Penh was auspenlcials said they doubted it would
ision to close the embassy and
ill Americans was made Thurqt implemented until Friday, in
it to make the movement as
orderly as possible.
analysts in Washington predicimbodian capital would fall in
ys.
w of American military Might
was arranged more to offset
ot at reprisals by the Cambodian
by the insurgents, but those
e.d unjustified.

range from $400 million to more than $4
billion.
The legislation would raise from 80 to 85
per cent of parity the price support level of
dairy products and also boost the prices
that the government guarantees farmers
will receive for grain and cotton. Cotton already is selling near the price at which the
government would make payments to
growers.
Parity is defined at the point at which
the price a farmer receives for his product
equals the cost of producing it plus a
reasonable profit.
In general, the Senate-passed version
provides more generous support levels
than does the House version. The Senate,
but not the House, voted to increase supports for tobacco growers and to place a
temporary ban on die importation of
foreign-bred beef in an attempt to improve
prices for the U.S. livestock industry.
Supporters of the legislation say it is
needed to protect rural America during
the nation's current difficulties and to encourage farm production.
A high Agriculture Department official
said earlier this week that a veto by Ford
was considered politically safe in the farm
belt 18 months before the next presidential
election.
"Nobody will remember as long as farm
income is good next year," he said.
Butz and Ford discussed the issue at a
White House meeting Friday, and con-fere-ea were informed privately of the veto
decision afterward,sources said.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. i AP) — After 2 p.m.
on June 30, drivers won't have to pay tolls
on the 40-mile Kentucky Turnpike.
Gov. Julian Carroll made that announcement Friday.
Discussions to end the tolls on the stretch
of Interstate-65 started in February, 1974,
after heavy traffic on the turnpike made it
possible to pay off construction bonds.
The turnpike, the governor said, will be
"free of tolls and free of debt and 19 years
ahead of schedule" when the tolls are
abolished.

— Recent vicFRANKFORt-fy.
tims of flooding in Kentucky have until late
next month to apply for disaster relief
from the Small Business Administration
and Farmers Home Administration.
The FHA deadline is May 29 and SBA's is
May 30,Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston, I)Ky., said Friday. The eligible counties are
Allen, Bell, Calloway. Christian. Graves.
Knox, Metcalfe, Pulaski.Simpson, Warren
and Whitley.
For victims in Ballard, McCracken and
Livingston counties, the deadline is June 5,
Huddleston said.
Applications for loans to farmers for
production losses may be filed until Dec.
31.

Carroll Asks
Investigation
At Eddyville
Vicky Knows the...
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FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP -- Gov. Julian
Carroll says he wants a thorough investigation of charges of misconduct made
by inmates at the state penitentiary' at Eddyville against prison officials and employes.
"I want to make it abundantly clear that
the investigation is not being conducted
just to satisfy the inmates but to determine
the accuracy of their allegations." Carroll
said Friday to members of the commission
he appointed to investigate the matter.
"We're not afraid of the truth. In fact,
we want to get to the bottom of it as best as
we can," he said. "We want nothing held
back.
The governor said he would take appropriate action on the commission's findings and would fire staff members or officials if necessary'.
He said the commission would have the
full cooperation of state agencies and that
although there was no specific deadline set
for-it-to_acthe-peo_bf, 114red-rr-ffdone astxpeatioasty as pomttite.
The governor also said he would ask the '
commission's advice on where to locate a proposed $15 million maximum security,
state prison.
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Burns At
I Deaths and Funerals I Trailer
Lakeway Shores
Rites Held Today
For Jesse Roberts
The funeral for Jesse
Roberts, retired Calloway mail
carrier, was held this morning
at eleven o'clock at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Rodney Travis
of Benton officiating and
Richard Jones as organist.
Ronnie Parker, Rev. Lloyd
Mayer, Rudy Holland, Joe Ryan
Cooper, B. C. Grogan, and
Amon Owens served as
pallbearers. Burial was in the
Ivy Cemetery.
Mr. Roberts, age 87, died
Wednesday at the Benton
Municipal Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Pattie Beale Roberts,
daughter, Mrs. Bill Farris, and
three granddaughters, Mrs.
Wade Outland, Miss Ebeth
Farris, and Miss Susan Farris.

Robert A. Parks,.
Former Countian,
Dies Wednesday

Murray Man Named
For Scholarship
At

Joseph McCabe, Sr.
Dies Thursday At
Local Hospital

Presbytery Meets
Here On Saturday

Reg

GRANADA ENTERPRISES
Hwy. 79E.

Phone 642-3057

Carpet Sales & Cleaning Mexican Imports

Choose from our sample expert installation. Free estimates.
Carpet cleaning done in your home or bring area rugs
in 10e
sq. ft., FREE ESTIMATES.
Lighting fixturis $14.95 and up, pottery many shapes
and
sizes $1.59 and up.
Furniture, onyx chest sets, onyx necklaces, hand carved
bone items, plaques, leather goods, wrought iron works,
lots
more!
Come in and check our every day low prices. Something for
everyone. Contractors welcome.
Master charge available

HOURS: . Tues.-Sat. — 10:00-5:30
Sun — 1:00-5:00

STOCK MARKET

(Coatinued from Page 1)

form of protest of the decade,
non-importation, and it and
others' influence on a larger
question which was in the minds
of the colonials: Whether the
British economic system, as
they lived and understood it,
was acceptable to them.
•'They go from a simple
system of reform trying to get
the British to change their
minds on economic matters to
the larger question of whether
or nor they can live with any
system which they come to see
as more and more burdensome," he said.
Ernest also pointed out that
the decade 1763-73 was a critical
one because it is marked by two
major economic depressions.
Even so, he said, many people
-Given those two economic
were still excluded from the crisies, and the British
American dream, and
in- economic legislation after 1773,

Green, Ohio, contended that the
original purpose of the colonial
The Calloway County Fire- "elites"
was "essentially a
Rescue Squad answered a call
conservative one."
to the frame trailer of E. A
They demonstrated a skill
Carter at Lakeway Shores at and flexibility
that allowed a
5:15 p. m. Thursday.
major restructuring of the
A squad spokesman said the social and
poltiical order
building was not occupied at the
without the destructiveness of
time and was awned by E. A. many subsequent
revolutionary
Carter of Route Two, Cedar
movements," he said.
Hill, Tenn.
"The revolution was "a quest
Neighbors
told
squad for equality,"
he pointed out,
members they heard an exemphasizing that after the
plosion before the fire, acconflict there was greater
cording to the squad report.
equality of popular parThirteen men and three units
ticipation in government and of
answered the call.
social advance opportunities
when compered with those
existing prior to the period.

Word has been received of the
death of Robert A. Parks,
formerly of Calloway County,
who died Wednesday night at
his home in Glasgow. He was 80
years of age.
Mr. Parks was a veteran of
World War I and was the son of
the late Horace Parks and
Minnie Beaman Parks of
Calloway County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Idell Parks, Glasgow; four
daughters, Mrs. Willard
( Imogene) Dill, Elizabethtown,
Mrs. Jack (Volina) Camphlen,
Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Robert
V"
Zeldene) Miller, Lexington,
Day
and Miss Martha Parks,
Glasgow; two sons, Douglas and M
and Paul Parks, both of 1304 C
Glasgow; three sisters, Mrs. notifie
011ie Riley and Mrs. Fred Univei
Eurah) Phillips, both of
Murray, and Mrs. Tom
(Gladys) Nix, Lexington; one
brother, Otto Parks, Murray;
twelve grandchildren; one
great grandchild.
Joseph McCabe., Sr., of
Funeral services will be held
Murray Route Eight died Saturday at two p. m. at the
Thursday at 7:15 p. m. at the First Baptist Church, Glasgow,
Murray -Calloway County where he was a member, with
Hospital. He was 65 years of burial to follow in the church
age.
cemetery there.
•
The deceased was a retired
tinsmith of the Sunbeam Corporation, Chicago, Ill., and he
and his wife had moved to
Murray from Villa Park, Ill., in
October 1969. A member of St.
Leo's Catholic Church, he was
The Mayfield Presbytery will
an Army veteran of World War
meet at the North Pleasant
Grove
Cumberland
Born July 26, 1909, in Presbyter
ian
Church
on
McHenry, Ill., he was the son of Saturday,
that
April 12.
the late Patrick McCabe and
tutiti
Delegates from the various
Catherine McCabe. He and his churches
gradi
in this area are exwife, the former Erna Marose,
Cla
pected to be in attendance.
who survives, were married
Theo)
Rev. W.Edd Glover, pastor of
January 31, 1948.
begin
the North Pleasant Grove
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
He
is
Church, will speak on the
McCabe, Sr., Murray Route
subject, ''Three Noble Traits" w ort
Eight; one son, Joseph McCabe,
with scripture from James 1:19
Jr., and two grandchildren, at
the eleven a. m. services on in J u
Lisa and Melanie McCabe, Sunday,
Th(
April 13.
Lombard, Ill.; six sisters, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jones to th
Margaret Foote, Albuquerque, will
be greeters on Sunday with CUrrt
N. M., Mrs. Mae Bennett,
Sunday School scheduled at ten mini:
Schaumburg, M., Mrs. Lillian a. m.
in ?
Stack,Elmwood Park,Ill., Mrs.
serv
Catherine Bottler, Pewaukee,
Will
Wisc., Mrs. Lucy McDonald,
Chri,
Plainfield, Wisc., and Mrs.
LAKE DATA
Agnes Seelback, Antonito, Colo
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 359.6, Sid
Memorial services will be down 0.3. Below dam 335.2,
held at a later date. The body down 1.7.
Holl
was taken to the University of
Barkley Lake, 7 a. in. 359.5,
Kentucky Medical School, down 0.3. Below dam 343.6,
Lexington, as per the will of the down 1.3.
deceased. The Blalock-Coleman
Sunset 6:59. Smuts,
:7:14.
l.,
Funeral Home had charge of
Moon sets 7:50 p in., rises be het
Sink'
the arrangements.
Friday 7:11 a. m.

Paris, Tenn.

Symposium ...

case, was economic independence."
The symposium was sponsored by the Department of
History at Murray State, and
the seventh in the series will be
presented in October of this
year.

Council ...
(Continued from Page I)
Department would begin April
17. Willis said workers would
begin on the south side of Main
Street at that time and when the
trash pickup on the south side
was completed, the north side
pickup would get underway.
The council approved new
hours for the city landfill
beginning April 17. At that time,
the landfill will be open from 9
a. m. until 6 _p. m. Monday

Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished to the Ledger & Tones by
I ht. Simon Co. are at follows:
Airco
Amer. W41
Ashland Oil
AT&T
Boise tiiscacte
Ford .
Gen Motors
Gen Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Singer
Tappan
Western Unite
Zenith

Pre-Registration For
Headstart Wednesday

Murray Headstart will hold
pre-registration on Wednesday.
April 16, from eight a.m. to
twelve noon at the Headstart
Center on North Second Street.
Children with 1970-71 bir171s +=r thdays are eligible, according to
MN +44
economic guidelines. For inW4 +11
formation call 753-7286.
— 124- +.
1
16+.
S. unc
1E4 use
4344 -'4
1414 sec
36'4
41'4 -14

III. +Is
Some
13'. unc
17,4 +1.4

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Prices of stock of local interest at noon,
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of Federal
State Market News Service April
Murray,are as follows:
11.1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
US Homes
'
eft +to Report Includes 9 Buying &Allan%
Kaufman & Broad
re • +Ns Receipts. Act 1404 Est 2400 Barrows &
Ponderosa Systems
Pa +4 Gilts 25e to mostly 50r higher Sows stead
Kimberly Clark
3144 +4 to 50e higher
Union Carbide
We -1. US 1-2260-2.30 Lbs
S40 25-40.50
W R. Grace
27% +as fry/ at $41.0D
Texaco
840 90.4022
24 -a• US 1-3 190-240 Lbs
General Elec.
lib 2-4 240-260 Cbs
4214 -I.4
$29 25-40.00
GAFCorp
US 3-4 260-260 Lbs
Al
$e 75-39.
T
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Frame Ideas Come From Picture Problems
By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Nevisfeatures Writer
"There is sucht° a thing as
doing too much to walls. Some
walls even look better without
decoration." That observation
made by Barbara Kulicke,
well-known picture framer, was
coupled with the idea that
frames can be the final fillip in
decorating — a make or break
the room decision. Even museums seek help in framing
their pictures and in placing
them, she adds.
Mrs-Kulicke is organizing a
worldwide ethibition of more
than 50 frames through the
ages, dating from early Egyptian, a raised gesso frame, to
better acquaint women with
that form of decoration and
how frames relate to art and
other subject matter.
She and her ex-husband, Robert, became interested in
frames as art students when
they couldn't find anything to
use but Victorian designs "and
wormy chestnut."
In the '40s, he apprenticed to
a Parisian f. amer, and they returned to the United States to
reproduce antique frames, but
they were soon also into designing frames for the modern art
movement.
In 1959 he designed the wellknown narrow welded metal
frame for the Museum of Modern Art that was the beginning
of an idea to let pictures out of
the restrictions imposed by
frames. They evolved simple
frames for the new works of
Robert Motherwell, Jackson
Pollock and many others. Kulicke worked with Andy Warhol
in solving two-sided visibility.
They even made frames out of
the wood lathing used around
paintings by the artists as protective edges, gilding and fin-

ishing the wood handsomely. A
great plus with the narrow metal frame was the strength it
provided for large canvases.
"Pictures that are fragile visually, pastels, water colors and
the like, require simple frames
with sensitive borders, perhaps
with a silk, no-texture mat,"
Mrs. Kulicke advises. "An oil
painting rarely needs glass
over it, but usually it can go
either way -- to a traditional or
contemporary frame, such as a
narrow frame that is silver or
g old leafed. A charcoal
shouldn't be put in contact with
the glass where static electricity might remove part of
the drawing."
The Kulickes had concentrated on reproducing antique
frames and these are still being
made, but some of the old techniques have been utilized in
more contemporary frames,
gold leafing for example. When
Kulicke went back to his painting and the making of jewelry,
Mrs. Kulicke continued the
frame work.
Choosing frames to suit the
a r t requires considerable
thought, in her experience. You
just don't pick up a frame in a
store and run home and trim a
picture to suit it. For a Currier
and Ives print a magazine
planned to offer its readers,
Mrs. Kulicke designed an attractive curly maple frame, a
wood used in the 1880s. On the
other hand she chose a Louis
XIV-style frame for two iris,
chartreuse on a brown background, "because the frame
suited it." Its flatness in carving makes it more useful as a
traditional frame in today's environment than those of other
French periods which are more
ornate.

- *-

"Most ideas originate as
problem solvers," she advises.
"With us, a museum, collector,
gallery, painter or individual
might call, saying, 'Look I've
got this picture that seems to
need a certain kind of frame.'
Out of that has come some interesting and elegant solutions.
One needs time to study the
subject matter."
Of the more than 200 traditional and contemporary
frames she works with, the
newest design is an aluminum
trap frame Willa comprises
two thin sheets of acrylic which
trap the picture and four slivers of aluminum which slide
over it to hold it together. It is
a no-frame look, one that lets
the picture 'float on the wall.
There is a box frame, now
widely copied, which is useful
for framing old fabric, collections of shells and other things.
Narrow metal frames are also
available in do-it-yourself kits.

VIPs render
valuable service
WASHINGTON, D.C. -- In
1974, over 5,000 Volunteers in
Parks (VIPs) donoted more
than 306,000 hours to work in
the National Park System,
giving of their time and talents to supplement activities
of the NPS in 145 areas.
The range of activities was
wide: living history, 48 per
cent; interpretation, 24 per
cent; resource management,
16 per cent; other activities,
11 per cent. — CNS

FRAMES THROUGH THE AGES—Top left,
Egyptian 2nd century raised gesso frame; top
right, American 18th century gilded and carved
wood frame; lower right, French 17th century
Louis XIII frame,with portrait of Barbara Kulicke;
center, acrylic trap frame, holds picture between
sheets of acrylic, with brushed aluminum sliding
pieces; lower left, 17th century Italian ornate
frame, with little boy's head.
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Sunday is

"Richard & Bea Walker I
At

First Baptist Church
This is Bro. Walker's last day as our pastor. Special
recognition and appreciation are planned for all of our servic

Miss Spring will look her
best when she uses
cosmetics by

930 a. m. - Sunday School

Vicky Butterworth is ready for tennis with this outfit from DennisonHunt Sporting Goods.

10:45 a. m.- Morning Worship
A love gift will be received as a token of our appreciation fi
330-5:00 p. m.

Reception honoring the Walker family. Friends througt
m unity are invited.

7:00 p. m.Bro. Walker Speaking:
MISSOES REVISTADA BRASHEIRA

off-member Atwant to be present for every service
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In Our 96th Year

President
Vetoes Farm
Aid Measure

One Flood Damage
Story Has Happy End

reo
et

By NANCIPETERSON
One of many Calloway County flooddamage stories will have a happy ending if
the work of the county construction crew,
headed by Charles McKenney,foreman, is
successful.
Housed in the basement of the Calloway
County Court House, Marvin Harris' office, designated for keeping county legal
glowyjarir441iNgelie4galttelreMVO

mice Apol
Market
Barrows
tsvs stead
Kt 2540.5a
010.00•40.
I39..25-40.00
• e

business," she added.
"It was really a sorry sight...water two
and three inches high all through the
basement, not far from reaching the
bottom volumes of our important
documents," said Harris, the county court
clerk,
Water from the drainspout off the
courthouse

WASHINGTON ( AP) — President Ford
has decided to veto pending farm aid
legislation that the administration contends would push up consumer prices.ior
'acts, congressional and White
aes say.
Thomas S. Foley of the House
• Committee and others said
White House legislative aides
rning members of a Senateerence committee on the bill
iential veto is inevitable.
Tence panel, which will try to
e differing versions of farm aid
he Senate and House, will not
. meeting until Monday. -prised as well as deeply disapearn of this reported decision
(dent because I believe we acleration and responsibility in
in and passage of this bill," Fesaid in a statement. --ig on a veto, Ford has taken the
igriculture Secretary Earl L.
as advocated a trea16t weeks.
other administration officials
;islation would raise the retail
k by 8 cents a gallon, cheese by
)ound and butter by 20 cents a
tin a year because of higher
rtafor dairy products.
sue, Butz finds himself in an
lance with consumer-oriented
f Congress representing urban
les. They contend the over-all
.payers and consumers would
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You Can Put Springtime in a

—

By CF,CILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor
No doubt about it. Not since
grandmother's day has there
been so much interest in "putting up" foods. The craft renaissance has helped bring this
about.
Now through May, when rhubarb is in its peak season, is
the time to consider putting up
Spring Fruit Jam in which rhubarb is combined with strawberries and pineapple. This jam

is delicious; when we made it
and gave away most of our
yield, the recipients lauded it.
The recipe calls for processing
in a boiling water bath because
the U.S. Agricultural Research
Service now recommends this
procedure for jams in order to
protect their quality.
SPRING FRUIT JAM
2 pounds rhubarb
1 quart basket or 2 pint
baskets Strawberries

THE TRAVELER

Weekend raft
trips offered
By HAROLD McCONNELL
Travel Editor
Copley News Service
Weekend raft trips may be
taken now in the wild Bluestone River Gorge, near
Pipestem, W.Va. The rafts
carry two guides and up to
eight riders. Cost is $18 a person for the four- to five-hour
trip. (Write Wildwater
Expeditions, P.O. Box 55,
Thurmond, W.Va. 25936.) The
Pipestern State Park Resort
also has facilities for golf,
swimming, tennis, hiking,
and horseback riding. ...

lakeside Zell am See in Austria, Innsbruck and Munich
( cost $503).
And there are plan-as-yougo trips through Germany,
with air fare costing $351, and
hotels and a car starting at
$175 a week.

20-ounce can crushed
pineapple, uncirained
16-ounce bottle light corn
syrup
6 cups sugar
Cut off the leaves and trim
the stern end of the rhubarb
stalks. Slice stalks into /
1
2-inch
pieces; turn into a large saucepot. Rinse, hull and crush
strawberries; add to rhubarb
with pineapple, corn syrup and
sugar. Over medium heat bring
to a boil, stirring constantly.
Continue boiling, stirring often,
until mixture begins to hold its
shape in a spoon -- 35 to 45
minutes. Remove from heat;
skim. Ladle into clean hot preserving jars leaving 't-inch
headspace. Seal immediately
according to jar manufacturer's directions. Process in a
boiling water bath for 10 minutes. Cool on a wire rack. Label and store in a cool dry
place. Makes about_ 9 one-half
pint jars.
SPRING FRUIT JAM—A delightful combination of
rhubarb, fresh strawberries and canned pineapple.

Air France offers a program of summer travel for
young adults between 18 and
25. It's called "Go With the
Turtle" and includes backpacking and planned travel.
The 46-day excursion covering Europe costs $1,743
from Los Angeles and $1,518
from New York. The 44-day
Israel-Europe tour is priced
at $L987.50 from Los Angeles
andl1,762.50 from New York .

1
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mer with a slight chance of, a shower.
Probabiliti6 of measurable precipitation
:2770131tCrIffareTsItnrr—
1"
1
— on( ay ending
:her 0 S()
•
Tuesday'and becoming partly cloudy on
Wednesday. Highs in the mid 60s. Lows
from the upper 30sto the mid 40s.

Nay
kinawa and Hancock standing at
lull of Thailand.
Tattoo was carried without (n
'ere were no American injuries.
newsmen reported the c0 was
that government artillery could
around the capital's defense
lulu, Adm. Noel Gayler, cornU.S. forces in the Pacific, said
ion was successfully completed
)much as a stubbed toe."
Vietn, the Saigon military
reported more heavy fighting
Tranh, about 30 miles southgon, and at Xuan Loc, 40 miles
;on.
:ations were being watched
signs of the beginning of a drive
tself.
,odia, the U.S. airlift of rice and
ifl into
Pah was suspenqciaLs said they doubted it would
d.
ision to close the embassy and
ill Americans was made Thurot implemented until Friday, in
A to make the movement as
orderly as possible.
analysts in Washington predicambodian capital would fall in
ys,
ay of American military might
v was arranged more to offset
pt at reprisals by the Cambodian
▪ by the insurgents, but those
ed unjustified.
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Vicky Butterworth knows the International Scout can be the kind of
vehicle you want it to be.

INTERNATIONAL

Scout 975

Taylor Motors, Inc.
eF,
301 South 4th

0111,•11.11“..

4, ••••• I., YR Vv.,.

753-1372
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Reservations should be addressed to.
Alumni Office, Administration Building,
Murray State University, Murray, Ky ,
42071

olltir,i'Mu Wilson, Ken Barber, Veron.4 Crogan, lean Blankenship, Velva Maupin I rani es Myers, Bonnie Ashl, 14. 1.
(ooper, and lohn Trotter. ihe course taught by Dr. lane Wells, was offered as a result of a Til4e4 iesearch project militia led by the Management Depart"" ot of Murray State University. the project is directed by tar. Re'. Calloway, and Dr.
Roy Kirk is the Project(oordinator
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Turnpike To End
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP i —After 2p.m.
on June 30, drivers won't have to paylois
on the 40-mile Kentucky Turnpike.
Gov. Julian Carroll made that announcement Friday.
Discussions to end the tolls on the stretch
of Interstate-65 Started in February, 1974,
after heavy traffic on the turnpike made it
possible to pay off construction bonds.
The turnpike, the governor said, will be
"free of tolls and free of debt and 19 years
ahead of schedule" when the tolls are
abolished.

Deadline For
Disaster Aid
Is End Of May
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Recent victims of flooding in Kentucky have until late
next month to apply for disaster relief
from the Small Business Administration
and Farmers Home Administration.
The FHA deadline is May 29 and SBA's is
May 30,Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston, DKy., said Friday. The eligible counties are
Allen, Bell, Calloway, Christian, Graves,
Knox, Metcalfe, Pulaski,Simpson, Warren
and Whitley.
For victims in Ballard, McCracken and
Livingston counties, the deadline is June 5.
Huddleston said.
Applications for loans to farmers for
production losses may be filed until Dec.
31.

Carroll Asks
Investigation
At Eddyville

In Town.. . Out of Town. .. Down Town ... Up Town.
Scout is at home anywhere and everywhere. It can
be as functional or as elegant as you want it to be. The
Scout is a whole lot of vehicles wrapped up into one
great machine. With the rugged good looks of a
sports/utility vehicle, the riding comfort of a family
sedan, up to 82 cubic feet of cargo space, and the durable frame and powerful engine of a small truck.

Philadelphia will present
its annual Flower and Garden
Show March 9-16.
It will ocrupy space the size
of three football fields at the
Civic Center, with simulated
lakes, streams, waterfalls
and bridges — even a swamp.
Some 200,000 persons are expected to attend. ...
Lufthansa German Airlines
has several holiday packages
at off-sousen fares between
now and May 1. They feature
driving on your own in an
Avis car with unlimited mileage You have a choice of
visiting cities, the countryside, or just plan as you go.
For example, one one-week
tour includes Munich and
Zurich with a stop en route at
the German alpine resort of
Garmisch, and costs $545
from New York. The oneweek countryside tour covers
Berchtesgaden in. Germany,

range from $400 million to more than $4
billion.
The legislation would raise from 80 to 85
per cent of parity the price support level of
dairy products and also boost the prices
that the government guarantees farmers
will receive for grain and cotton. Cotton al:
ready is selling near the price at which the
government would maks payments to
growers.
Parity is defined at the point at which
the price a farmer receives for his product
equals the cost of producing it plus a
reasonable profit.
In general, the Senate-passed version
provides more generous support levels
than does the House version. The Senate,
-but not the House, voted to increase supports for tobacco growers and to place a
temporary ban on the importation of
foreign-bred beef in an attempt to improve
prices for the U.S. livestock industry.
_
Supporters of the legislation say it is
needed to protect rural America during
the nation's current difficulties and to encourage farm production.
A high Agriculture Department official
said earlier this week that a veto by Ford
was considered politically safe in the farm
belt 18 months before the next presidential
election.
"Nobody will remember as long as farm
income is good next year," he said.
Butz and Ford discussed the issue at a
White House meeting Friday, and conferees were informed privately of the veto
decision afterward,sources said.

Toll On Kentucky

A frozen chicken will need
about a day in the refrigerator
to thaw.

TAYLOR 1101101Z C IMPANY

If you're thinking of taking
a ship cruise but aren't quite
sure where you'd like to go,
you might take a look at
Steven B. Stern's new book,
"Guide to the Cruise Vacation." He tells you how to plan
and book a cruise, how much
you should pay, what kinds of
service you can expect on a
rximber of well-known ships.
He also describes many possible destinations. (Exposition Press; Hicksville, N.Y.;
138 pages; $6). ...

One Section — 10 Pages

15' Per Copy

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Gov. Julian
Carroll says he wants a thorough investigation of charges of misconduct made
by inmates at the state penitentiary at Eddyville against prison officials and employes.
"I want to make it abundantly clear that
the investigation is not being conducted
just to satisfy the inmates but to determine
the accuracy of their allegations," Carroll
said Friday to members of the commission
he appointed to investigate the matter.
"We're not afraid of the truth. In fact.
we want to get to the bottom of it as best as
we can," he said. "We want nothing held
back."
The governor said he would take appropriate action on the .commission's findings and would fire staff members or officials if necessary.
He said the commission would haVe Mk- full cooperation of state agencies and that
tho h there wasno specifkdeadlimset
1,
1114 huP061,
,
Arstililllt4i1041*.91)0
oOldbe done as expeditiously aa possible.
The governor also said he would ask the
commission's advice on where to locate a
proposed $15 million maximum security
state prison.

-
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Trailer Burns At
Lakeway Shores

Deaths and Funerals
Rites Held Today
For Jesse Roberts

Symposium .. .

The Calloway County FireRescue Squad answered a call
to the frame trailer of E. A
Carter at Lakeway Shores at
5:15 p. m. Thursday.
A squad spokesman said the
building was not occupied at the
time and was owned by E. A.
Carter of Route Two, Cedar
Hill, Tenn.
Neighbors
told
squad
members they heard an explosion before the fire, according to the squad report.
Thirteen men and three units
answered the call.

The funeral for Jesse
Roberts, retired Calloway mall
carrier, was held this morning
at eleven o'clock at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Rodney Travis
of Benton officiating and
Richard Jones as organist.
Ronnie Parker, Rev. Lloyd
Mayer,Rudy Holland, Joe Ryan
Cooper, B. C. Grogan, and
Amon Owens served as
pallbearers. Burial was in the
Ivy Cemetery.
Mr. Roberts, age 87, died
Wednesday at the Benton
Municipal Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Pattie Beale Roberts,
daughter, Mrs. Bill Farris, and
three granddaughters, Mrs.
"Wade Outland, Miss Ebeth
2-Farris, and Miss Susan Farris.

Word has been received of the
death of Robert A. Parks,
formerly of Calloway County,
who died Wednesday night at
his home in Glasgow. He was 80
years of age.
Mr. Parks was a veteran of
World War I and was the son of
the late Horace Parks and
Minnie Beaman Parks of
Calloway County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Idell Parks, Glasgow; four
daughters, Mrs. Willard
(Imogene) Dill, Elizabethtown,
Mrs. Jack (Volina) Camphlen,
Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Robert
(Zeldene) Miller, Lexington,
Da
and Miss Martha Parks,
Glasgow; two sons, Douglas and
and Paul Parks, both of 1304 0Glasgow; three sisters, Mrs. notifie
011ie Riley and Mrs. Fred Unive, '
Eurah)-Phillips, both of
Murray, .and Mrs. Tom
(Gladys) Nix, Lexington; one
brother, Otto Parks, Murray;
twelve grandchildren; one
great grandchild.
Joseph McCabe, Sr., of
Funeral services will be held
Murray Route Eight died-- Saturday at two p. m. at the
Thursday at 7:15 p. m. at the First Baptist Church, Glasgow,
Murray-Calloway County where he was a member, with
Hospital. He was 65 years of burial to follow in the church
age.
cemetery there.
The deceased was a retired
tinsmith of the Sunbeam Corporation, Chicago, Ill., and he
and his wife had moved to
Murray from Villa Park, Ill., in
October 1969. A member of St.
Leo's Catholic Church, he was_
..The Mayfield Presbytery will
an Army veteran of World War
meet at the North Pleasant
Grove
Cumberland
Born July 26, 1909, in Presby
terian
Church
on
McHenry, flu., he was the son of
that I
Saturday, April 12.
the late Patrick McCabe and
tutiti
Delegates from the various
Catherine McCabe. He and his
churches in this area are ex- gradi
wife, the former Erna Marose,
Cla
pected to be in attendance.
who survives, were married
Theol
Rev. W.Edd Glover, pastor of
January 31, 1948.
the North Pleasant Grove begin*.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Church, will speak on the He is
McCabe, Sr., Murray Route
subject, "Three Noble Traits" work t‘
Eight; one son, Joseph McCabe,
with scripture from James 1:19 Colle
Jr., and two grandchildren,
at the eleven a. m. services on in Jo.
Lisa and Melanie McCabe,
Th4
Sunday, April 13.
Lombard, Ill.; six sisters, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jones to th
Margaret Foote, Albuquerque,
will be greeters on Sunday with CUR(
N. M., Mrs. Mae Bennett,
Sunday School scheduled at ten
Schaumburg, Ill., Mrs. Lillian
In ? a. 111.
Stack,Elmwood Park, UI., Mrs.
serv.
Catherine Bottler, Pewaukee,
Will
Wisc., Mrs. Lucy McDonald,
Chri
Plainfield, Wisc., and Mrs.
LAKE DATA
Agnes Seelback, Antonito, Colo.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 359.6,
Memorial services will be down 0.3. Below dam 335.2,
held at a later date. The body down 1.7.
was taken to the University of
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 359.5,
Kentucky Medical School, down 0.3. Below dam 343.6,
Lexington, as per the will of the down 1.3.
Ref
deceased_ The Blalock-Coleman
Sunset 6:59. Sunrisi.: 7.14.
Funeral Home had charge of
Moon sets 7:50 p. m rises be he
Sinkir
the arrangements.
Friday 7:11 a. m.
with
pasto
eleve
servi
Paris, Tenn.
Hwy. 791.
Phone 642-8057
Th
Carpet Sales 8, Cleaning Mexican Impor
TOM
ts
Choose from our sample expert installation. 14ree estimates.
as
Carpet cleaning done in your home or bring area rugs in 10e
Crass
sq. ft., FREE ESTIMATES.
"Alo.
Th.
Lighting fixtures $14.95 and up, pottery many shapes
and
six I
sizes $1.59 and up.
slngL
Furniture, onyx chest sets, onyx necklaces, hand
carved
whici
bone items, plaques, leather goods, wrought iron
works, lots
bapti
more!
Sul
Come in and check ow- every day low prices. Something
for
a.m
everyone. Contractors welcome.
be at
Master charge available
Ro.
deac(
work
and 1
and

Murray Man Named
For Scholarship
At V2n

Joseph McCabk:Sr.
Dies Thursday At
Local Hospital

Presbytery Meets

Here On Saturday

Sinl
Holt
Reg

4 We

Green, Ohio, contended that the
original purpose of the colonial
"elites" was "essentially a
conservative one."
They demonstrated a skill
and flexibility that allowed a
major restructuring of the
social and poltiical order
without the destructiveness of
many subsequent revolutionary
movements," he said.
"The revolution was "a quest
for equality," he pointed out,
emphasizing that after the
conflict there was greater
equality of popular participation in government and of
social advance opportunities
when compered with those
existing prior to the period.
Even so, he said, many people
were still excluded from the
American dream, and tba in-

(Coatinued from Page It
form of protest of the decade,
non-importation, and it and
others' influence on a larger
question which was in the minds
of the colonials: Whether the
British economic system, as
they lived and understood it,
was acceptable to them.
-They go from a simple
system of reform trying to get
the British to change ' their
minds on economic matters to
the larger question of whether
or nor they can live with any
system which they come to see
as more and more burdensome," he said.
Ernest also pointed out that
the decade 1763-73 was a critical
one because it is marked by two
major economic depressions.
"Given those two economic
crisies, and the British
economic legislation after 1773,
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STOCK MARKET
Prices of stocks ot local Merest at
noon
today furnished to the Laden'&
I. M.Simon Co. are as follows: Times by

case, was economic independence."
The symposium was spon- Aires
sored by the Department of Amer Motors
Oil
History at Murray State, and AAshland
T & T.
the seventh in the series will be Boise Cascade
Ford
presented in October_efthis Geo.
Motors
year.
Geo. Tire

Fashion is in a Spring fever
of enthusiasm for the natural
fibers. Once again, wool and
cotton are the heroes. This return to natural resources for'
fabrics is happening for several
reasons — partly because of the
petroleum squeeze, which is being felt in the polyester industry
already, and partly because of
a natural .consumer reaction
against a steady diet of synthetics.
Doubleknits have been done
to death. Furthermore, as the
temperature rises, women remember the airiness and comfort of natural fibers that absorb moisture instead of holding
it against the body something
to consider when planning a
warm -weather wardrobe.
Biggest success story of the
season, naturally, is the big-top
dress. Most women will want
to add a wide wrap belt, which
instantly transforms it into the
most gloriously bouyant shirtwaist_ of your life. The .extra
Vuoyancy. achieved through
fullness of cat, is most flattering if there is no extra fullness
of figure underneath. Try one
of these "big tops" in lightweight woven wool and see how
gracefully it swirls around your
legs, making the most of a trim
figure.
Warming up to the subject of
warm-weather fashions, French
and American designers have
created ready-to-wear collections in natural colored cotton
muslin. For daytime Mere are
plenty of skirts with flip and
flare in every length. Back wrap
styles are popular; so are flat
stomach panels with softness
shined in on either side. This
latter design is particularly
fetching, but you'd better have
the flat stomach to put under it!
Natural muslin is turned into

sophisticated pantsuits too, with
shirtjackets tailored as carefully
as if they were cut in the most
expensive •couturier fabric. On
the more casual side. muslin
overshirts with peasant embroidery are so plentiful you'll think
a folkdance festival is coming
to town. These shirts look marvelous with natural muslin slacks
in a ripple-textured cotton that
needs no ironing.
By the way, if your natural
fashion instincts include an instinctive aversion to the steam
iron, you'll be happy to learn
that a small percentage of polyester is often blended with these
natural colored cottons — just
enough to make the muslin
scene as carefree as it is attractive.
After sunset, keep right on
being a naturalist. Caftans of
sunny colored wools will dress
you in divine comfort on cool
Spring nights. As evenings get
warmer, ,shift to gauzy cotton

nw"

Illi 4k.

Tappan
Western Union
Zenith

6 unc
13% tur
17% +,.

Murray Headstart will hold
pre-registration an Wednesday,
April 16, from eight a.m. to
twelve noon at the Headstart
Center on North Second Street.
Children with 1970-71 birthdays are eligible, according to
economic guidelines. For information call 753-7286.

V(

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Prices of stock of local interest at noon,
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger
Tunes by First of Michigan, .Corp., & Federal
of
State Market News Ser.ne April
Murray,are as follows
11,1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
U.S Homes
Repwleles9 Buying Stations
.6%
Kaufman & Broad
114 +4 ReeelptsFAct 1404 Est 2400 liarrous &
Ponderosa Systems
Gilts Wie mostly 50e Maher Sows +train
IP.
+1.
Kimberly Clark
to 50e
31% +%
Union Carbide
US1-2=Lbs.
59% -14
ato "5-40.5n
W R. Grace
fewato
771.,
us
Texaco
104111Lb
MO 00-40.25
US 14
s.
24 -%
General Elec.
LAS 241?NalUlt.
47% -'•
53925-40.00
GAF Corp.
US 3-4 3M-MILbs.
Ye um
538 79-39.29
Georgia Pacific
_

.• i•

t

7
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unwanted pounds and inches is
with Slender diet food from
Carnation. One packet mixed
with 6 oz. nonfat milk has 164
calories. Mixed with 6 oz. whole
milk or enjoyed straight from
the can, this delicious drink has
225 calories. Substitute one of
these for a regular meal as
needed. Slender is balanced to
supply S/4 of your RDA's with
every glass, which makes this
diet plan perfect if you're healthminded but naturally lazy.
Handbags have gone the natural route too. Canvas totes,
quilted chintz satchels and

chamois leather shoulder bags
are your best bets for Spring.
For sunny days, there's nothing
newsier than the Chinese straws
now blowing in the wind. Clutch
at straw bags, and don't overlook the flattery of a natural
straw hat. Wear as big a brim
as you dare, and wind a different colored scarf around the
crown to complement your different costumes. Straws are relatively inexpensive, and they
work with all your suntime
clothes. They're a classic example of how easy it is to be a
natural beauty now!

lavished with East Indian embroidery for surprisingly little
cost. They're cool and comfortable as a nightgown and just as
alluring. Enough of you shows
through so that you'll want to
be in perfect shape.
If there's room for improvement in your figure. start dieting now. The easiest way to lose

caftans which frequently are

Miss Vicky Butterworth, Miss
Spring of 1975, talks over a contract with Mr. William M Boyd
of Peoples Bank.

GRANADA ENTERPRISES

HOURS:

Singer

(Continued from Page 1)
Department would begin April
17. Willis said workers would
begin on the south side of Main
Street at that time and when the
trash pickup on the south side
was completed, the north side
pickup would get underway.
The council approved new
hours for the city landfill
beginning April 17. At that time,
the landfill will be open from 9
a. m. until 6 p. m. Monday

nnsu Fashions
- -

Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats .

Council . ..

miss%Alla SECTION

.

16 +36
P.unc
la% um
41114 -%
PP.iinc
36% -.
3
.41% .
41
13 -%
173 +14
Ir. +,.
..... Noe +2.1
15,
6 +26

Pre-Registration For
Headstart Wednesday

LOW-COST TOURS —
This is one of the high-speed
trains which takes tourists
from London to nearby
famous towns where they
can take low-cost tours of
the sights. The trains leave
London in the morning and
return at night.

Member FDIC

Tues.-Sat. — 10:00-5:30
Sun — 1:00-5:00

_

Miss Spring. J icky Butterworth. is ready for
spring & summer with
this outfit from...

This is Bro. Walker's last day as our pastor. Special
recognition and appreciation are planned for all of our servic

Miss Spring Thinks all you farmers ought
to get
ready for spring plowing with one of
these
"BIG Red International Tractors"

A love gift will be received as a token of our appreciation fi

3:30-5:00 p. m.

next to
Corvette Lanes

Hwy. 94E
Reception honoring the Walker family. Friends througi
munity are invited.

7:00 p. m. Bro. Walker Speloking .
,

MtSSOES REVISTADA BR ASILEIRA

,1 .
Every member will want to be present for every service

Tritm Habecker, Washington,
M., Larry Lockhart, Murray,
-Evelyn Seaton, Calvert city,,,
:41,114
were nit • chosen junior
representatives.
In another close vicepresidential race, Steve Dages,

Purchase Equipment Co.

Phone 753-2215

met
Prol

Tentiirgeai
and Air
Plenty of Parking

Murray, K y

•
806 Coldwaler Rd
Phone 753-6448

(1
Tue
We(
Fr-or
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By NANCI PETERSON
One of many Calloway County flooddamage stories will have a happy ending if
the work of the county construction crew,
headed by Charles McKenney,foreman, is
successful.
Housed in the basement of the Calloway
County Court House, Marvin Harris' office, designated for keeping county legal
emiumarri
WO
114‘14,01.4,10n
ennsecutive

business," she added.
"It was really a sorry sight...water two
and three inches high all through the
basement, not far from reaching the
bottom volumes of our important
documents," said Harris, the county court
clerk.
Water from the drainspout off the
courthouse roof was routed alto asewer
seas,. .asts; hansoms&
end fit^
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Trust Fund
To Provide
'Ambrose'
By BOB WATSON
Associated Press Writer
HENDERSON, Ky. (AP) —
Susan Reeve Hart's Last will
and testament provided a $15,000 trust fund for Ambrose. It
included provisions for his burial in the backyard of Miss
Hart's home on Main Street in
Henderson with a stipulation
that his burial rights be a condition for sale of the property.
Ambrose is a 9-year-old Scottish Terrier.
Miss Hart, who died recently
at the age of 86, asked that the
trust fund for her beloved dog
be set up through Farmer's _
Bank of Henderson and that the
money be "invested and reinvested, using the income and as
much of the principal as necessary to provide for the care
and needs of Ambrose."
The will also states, "I direct
and desire that Ambrose be
boarded with Dr. Morgan's
Dr. James P. Morgan) Veterinary Clinic and receive such
care, attention and medical attention as is reasonable to
maintain him and keep him in
as good state of health as is
reasonably possible."
The trust will terminate when
Ambrose dies, but even as he
ascends to the big dog house in
the sky, Ambrose will leave a
legacy of his own.
All remaining income from
the trust will be distributed according to a residuary clause in
the will. It rails for the residue
to be paid to the Humane
Society of Henderson County.
Ambrose enjoyed a degree of
notoriety even before the read-

President
Vetoes Farm
Aid Measure
WASHINGTON (API — President Ford
has decided to veto pending farm aid
legislation that the administration contends would push up consumer prices for
'
—"acts, congressional and White
'es-say:
Thomas S. Foley of the House
Committee- and others said
White House legislative aides
ming members of a Senateerence committee on the bill
iential veto is inevitable.
Tence panel, which will try to
.! differing versions of farm aid
he Senate and House, will not
meeting until Monday.
prised as well as deeply disapearn of this reported decision
ident because I believe we acleration and responsibility in
in and passage of this bill," Fol., said in a statement.
lg on a veto, Ford has taken the
lgriculture Secretary Earl L
as advocated a veto for weeks.
other administration officials
;islation would raise the retail
k by 8 cents a gallon, cheese by
sound and butter by 20 cents a
in a year because of higher
rts for dairy products.
sue, Butz finds himself in an
lance with consumer-oriented
f Congress representing urban
.les. They contend the over-all
payers and consumers would

RIM-IFIHNG SECT1011

Giids Dig Lociking Good for all Occasions

range from $400 million to more than $4
billion.
The legislation would raise from 80 to 85
per cent of parity the price support level of
dairy products and also boost the prices
that the government guarantees farmers
will receive for grain and cotton. Cotton already is selling near the price at which the
government would make payments to
growers.
Parity is defined at the point at which
the price a farmer receives for his product
equals the cost of producing it plus a
reasonable profit.
In general, the Senate-passed version
provides more generous support levels
than does the House version. The Senate,
but not the House, voted to increase supports for tobacco growers and to place a
temporary ban on the importation of
foreign-bred beef in an attempt to improve
prices for the U.S. livestock industry.
Supporters of the legislation say it is
needed to protect rural America during
the nation's current difficulties and to encourage farm production.
A high Agriculture Department official
said earlier this week that a veto by Ford
was considered politically safe in the farm
belt 18 months before the next presidential
election.
"Nobody will remember as long as farm
income is good next year," he said.
Butz and Ford discussed the issue at a
White House meeting Friday, and conferees were informed privately of the veto
decision afterward,sources said.

Toll On Kentucky
Turnpike To End
FROM CASUAL TO MOST ELEGANT—When a
girl is in the mood for a T-shirt, for day or sleeping,
she can be a friend to animals, as in the girl
wearing the panda print. The manufacturer contributes to Friends of Animals I n c., a nonprofit
conservation group, with each shirt sold. On a day
when she dresses up to go to the ice cream
parlor,
perhaps for a birthday party, a girl can wear a
polyester and cotton dress which has blue and
ing of Miss Hart's will. He was
walked in Henderson Central
Park each day,by Jerry Davis,
an employe of Miss Hart.
"Jerry comes to see him all
the time," Dr. Morgan said.
Ambrose has found retirement at Dr. Morgan's clinic
has brought him plenty of new
attention.

white stripes covered with a feminine layer of
sheer white voile. The soft bow at the neck is
flattering to any girl's face. Then, for a girl's
evening out, she can be even more dressy in white
voile over a soft print. The wide yoke forms a frilly
cape across the shoulders. And it's easy-care
polyester and cotton. (T-shirt of Caprolan nylon
tricot, by Noodles. The two dresses by Seibel and
Stern.)

"We give him the run of the
office and the girls take him
for walks," the doctor added.
"I've cared for the dog since
he was s pup," Dr. Morgan
said. He said a kidney problem
had made Ambrose a weekly
visitor to his clinic for most of
the dog's nine years.
"He's just a good old dog,"
Dr. Morgan added.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) — After 2 p.m
- on June 20, drivers won't have to pay tolls
kinawa and Hancock standing at
on the 40-mile Kentucky Turnpike.
Jiulf of Thailand.
Gov. Julian Carroll made that an!ration was earned without InnouncementFriday.
ere were no American injuries.
Discussions to end the tolls on the stretch
newsmen reported the city was
of Interstate-65 started in February, 1974,
that government artillery could
after heavy traffic on the turnpike made it
around the capital's defense
possible to pay off construction bonds.
The turnpike, the governor said, will be
lulu, Adm. Noel Gayler, corn"free of tolls and free of debt and 19 years
U.S. forces in the Pacific, said
ahead of schedule" when the tolls are
ion was successfully completed
abolished.
o much as a stubbed toe."
a Vietnam, the Saigon military
reported more heavy fighting
n Tranh, about 30 miles southigon, and at Xuan Loc, 40 miles
gon.
cations were being watched
signs of the beginning of a drive

Deadline For
Disaster Aid
Is End Of May

sodia, the U.S. airlift of rice and
- FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP -- Recent vicon into Phnom Penh Was suspentims of flooding in Kentucky have until late
ficials said they doubted it would
next month to apply for disaster relief
from the Small Business Administration
.!ision to close the embassy and
and Farmers Home Administration,
all Americans was made ThurThe FHA deadline is May 29 and SBA's is
not implemented until Friday, in
May 30,Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston. Dpt to make the movement as
Ky., said Friday. The eligible counties are
d orderly as possible.
Allen, Bell, Calloway, Christian, Graves.
;analysts in Washington predic'ambodian capital would fall in
Knox, Metcalfe, Pulaski,Simpson, Warren
iys.
and Whitley.
av of American military might
For victims in Ballard, McCracken and
y was arranged more to offset
Livingston counties,the deadline is June 5.
apt at reprisals by the Cambodian
Huddleston said.
n by the insurgents, but those
Applications for loans to farmers for
fed unjustified.
production losses may be filed until Dec.
31.

Carroll Asks
Investigation
At Eddyville
The Clothesfor Miss Spring
Vick v litiltericorth

UcP.eta 3111.11111U

11e

1111 Wall AMU

UV'

mer with a 1.444. -‘44tinee'
April 18 deadline. Tickets may be picked
Probabilities of !rwasurabluirm:ipit±A _ upatilie.eattaisue.ta the sagient'antorran
.rauglifitreket
-v
the eirening of the banquet
ending
Monday
-showers
Cha nee of
Reservations should be addressed to
Tuesday and becoming partly cloudy on
Alumni Office, Administration Building,
Wednesday. Highs in the mid Ms. 1.ows
Murray State University, Murray, Ks,
from the upper 305 to the mid 405
42071

Ife( live Human Relations. The
improve such skills as corn.
Dottie Hale, Dr. lane Wells.
ann
•
•
V
histfestror; rimer% spann, sanora
ssus IS
thiit4tiseadOmpairgrelskepilpRipmpostift
lelate Washe lissiwArgeggIvticestriktsh'
LAINkt
Margaret Trevathan,'carmen('
RlaustvrnAttenffing IlitArtlnKe 4,ecirms:inft nut poured nose were
nince,
Myers, Bonnie Ashby, R. L
Maupin.
Blankenship,
Velva
'
lean
critic, Mia Wilson, Ken Barber, Verret, Grogan,
Cooper, and John °Troller. The c nurse' , taught by Dr. lane Wells, was offered as a result \of a Title 1 research project condirc•,!ed hy the Management Department of Murray State..University. The project is directed by Dr. Re% Galloway, and Dr.
Roy kirk is the Project oordinator

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — Gov. Julian
Carroll says he wants a thorough investigation of charges of misconduct made
by inmates at the state penitentiary at Eddyville against prison officials and employes.
"I want to make it abundantly clear that
the investigation is not being conducted
just to satisfy the inmates but to determine
the accuracy of their allegations," Carroll
said Friday to members of the commission
he appointed to investigate the matter.
"We're not afraid of the truth. In fact,
we want to get to the bottom of it as best as
we can," he said. "We want nothing held
back."
The governor said he would take appropriate action on the commission's finofdings and would fire staff membersor
.
ficials if necessary.
He said the commission would have the
full cooperatien of state agencies and that'
.probe, he hoped It
P
would be done as expeditiously as possible.
The governor also said he would ask the
cortunission's advice on where to locate a
proposed $15 million maximum security
state prison.

• VA.

• q., ,e9
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Trailer Burns At
Lakeway Shores

Deaths and Funerals
Rites Held Today
For Jesse Roberts
The funeral for Jesse
Roberts, retired Calloway mail
carrier, was held this morning
at eleven o'clock at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Rodney Travis
of Benton officiating and
Richard Jones as organist.
Ronnie Parker, Rev. Lloyd
Mayer,Rudy Holland, Joe Ryan
Cooper, B. C. Grogan, and
Amon Owens served as
pallbearers. Burial was in the
Ivy Cemetery.
Mr. Roberts, age 87, died
Wednesday at the Benton
Municipal Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Pattie Beale Roberts,
daughter, Mrs. Bill Farris, and
three granddaughters, Mrs.
Wade Outland, Miss Ebeth
Farris, and Miss Susan Farris.

reseph McCabe, Sr.
Dies Thursday At
Local Hospital

Robert A. Parks,
Former Countian,
Dies Wednesday

Word has been received of the
death of Robert A. Parks,
formerly of Calloway County,
who died Wednesday night at
his home in Glasgow. He was 80
years of age.
Mr. Parks was a veteran of
World War I and was the son of
the late Horace Parks and
Minnie Beaman Parks of
Calloway County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Idell Parks, Glasgow; four
daughters, Mrs. Willard
( Imogene) Dill, Elizabethtown,
Mrs. Jack (Volina) Camphlen,
Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Robert
Zeldene) Miller, Lexington,
and Miss Martha Parks,
Glasgow; two sons, Douglas
and Paul Parks, both of
Glasgow; three sisters, Mrs.- 011ie Riley and Mrs. Fred
(Eurah) Phillips, both of
Murray, and Mrs. Tom
(Gladys) Nix, Lexington; one
brother, Otto Parks, Murray;
twelve grandchildren; one
great grandchild.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at two p. m. at the
First Baptist Church, Glasgow,
where he was a member, with
burial to follow in the church
-cemetery there.

Symposium . ..

The Calloway County FireRescue Squad answered a call
to the frank trailer of E. A.
Carter at Lakeway Shores at
5:15 p. m. Thursday.
A squad spokesman said the
building was not occupied at the
time and was owned by E. A.
Carter of Route Two, Cedar
Hill, Tenn.
I
Neighbors
told
squad
members they heard an explosion before the fire, according to the squad report.
Thirteen men and three units
answered the call.

Murray Man Named
For Scholarship
At Vandorhil*

Green, Ohio, contended that the
original purpose of the colonial
"elites" was "esaentially a
conservative one."
They demonstrated a skill
and flexibility that allowed a
major restructuring of the
social and poltiical order
without the destructiveness of
many subsequent revolutionary
movements," he said.
"The revolution wa§ "a quest
for equality," he pitited
oout,
emphasizing that after the
conflict there was greater
equality of popular participation in government and of
social advance opportunities
when compered with those
existing prior to the period.
Even so, he said, many people
were still excluded from the
American dream, and the individualism that ths. rawitothaw

STOCK MARKET

t Continued from Page 1

form of protest of the decade,
norrimportation, and it and
others' influence on a larger
question which was in the minds
of the colonials: Whether the
British economic system, as
they lived and understood it,
was acceptable to them.
-They go from a simple
system of reform trying to get
the British to change their
minds on economic matters to
the larger question of whether
or nor they can live with any
system which they come to see
as more and more burdensome," he said.
Ernest also pointed out that
the decade 1763-73 was a critical
one because it is marked by two
major economic depressions.
"Given those two economic
crisies, and the British
economic legislation after 1773,
a doubt is raised in the colonial

welielen•qpi,,1111,111•04...W1411111.MOOMPROPIErrr.
--

and
1304
noti•
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case, was economic independence."
The symposium was sponsored , by the Department of
History at Murray State, and
the seventh in the series will be
presented in October of this
year .

Council . . .
(Continued from Page 1
Department would begin April
17. Willis said workers would
begin on the south side of Math
Street at that time and when the
trash pickup on the south side
was completed, the north side
pickup would get underway.
The council approved new
hours for the city landfill
beginning April 17. At that time,
the landfill will be open from 9
a. m. until 6 _D. M. Monday
thrmahliqirisiv anti R. ye, IMAM
.NUOIF•

Prices ol stocks of local interest at noon
today furnialtad to the Ledger &
I M Simms Go.are teik•ws: Times by
Airco

''''''''''
Amer.MaTe
ta —

Ashland Oil
A.T. & T
Boise Cascade
- Ford
Gen. Motors —
Gen. TIre
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Singer
Tappan
Western Union
Zenith

Ulaa sec
Illat
WsINC
- w. .-.3a 12'ei
13.'.
17as +at.
Ire +ts
lhae +as
We +1.1.
unc
131,unc
174 +4,

Pre-Registration For
Headstart Wednesday
Murray Headstart will hold
pre-registration on Wednesday,
April 16, from eight a.m. to
twelve noon at the Headstart
Center on North Second Street._
Children with 1970-71 birthdays are eligible,according to
economic guidelines. For information call 753-7286.

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Prices of stock of local interest at noon,
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger
Times by First of Uktugan, Corp., & Federal
of
State Market .ieirs Service .April
Murray, are as folio*:
11,1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
U.S. Homes
.11% +is Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Ka ufman & Broad
Pri +1
/
4 Receipts: Act 1404 Eat 2400 Barrows &
Ponderosa Systems
Pii +It Gins 25r to mostly 50e blither Sows,
tedd
Kimberly Clark
315. +Ls to 50e higher
Union Carbide
US 1-2 200-230 1.bs.
.....-epletti -as
"5-40.5,0
$40
W.R. Greco
21is +lt few at 641.00
Texaco
540.00-40.25
24 -at US 1-3 190-240 Lto
General Elec.
lan34111164111111Lbs.
47's -'4
53925-10.00
GAF Corp
"Willt
Georgia Pacific
.391. +4
Pfizer
US 1-223.01
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Joseph McCabe, Sr., of
Murray Route Eight died
Thursday at 7:15 p. m. at the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital. He was 65 years of
age.
The deceased was a retired
tinsmith of the Sunbeam Corporation, Chicago, Ill., and he
and his wife had moved to
Murray from Villa Park, Ill., in
October 1969. A member of St.
Leo's Catholic Church, he was
The Mayfield Presbytery will
an Army veteran of World War
meet at the North Pleasant
H.
Grove
Cumberland
Born July 26, 1909, in Presbyt
erian
Church
on the'
McHenry, fli., he was the son of
Saturday, April 12.
tuti
the late Patrick McCabe and
Delegates from the various
Catherine McCabe. He and his
gra
churches in this area are exwife, the former Erna Marose,
pected to be in attendance.
who survives, were married
Rev. W.Edd Glover, pastor of The
January 31, 1948.
the North Pleasant Grove beg—
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Church, will speak on the He
McCabe, Sr., Murray Route
subject, "Three Noble Traits" wor
Eight; one son, Joseph McCabe,
with scripture from James 1:19 Coll
Jr., and two grandchildren,
at the eleven a. m. services on in J
Lisa and Melanie McCabe,
T1
Sunday, April 13.
Lombard, 111.; six sisters, Mrs.
tot
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jones
Margaret Foote, Albuquerque,
will be greeters on Sunday with CtIli
N. M., Mrs. Mae Bennett,
Sunday School scheduled at ten mi
Schaumburg, HI., Mrs. Lillian a. 111.
In
Stack,Elmwood Park,111., Mrs.
ser
Catherine Bottler, Pewaukee,
Wisc., Mrs. Lucy McDonald,
Chr
Plainfield, Wisc., and Mrs.
LAKE DATA
Agnes Seelback, Antonito, Colo.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 359.6,
Memorial services will be down 0.3. Below dam 335.2,
held at a later date. The body down 1.7.
was taken to the Univeragual
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 359.5,
Kentucky Medical School, down 0.3. Below dam 343.6,
Lexington, as per the will of the down 1.3.
deceased. The Blalock-Coleman
Sunset 6:59. Sunrisr: 7:14.
Funeral Home had charge of
Moon sets 7:50 p. m., rises be hi
Sink)
the arrangements.
Friday 7:11 a. m.
with
past(
elevc

Presbytery Meets
Here On Saturday —

un
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GRANADA ENTERPRISES

Paris, Tenn.

Hwy. 79E.

Ho

it

serv

Phone 642-$057

Carpet Sales L Cleaning Mexican Imports

thoose from our sample expert installation. Free estimates.
Carpet cleaning done in your home or bring area rugs in 100
sq. ft., FREE ESTIMATES.
—Wilting fixtures $14.95 and up, pctery many
shapes and
sizes $1.59 and up.
Furniture, onyx chest sets, onyx necklaces, hand
carved
bone items, plaques, leather goods, wrought iron
works, lots
more!
Come in and check our every day low prices. Something
for
everyone. Contractors welcome.
Master charge available

HOURS:

CO

Tues.-Sat. — 10:00-5:30
Sun — 1:00-5:00

Tom
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Th
six
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bapt
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11.M.

be a,
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Sunday is

"Richard & Bea Walker

z

il

The Ugliesf Lot in Town..
Will coon have the Prettiest Building
BANK OF MURRAY

a

First Baptist Church

9:30 a. m.- Sunday School
10:45 a. m."- Morning worship

prl
insta

P
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ebpeu
lret m

At

This is Bro. Walker's last day as our pastor. Special
recognition and appreciation are planned for all of our servic

Dr
chain
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Assoc
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Vicky Butterworth adds her beauty to help
the Bank of Murray pretty-up the ugliest lot
in town.

He
men
pf
ro et
Univo

A love gift will be received as a token of our appreciation fo

Bank of Murray

3-30-5:00 p. m.

Member FDIC

Reception honoring the Walker family Friends through
munity are invited.
.

7:00 p. m. Bro. Walker Speaking

the
with
to
rner
OutI
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MISSOIS RIVISTADA BRASILEIRA

Every member will want to be present for every service
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In., Larry Lockhart, Murray,
Evelyn Seaton, Caly_grt
City,
-and BetiE•41esier7a,kbYellxiite
were all chosen, junior
representatives.
In another close vicepresidential race, Steve
Dages,

1.111w

and Air
Plenty of Parking

-tam

ed

ireas moTur ones

Murray, Ky.

806 Coldwater Rd
Phone 753-6448
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